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Abstract
This inquiry's thesis is a meditation on the question; how does reading and writing become a 
celebratory act for women? In Chapter 1 ,1 begin by stating the hermsnutical method I will eng%e to 
expbre this question. In a sense this hennenutical method is a manifest at bn of the question itsdf 
and it poses artbulations towards addressing the crisis inherent within the question (Section 1.1: 
TheHermenutical Method). By engaging plural metaphors and not 'minding the difference' between 
creative, metaphorical langaage and concept-critical langiage I am enabled to break down 
phallocentric reading principles and necessarily deconstruct traditional ways of reading (Section 1.2: 
Breaking Down Phallocentric Principles). Fuithermore, my hermenutical method geno-ates inter- 
text(s) that claim an autonomy which rigorously confronts the issues at hand These two events, 
the breaking down of phallocentric reading traditions and inter-text(s) that claim an autonomy within 
the inquiry itself make a theological langiage of 're-membering' available to me (Section 1.3: The 
Autonomy of the Inter-Text(s)).
By placing the question: how does reading and writing become a celebratory actfor women? 
in juxtapositbn with Robert Detweiler's e?g) brat ion of 'religious reading' and the community that 
participates in such an event, I examined the two guiding conditions that seal his model: the 
atmosphere of festival and the event of reading as a celebratory act for individuals and for groips 
(Section l . l \  How Does Reading and Writing Become a Celebratory Act for Women? and 'Religious 
Reading as Exp bred by Robat Detweiler', Section 2.2: Detweiler's 'Atmosphere of Festival': The 
Bakhtin Connection, and Section 2.3: The Relevance of the Untraced Body).
The Result of exp bring Detweiler's model of'religious reading laid the foundation for my 
suspicion that 'celebration' means something very different for women historically and presently. 
This research enabled me to make the claim that women cannot celebrate according to its current 
undo*standmg and therefore 'cefebration' needed to be rad bally revbwed (Section 3.1: What 
'Cetebration' Means: the Journey Towards Re-membering 'Cefebration'). To begin to approach the 
subject of re-membering what 'celebration' means, I discussed the phenomenon of ordination 
(Section 3.2: Ordination, Section 3.3: Traditional Undo'standings of 'Ordination', Section 3.4: 
Conoerningthe Ordination of Women). 1 concluded that ordination, meaning in some manifestatbn
1exceed imposed boundaries and to journey to 'the end of the stoiy that cannot be told', and a 
continual and responsible confronting of history (Section 2.2: Five Crucial Moments, Section 2.3: 
Excess, Section 2.4: The Presence of the Unnamed: the Further Presencing of Excess, Section 2.5:
i i
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'to call out', is not an ecclesiastical convention, but an event that b e la i^  to the realm of langiage in 
which ordination is an expression of the frustration of langiage's attempts 'to call out' or to move 
towards the sign (Section 3.5: The Frustrated Nature of Ordination, Section 3.6: Ordination as an 
Event that Belongs to the Realm of Langia^). Because ordination is an event belonging to the realm 
of langiage, women's naturally ordained status ensures that they maintain a unicjue relationship to 
langiage as conditioned by their bodies. This naturally ordained status is the foundation of a woman 
centred hermenutical tradition. A crucial feature of this tradition is disbelief of womm's 
proclamations. Disbelief obliterates women's textual and bodily status, h\xi women read, write and 
interpret anyway thus creating a subversive textual sub-culture. It is within this space that we can 
trace the re-membering of what 'celebration' means (Section 3.7: Womai's Bodily Status).
The goal in Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Nairative' is to trace the woman centred hermenutical 
tradition. I bring my own hermenutical method to the fourth gospel where I 'read' various textual 
moments. The objective of this goal is not to end up with 'celdiration' in its re-membered form, but
ri‘
ti,
rather to trace this woman centred hermenutical tradition, to identify its features and to confront this 
woman centred hennenutical tradition in action so that my subversive 'finding' of this exploration 
not only substantiate the claims 1 have been making thus far regrdingwomen, reading and writing 
they also enable my inquiry to be pitched into a space of actually encountering 'celebration' in some 
of its re-membered manifestations (Section 1.1 : Encountering the Woman Centred Hermenutical 
Tradition). The Johannine narrative is an apt place to stage such an exploration because of its strong 
western canon associations. The text o f John is infected with issues regarding reading and writing in 
a gendered sense (Section 1.2: Why Here: Disruption and Gender).
I begin my 'reading' of the fourth gospel with John 20:1-18. I ta rg t textual mommts 
associated with two textual strands conjoining and read into their tension (Section 2.1: Reviewing 
Re-reading and Re-membering John 20:1-18). I identify five crucial moments witliin this narrative 
which begin to reveal the woman centred hermenutical tradition's personality. These 'personality 
traits' include excess as a positive aspect of woman's 'caHing(s) out', a commitment to narrative to
I
The Appropriate and the Inappropriate as the Scene Shifts, Section 2.6; Difference in Vision, 
Section 2.7: The Meanings of Recc^ition, Section 2.8: John 20:1-18: Conclusion).
M y inquiry then seeks to explore Jesus as a body in relation to other' feminine bodies. 
Beginning with the body of the Virgn Mary in whidi I condude that Jesus' worldly birth and the 
fourth gospel's urge towards baptism is a textual statement about women's bodies and their textual 
status; in this context woman represents deatli. However, the other possibility as maintained by the 
woman centred hermenutical tradition is that the V ir ^  Mary's statement, 'They have no wine' is an 
invocation of the actual, maternal body. Thus, a powerful re-memory is invoked that is the 
encouraging blood-line whidi enables women to read, write and into-pret anyway (Section 3.1: 
Christ is Born: the Absence of the Mother, Section 3.2: The Seccxid Birtii, Section 3.3: Body 
Si^TtingOne: Cana, Section 3.4:TheFinal Body S itting, and Section 3.5: Condusion).
Moving onto feminine bodies subjected to 'the gaze?, I examine the history of the gaze and its 
multi-dimensional features: the gaze as an invocation of otherness for privileged knowledge, the gaze 
as a tool that distracts focus on women’s actual bodies behaving in union, and finally the gaze as a 
commodity conductor whidi passes the bodies of women between borders of male ownership. In 
John 4:1-35, Jesus sits at the site of the well, the house of the gaze, not to invoke union, but to 
obliterate the body (thus woman's textual posture) of woman (Section 4.1: The Gaze: Introduction, 
Section 4.2: The Gaze's Very Long History, Section 4.3: Jesus and The Gaze; and Section 4.4: 
Condusion).
The well narrative then goes on to establish the foundation from which to meditate on Jesus 
as writer. In John 8:1-11, we encounter the stoiy of two texts: the body-text of the adulterous 
woman and Jesus' text of dust. The body-text of woman is obliterated in the spirit of the ether- 
body that urges baptism (Section 5.1: The Stoiy of Two Texts: John 8:1-11, Section 5.2: The 
Adulterous Woman: Body-Text, Section 5.3: Jesus' Text of Dust, and Section 5.4: Condusion).
M y 'reading' of the Johannine narrative ends with the figure that is central to those readings: 
Mary Magdalen. By reading various paintings, I arrive at Corregio's St. Mary Magdalen. Mary 
Magdalen here signs woman's intimate union/connection with the abyss or that which exists past 
imposed narrative boundaries. The strange posture of St. Mary Magdalen confi-onts the reader with 
womai's subversive celdiratory posture (Section 6.1: Mary Magdalen Re-visited, Section 6.2:
i i i
Reading Roundwards: Towards Conegio's St. Mary Magdalen, and Section 6.3: Ledds Hidden Swan: 
an Unexpected Celebratory Posture).
The journey provided by walking th ro u ^  the Johannine narrative makes it possible in 
Chapter 3: 'Women's Contemporary Fiction', to enter into the realm of the crisis of 'celebration' in 
some of its re-membered manifestations. In this context the celebratory posture as signed by St. 
Mary Magdalen finds an example in the figure of Rosa Lublin. I begin by tracing this posture in its 
'live action' by focusing on the body-text that Rosa is: a pregiant corpse (Section 1.2: Focusing on 
Bodies). This unusual bodily status is an excellent exanple of woman's ability to go beyond 
imposed boundaries. The condition of the pregiant corpse is not confined to the environment of life 
or deatli exqiiessly, but rather it maintains a pow eful connection to both spheres of exp^ience 
(Section 1.3: Types of Pregiancies: The Pregiant Corpse). The condition of the pregiant corpse 
signs woman's actual nature: to go beyond imposed boundaries. Woman's naturally ordained status 
cannot be treated simplistically. To fully demonstrate the need for a realisation of the complex 
nature regarding women and'celebration' I place the condition of the pregiant corpse in-between the 
competing embodiment theories (of Luce I r i^ a y  and Camille Paglia) to expose woman's unique 
status as reader, writer, and interpreter (Section 1.4: The Unique Status of the Pregiant Corpse: a 
Demand for the Realisation of the Complex Natme o f Issues Regarding Women and Celdxration).
Having made available the complexity and unique posture of woman I proceed to 'read' The 
Shawl by Cynthia Ozidc. This text concentrates on the expaience of motherhood witliin a 
concentration camp, exp bring a woman's ability to maintain very unique connections; connections 
maintained by writing. The shawl becomes a super-natural entity whidi maintains its own rules by 
which it shapes the lives of those who into* act with it. Ultimately, it is the shawl that signs woman 
(Rosa) as one who calls out. The shawl is a lesson on how to re-member what 'celebration' means 
(Section 2.1: Introduction: The Shawl, Section 2.2: The Shawl Emeiges, Section 2.3: The Shawl: the 
Sustainer, the Invocation, the 'Choiceless Choice', Section 2.4: Tasting the Supernatural Depths of 
the Shawl: the Abysmal Connection, Section 2.5: The Two Lost Things: the Shawl and the 
Underpants, Section 2.6: The Underwear Pilg-image, Section 2.7: The Lost Things Re-member One 
Another, and Section 2.8: The Upwards M otbn o f Woman's Celebratory Posture).
This inquiry condudes by maintaining that reading and writing become a celebratory act
i v
when ’cetebration' expands to traverse the lengh that woman's body travels regularly. Such a 
definition maintains that 'to prodaim' i.e. 'to celdirate' is to tell multiple stories at once, never just 
one stoiy (Section 3.1: Condusion; The End (The Beginning).
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My main tactic is a simple one. I am eager to reply to the Gospels in kind, to write in a 
related idiom. Rather than take a jackhammer to the conaete, parabolic language of the 
Gospels, replacing graphic images with abstract categories, I prefer to respond to a 
pictographic textpictographically, to a nan ative text narratively, producing a critical text 
that is a postmodern analogue of the premodern text that it purports to read.
Stephen Mooie 
Mark and Luke in Poststructuratist Perspectives: Jesus 
Begms To Write 
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Chapter 1: How Does Reading and Writing Become a Celebratory Act fo r
Women?
1.1 The Hermenutical Method
This inquiry's thesis is a meditation on the question: how does reading and writing become a 
celebratory act for women? The terms in this question are loaded and subsequently will be defined 
in more detail. However, my first effort to deconstruct these terms, to make the crisis of this 
question more available to the reader, is to exqxlain my own hermenutical strategy predsely because 
it is by this stra te^  that I will engage this question in various ways and it is also by this strategy 
that I will continually confront the crisis of the question itself.
The hermeneutic I will engage finds its earliest roots in an attraction towards Mieke Hal's 
undo-standing of 'gaps, bredks, inconsistencies, and problems' which underlie ideologically or 
theologically driven readings of texts. Bal suggpsts that it is these 'gaps' which are finally more 
interestingthan systematically smooth structures\ My own readings began to seek out these raised 
edges or sources of textual discomfort ('gaps, breaks, inconsistencies, and problems') in ordo- to 
reprieve particular moments within narrative not in order to solve these moments' conœrns, but to 
seriously play with these moments in some of their manifestations.
The result of these reading became a creative hermenutical method in which the langaage of 
plural metqxhors makes available a langiage of're-membering!. These two langiages simultaneously 
work on various levds to deconstruct textual mommts and traditional ways of reading these 
moments and as a result this inquiry maintains multiple discourses on several levels. There is a 
recognisable difference between academic concept-critical and creative-metaphorical writing and in 
this inquiry I admittedly will not 'mind the difference', but deeply confiise the difference so that 
critical concepts and creative, plural metaphors will not maintain distinctions. By
at, Mieke. Death and Dissymetry: the Politics o f  Coherence in the Book o f  Judges. Chicago: University o f  
Chicago Press, 1988. (Note that‘gap’ is atermusedby others. Notably, Is er, Stein berg, and Exum)
confiising^interfusüig several modes of dis course within this inquiry two important events occur. 
Firstly, e n g ^ ig  metaphors breaks down phallocentric principles that govan the western reading 
tradition in which rigid divisions between critical concepts and creative metaphorical discourses are 
maintained. Secondly, this creative approach claims autaiomy within the inquiry itsdf. These two 
events make available a langaage of're-membering.
1,2 Breaking Down Phallocentric Principles
The langiage of 're-membering is a theological langaage. Writing on the importance of memory, Karl 
Plank writes,
Once we knew that pi ace in the forest and there we were at home...Nowwe know it no more, 
except as an absence, a loss...Yet, loss marks the beginning of memoxy, and memory, a 
narrative turn toward that place where we know, if  only tacitly, who we are. Memory turns 
homeward. In making the past present, recdlection runs counter to the unchecked progi ess 
of our lives ...The ties that time obscures, however, memoi*y would recover^.
Memory maintains an inherent impulse towards, as Plank describes it, 'home'. It puts us directly in 
touch with our life narrations despite time. In this sense, memory is a force of theological 
responsibility. The individual's experience and actions are maintained in the atmosphere of that 
individual's presence. Furthermore, history is not exempt from memory's claims.
As one remembers, one retmns; returning to various 'landscapes' is a manifestation of the 
living presence of memory^. Regarding this phenomenon. Plank comments,
Like the act of purification, the act of return does not do away with danger, but places that 
which is threatening in an approachable frame. The alien is given human context. Here
^Plank, Karl A. M o/ter o f  the Wire Fence: Inside and Outside the Holocaust. Kentucky: Westminster John Knox
Press, 1994. p 125.
^Plank, Karl ty. Mother o f  the Wire Fence: Inside andO utside the Holocaust, p 134.
that human context takes the form or re marking the land, of exposing within its contours 
the vital boundaries that separate good from evil, the true from the banal, the kingdom of
life from the domain of deadi^.
The act of returning contextualises events of horror with a type of humanity making these events 
approachable and accessible. Therefore, returning is a theological exercise: good is separated from 
evil In other words, the act of return marks out the psychic (and actual) bruises that the events of 
inhumanity engaider. This 'maiking out' maintains an ethic of responsibility that shapes and re­
informs theological discourse.
The word 're-member' acknowledges that som^hing has been dismembered as it seeks to 
confront it as it is. Thus, the subject's history is not written out nor is its present complexity 
sacrificed. By eng^jng multiple metaphors, the phallocentric principles that divide and maintain 
distinctions between critical concepts and metaphors are broken down. This is an exanple of 
'creative writing, i.e. the use of metaphoric langiage, heralding a langiage o f re-membering a 
theological langia^. Metaphoric/creative langiage disputes the phallocentric tradition o f textual 
closure in which re-membered subjects have a fixed status. Creative/metaphoric langiage 
approaches the re-membered subject and recognises that on its site is a rich history of what it was 
before dismemberment, including memories of its spamgmos, and what it is presently. 
Metaphoric/creative langia^ recognises that all of these details are in unique conversation and 
allows this con vers at icm to generate numaous articulations. It is the langiage of creative metaphor 
that can weather the violence of this enei^tic and h i^ y  necessary conversation. M etaphors 'carry 
across'; they can transverse the established boundaries (honoured by phallocentric principles) and 
bring us into confrontation with the abysmal memories that re-membered subjects maintain. 
Therefore, creative, metaphoric langiage maintains a hi^ily critical ambition as it insists upon 
responsibly encountering the re-membered subject.
There is an other important way in which creative, metaphoric langiage heralds a langiage of re- 
memberance as it disputes the phallocentric principles that have so long govaned the tradition of
''p lank, Karl A. Mother o f  the WireFence: Inside an d Outside the Holocaust, p 134
reading in the west. Historically, this phallocentric tradition has prescribed ways of reading writing 
and interpreting that do not include woman. The intap ret ive matrix in whidi reading happens- 
cultural reading practices, who reads-when, where and how they read-contains a binary character 
classically represented by the difference between male and female. Feminists and post-modern 
scholars have pointed out that this feature, the difference between male and female, is not a dilanma 
that can be academically solved, but a strong characteristic of the logic within which ratbnal thinking 
has taken place witliin the whole patriarchal context of the western tradition. A logic of identity has 
been extracted, and this logic is understood as governing most of western thoi#it, througli whole 
male oriented principles, a fundamental conceptual division is exposed^. Metaphors traverse 
distances and re-touch themselves: they maintain an ability to be more than established boundaries 
permit. Phallie markers, the dividing sign that represents the phallocentric tradition, only a lw ^s 
points to itsdf and the commentary it has inscribed^. Metaphors deconstruct these phallic markers 
by directly exposing a multiplicity of possible articulations, permanently de-stabilising the 
foundation of the phallocentric tradition. Eng^jng creative, metaphoric langiage in this context is an 
exanple o f necessarily deconstructing a tradition of domination and making available a second half of 
logic that has been historically suppressed: female logic. Metaphors provide the langiage to make 
such a confrontation possible because metaphors can exceed imposed, supposed boundaries; 
therefore, even the phallic marker set in stone cannot escape its authority being questioned. The 
excluded voices/bodies (of women) from the site of phallocentric tradition are re-membered at the 
site of exclusion. This is creaiive, m et^horic langiage eng%ed in a responsible and critical exercise.
1.3 The Autonomy of the Inter-Text(s)
The second event that occurs as a result of confusing^ interfusing several modes of 
metaphorical discourse within this inquiry is that my hermenutical method claims an autmomy 
within the inquiry itsdf and furtliermore, this event makes available a langiage of re-membering.
^Jasper, Alison. The Shining Garment o f  the Text: Feminist Criticism and Interpretixe Strategies f o r  Readers o f  John 
1:1-18. Ph,D. University ofGIasgow: Department o f Theology and Religious Studies, 1996.
^Paglia, CdLtmWe. Sexual Personae: ArtandDecadence from  Nefertiti to Emily Dicldnson. London: Penguin, 1991.
My hern^nuticai method of engaging plural metaphors and entertaining multiple discourses on 
various levds within this inquiry comments on the issues surrounding how do reading and writing 
become celebratory acts for women? as it becomes a text(s) unto itsdf. The presence of the inter- 
text(s) disputes a fixed quality to the textual moments it describes and continually gena-ates/initiates 
multiple conversations and articulations regarding womm, reading and writing. The presence of the 
inta-text(s) also disputes the closure of other modes of discourse present within the inquiiy by 
continually re-opening the otho* discourses' details thus continually engaging a constant, rigorous 
and constructive series of confrontations. The intQ'-text(s) as its own text(s) also directly exposes 
itsdf to the question: how does reading and writing become a celebratory act fo r  women? In this 
context, the inter-text(s) is the crisis of the issue at hand: as this inquiry travels further into the 
interior of the question: how does reading and writing become a celebratory act fo r  women?, the 
inter-text(s) becomes a subversive articulation regarding reading and writing as celebratoiy acts for 
woraai. Therefore, the intŒ-text(s) themselves are the answer to the crisis; the inter4ext(s) 
themselves become the space of re-membering what 'celebration' means in teims of women as readers 
and writers.
I have already stated that this inquiry's thesis is a meditation on the question: how do 
reading and writing become celebratory acts fo r  women? The inter-text(s) generated by the 
hermenutical method I will engqge are, in a sense, manifestations of the question itsdf and 
simultaneously answers to the crisis of the question; however, what I mean by the terms within my 
question; how does reading and writing become a celebratory act for women? as yet are unclear. In 
the spirit of the hermenutical method I will eng^e which seeks to maintain varfous modes of 
discourse on several levds, I will define the terms o f my question by pladngthe question: how does 
reading and writing become a celebratory act fo r  women? in various contexts. This series of 
deconstructions entertains my question in various conversations so that the complexity of my 
question is invited into the discourse and my spedfic understandings of the terms in the question: 
how does reading and writing become a celebratory act fo r  women? reedve a healthy space from 
which to emerge.
So, let me say once more that within this inquiry I will entertain multiple discourses at 
various levds within the text. I acknowledge any dan^rs that accompany choosing this
6
hermenutical metliod, but choosing this creative method is inevitable and necessary if we are to 're­
member' what 'celebration' means for women responsibly and indeed that is the most important goal 
of this inquiry.
2.1 How Does Reading and Writing Become a Celebratoiy Act fo r  Women? and 'Religious 
Reading' as explored by Robert Detweiler
How does reading and writing become a celebratory act for women? contains multi­
dimensional terms and I will begin to dapple these dimensions by entataining the juxtaposition of 
the question itsdf and the hermenutical method I have desaibed in tension with 'religious reading! as 
explored by Robal Detweiler^. Detweiler's notion of 'religious reading and the community that 
would participate in such an event bring to the forefront a necessary vocabulary that provides a 
crudal context for my own question. 'Religious reading" is a communal approach to texts and is a 
project Detweiler envisions as very d i# ren t from dominant undastandings of the relationship 
between theology and literature. Detweiler assigns the folbwing characteristics to what he calls the 
"dominant interpretive communities" reading methods: closed, restrictive, defensive and 
prescriptive\ The'religious reading! he chanpions is a counter-articulation to this tradition and can 
be defined by four crudal characteristics. Firstly, the supposed connection between the two 
dis dp lines is disavowed, allowing the creative tension between the two to emei^^ so that assumed 
theological certainties are disrupted. Secondly, post-structuralist theory is embraced because it 
continually and politically challenges institutional hierarchies. Post-structuralism, in this context, 
like Midrash and the mystical tradition, disputes textual closure, defies systematic understandings 
and acknowledges the desire and pain within the work of interpretation. Thirdly, an awareness 
acknowledges that theology is unable to complete literature by definitive interpretation, thus 
literature is opened up to 'difference'. This awareness is a commitment to resist 'theodical 
reconciliation'. The margnal, the dead, and the silenced are mourned in their re-membered place.
Breaking the Fall: Religious Readings in Contemporary Fiction. Basingstoke: Macnillan, 1989. 
Chapter 2: 'What is Reading Religiously?'pp 31-63.
^DQtvjQ\\Qr,Brecàing theFall: Religious Readings in Contemporary Fiction, p 35. *
The final feature and the one I suggpst is the most important is that this reading happens in a 
community. This community of religious readers share the task of proliferating meaning thus 
underminingthe traditional 'closed' way of encountering texts^. In Detweiler's own langia^,
A religious readng, therefore, might be one that finds a group of persons engaged in 
gestures of friendship with each other across the erotic space of the text that draws them out 
of their privacy and its stress on meaning and power...It would be religious in its very 
openness to others; its willingness to accommodate and adapt; its readiness to entertain the 
new, the invention, while honouring the old, the convention; it's a celebration of the texfs 
possibilities rather than a delimiting of them^®.
This type of reading that Detweiler heralds would seem to hold a minor to my own hermenutical 
method. The long list of features they share include: responsible/political challenges to hierarchical 
structures, the disputing of textual closure, a commitment to acknowledging a subject's history while 
remaining open to its present con dit bn, and a passionate, perneating energy that continually seeks 
textual possibilities. Therefore I approach this table of readers eagsrly, sharing many of Detweiler's 
values. But it is at this table where Detweiler establishes the conditions that will render individual 
readers as a community of readers, that his model becomes problematic. Religious readings are 
distinguished from other-readings according to Detweiler because religious reading 'joins the play of 
story and ritual in an atmosphere o f festival^^'. Within this festival atmosphere the community 
joins in, 'reciting and responding to their life narrations, their culture's master narratives ...Thus a 
religious reading is one that celebrates the text for the individual and for groips^^'. Detweiler's
^These fourdefining points that constitute what 'religious reading' means summarises Detweiler's notion o f  religious reading' 
found in Breaking theFall: Religious Readings o f  Contemporary Fiction  in Chapter 2 : 'What is Reading Religiously?'. They 
wereconpiled by Heather Walton in herunpublished manuscript in Chapter 1: "Ihe Garden o f the Girls Next Door Looking 
OvertheFenoe', Walton is a lecturer at Westminster College, Oxford.
^'^Deiv^Q\\ev,Breoking theFall: Religious Readings in Contemporaty Fiction, pp 34-35,
^^Deivfei\er,Breaking theFall: Religious Readings in Contemporary Fiction, p 38.
^^T>e\\NGÛex,Breaking theFall: Religious Readings in Contemporaty Fiction, p 39,
notion of re lio n s  reading is iindastood as a celebratory act housed in an atmosphere of festival. 
These two features permeate Detweiler's modd and establish the conditions that will guide his 
community of readers. In reflection on my own question which is concerned with reading, writing in 
association with celebration, it would be usefiil to consider where Detweiler's 'atmosphere of 
festival' finds its roots and what 'celebration' means.
2,2 Detweiler's 'Atmosphere of Festival': The Bakhtin Connection
Mikhail Bakhtin's work, Rabelais and His World^^, is a rich source of information 
concerning notions of festival. In Rabelais and His World Bakhtin reads the medieval author 
Rabdais, systematically exploring the atmosphere of carnival/festival, I here s u ^ s t  and 
subsequently will show in more detail that Detweiler's model of a celdjratory religious reading 
community finds its roots in Bakhtinian ideas
In dis cussing the phenomenon of Rabdais' historical isolation from m odan readers, Bakhtin 
comments on how Rabdasian imagps are opposed to all that is finished, polished or assumed^^. 
Bakhtin suggpsts that the carnival/festival mode offaed a wholly other - non-officid, extra 
ecclesiastical, extra political - aspect of the world o f human relations. The carnival/festival mode 
was the building of a second world in which all medieval people participated at givai times o f the 
year^ .^ Carnival was not an event to be seen, but rather it was a mode in which people lived. While 
the carnival occurs, there is no life outside it and it is subject only to its laws, that is, to the laws of 
freedom^^.
As Bakhtin discusses particular elements of the carnival/festival mode; Detweiler's own modd finds
^^Bakhtin, Mikhail. and H is W o r l d . M U . 1968.
''‘Detweiler cites Bakhtin’s influence on his notions o f  religious reading’ on p 36 and on p 40 in Chapter 2: 'What is Reading 
Religiously? ’ in Breaking theFall: Religious Readings o f  Contemporary Fiction.
'^Bakhtin, Rabelais and H is World, p 3.
'Bakhtin, Rabelais and H is World, pp 5-6
'^Bakhtin, Rabelais and H is World, p 7.
striking resonances. I will briefly show how the previously listed four crudal factors that constitute 
and define the event of religious reading as exp bred by Robert Detweiler find their historical basis in 
Bakhtinian features and explain why this is ultimately very relevant.
A strong aspect of carnival/festival that Bakhtin continually insists upon is that the 
carnival/festival experience is opposed to the completed and thus demanded an ever changing, 
playful, undefined availability of fbrms^^ Bakhtin named this the logic of the 'inside out'^^. This 
insistence is sound in the fust and second factors that shape and define Detweiler's model of a 
celdjratory religious reading community. Detweiler disavows the simple connection between the 
disdplines of theology and literature in orda to allow the inherent creative tension that exists 
between the two realms to emeige and dismpt assumed certainties. This is accomplished by the 
Bakhtinian spirit that insists upon undefined forms and playfulness, thus traditional undastandin^ 
are able to be released. The second feature that shapes and defines Detweiler's religious reading 
modd is the embracing of post-structuralist theory because it disputes the completion of texts, 
defies systematic understandings and acknowledges both the desire and pain in a work of 
inta-pretation. This finds its roots once again in the Bakhtinian insistence on playfulness and his 
resistance to completion. Bakhtin's logic of the 'inside-out' finds its modem day counterpart in 
Detweiler's understanding of post-structuralism.
Detweiler's third feature that shapes and defines his modd of a celd)ratory religious reading 
community finds its resonance in the carnival/festival feast that Bakhtin defines^^. According to 
Bakhtin, the feast table was a table around whidi the people gathered were guaranteed, by the nature 
of carnival/festival, to be a community where all were granted a certain measure of freedom and all 
were considered equal^\ Abundance was a lw ^s the theme of the community that gathered for a 
feast. This medieval Rabdaisian feasting table finds its counterpart in the third feature of 
Detweiler's modd where readers resist theodical reconciliation, thus re-membering the dead, the
'^Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p 3.
'^Bakhtin,Rflèe/a/j andH is World, pp 10-11.
^°Bakhtin, Rabelais andH is World, p 9.
^'Bakhtin, Rabelais andH is World, p 9.
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silenced, and the margnal. All are invited to the reading table Detweiler envisions and are, by the 
nature of festival that houses their celdirations, guaranteed measures of freedom and equality in very 
same sp irit of the Bakhtinian feastal table.
The fourth crudal and defining element that shapes Detweiler's modd is that those who 
gatlier around this Bakhtinian inspired table are in community. Their communal task is to proliferate 
meaning, thus undermining 'closed' traditional reading practices. This proliferation finds its 
Bakhtinian twin in the therœ of abundance that a lw ^s accompanied the event of the f e a s t I n  
counter-distinct bn to cai'nival/festival feasts, Bakhtin discusses official feasts of the middle ages 
(cedesiastical, feudal, or state sponsored) which did not lead the people out o f their existing world 
orda and created no 'second life'. Such feasts sanctioned the existing order and reinforced their 
patterns, thus maintaining the existing religious, political, and moral values, norms, and 
proliibitions^^. The official feast finds its modo-n day counterpart in readings that issue from the 
closed, restrictive, and prescriptive tradition Detweiler also identifies and seeks to write against in 
the fourth element that shapes and defined his modd of a celebratory religious reading community.
2.3 The Relevance of the Un traced Body
Detweiler's modd of a celebratory religious reading community is indebted to Bakhtinian 
notbns carnival/festival Indeed, up until this point it has been possible to trace Detweiler's modd 
of a celebratory religious reading community in Bakhtinian ideas with ease; however, the previously 
available and obvbus trace dissolves at this point; at the point of the body. That Detweiler finds 
his roots in Bakhtinian notbns becomes more interesting (and ultimately rendering the Detweiler 
modd problematic) as we examine perhaps the most important feature of Bakhtin's work regarding 
carnival/festival; carnival/festival's connection to the 'material body' '^ .^ The Baklitinian concept of 
the 'material' body finds its locus within the three cathodes Baklitin identifies as the main
^^Bakhtin, R abdais andH is World, p 9.
^^Bakhtin, R abdais andH is World, p 9.
R abdais andH is World, pp 26-11.
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maiiifestatbns of carnival/festival; the literary sphere, ritual spectacle, and vai’bus genres of 
billingsgate, oaths, curse, e tc? \ The 'material' body is inseparable from Bakhtinian notbns of 
carnival/festival: whete ever a manifestatbn of carnivalTestival appears, so does the 'material' 
body^^. Indeed, Bakhtinian notbns of carnival/festival find their fullest expression in the excess that 
the'material'body displays. Whereas Bakhtin systematically expbres the 'material body' in the 
manifestatbns of carnival/festival, Detweiler surfeces at the table he has constructed based on 
Bakhtinian notbns without reference to the 'material body'^^. 'T ake what y ou like and leave the rest' 
loses its authority however, as this detail becomes a gross oveisi^t. It is my task, and as this 
inquiry continues it will be emphasised, that women as readers and writers are problematic because 
of their bodbs. Thus the table Detweiler invites reader to, with its gross lack of specificity to the 
issues of bodbs, exposes the underdeveloped nature o f his project in a very basb way. Detweiler 
reroutes Bakhtinian notbns in order to construct his own 'reading tabb' without re-membering the 
body so that the body then becomes the 'dead, the silenced, and the margnal' that he seeks to re­
member ironically enou^. To trace this event and to be in a position to embrace its relevance I offer 
the foltawing conversation regarding the 'material body'.
In the lito'ary sphere, the entire medbval parody is based on the grotesque concept of the 
body or the 'material body^^'. The medbval 'material' bodily principle is contained not in the 
biofogical nature of the individual, nor in the bouigeois ego, but in the people, as a people who are 
continually growing and renewed. And it is for this reason that the 'material body' becomes 
grandiose, exaggerated, fecund and immeasurabfe. The 'material body' is not an individual body, but 
the g a r^ tu an  body that represents the colbctive force of the c o m m u n i t y T h i s  body spanned 
from eartii to heaven, its tanked, excreting lengh traversing the distance between the two points.
^^Bakhiin, R ab^ais and His World, p 5.
^^Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p 27,
^^The'material body' never surêces in Detweiler's notion of'religious reading' or theconmmity that participates in the event 
of'religious reading'.
^^Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p 27.
^^Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, p 19.
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Medieval people understood this posture in a very specific way. The body was divided into two 
distinct spheres, its gandiose lengh and size qualifying it accordingly. The two spheres were 
downward/upward or earth/heavoi. The downward, earth sphere represented the devourer, the one 
who 'swallows up' and was undo-stood symbolically as the grave/womb. The downward, earth part 
of the body was also the 'biither' and was both physically and symbolically understood by maternal 
breasts. The specific body parts that concspond to the downward, earth realm were the genital 
organs, the belly, and the buttocks. The upward, heaven realm represented simply enough, heaven. 
The spedfic body parts that corresponded to this realm were the face and heacf
This huge body that is associated with medieval cainival/festival and haunts the pages of 
Rabdais' work was encountered by the masses in a very spedfic way and is one of the key features 
Bakhtin's work focuses on regarding the 'material body': how the masses communicated with this 
huge body. Medieval carnival/festival laugiter accomplished two things: it degraded and it 
materialised. Degradation in this context means 'to cause to come down to earth', thus to make the 
unseen, seen \  To degrade also meant to concern oneself with the lower stratum of the body, thus 
the abundance of defecation, copulation, and birthing allusions witliin Rabdais' work^^. Thus the 
g a r^ tu a n  body was the insulted and gross body, but in the richest sense. The medieval 
carnival/festival laugiter that heralded this type of degradation and matmalisation in fact created a 
vital communicative and relational structure. Degradation created a type of call and response p attem 
that kept the body in toudi with its very life force, the ever changing community of people. 
Degrading the body was a way of keeping the body close, of course being close to those organs that 
alwrys seemed to be excreting some gross substance or another. However, this is the grotesque 
realism of the medieval period, and grotesque realism knows no othei- levd than the g'ossly fruitful 
earth andwomb^^. The second main feature Bakhtin identified regarding the 'material body' was its 
habit of being more than one thing: its excessive nature. The 'material' body was the body perceived
^°Bakhtin, R abda is andH is World, p 20.
^ ' B a k h t i n , andHisWorJd, p 19.
^^Bakhtin, R abdais andH is World, p 20.
^^Bakhtin, Rabdais andHis World, p 19.
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as giving birth, brhiging forth, white simultaneously dying^ "^ . Such an imagp depends upon all 
textures: the papery wrinkled skin with its s o ^  edges of birth matter, the withering hag with 
decking bones already puncturing the flesh revealing her super-vital and eager genitalia. The 
birthing/dying body is where two links in the chain of genetic development enter into each other^^. 
The g ar^ tu o u s body's death flesh packed next to its live flesh weathers this contradictory 
juxtaposition because these qualities render it unfinished and open: two vital qualities needed to 
reftect the ever-changing community it represented
In this brief rev tew of Bakhtin's main concerns regarding the 'material' body I have explained 
the chief features of this body and stated that it is insq)arable from notions of carnival/festival The 
unique communicative pattern that bounded the 'material' body with the community and its 
excessive characteristics of being simultaneously the birthing and dying body, reveal its complexity 
and it is this complexity that threads its structure into notions of carnival/festival so that the two are 
in dense inter-dependence. Indeed, the 'material' body and the notbn of carnival/festival are 
insq) arable in their insistence on ensuring their vei-y unformed yet continuing nature as each event, 
the event o f carnival/festival and the event of the 'material' body, defines and expresses the otha. 
This renders Detweiler's celd^ratory religious reading community modd problematic because the 
'atmosphere of festival' he insists upon for his community to work comes from Bakhtinian ideas of 
carnival/festival that find their fullest e?q)ression in the excess that the g ar^ tu o u s  'material' body 
displays. And it is this body that Detweiler does not trace into his own modd. As Detweiler 
'borrows' Bakhtinian notbns of carnival/festival to establish the conditions conducive to the reading 
he envisions he severs these notbns from a body. As stated before, it is then this body whidi 
becomes the re-membered subject Detweiler wishes to seek out in his readings. The irony is that 
this body is severed by Detweiler's own violent, closed, and restrictive 'reading" method.
The absait feature, that of the body, becomes much more relevant as we consider the next 
feature that d istinguish  his reading practice: not only are the readings he envisions housed in an 
'atmosphere of festival', but within this festival atmosphere the community joins in, 'redting and
R abdais andH isW orld, p 26.
^^Bakhtin,iîrtôe/ûr/'5 andH is World, p 26.
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responding to their life nanations, their culture's master narratives...Thus a religious reading is one 
that celebrates the text for the individual and for groups^^' (my italics). Religious reading is a 
celd^ratoiy act, par excdlence: to read at this tabk is to celebrate. But what if celebrating is a body- 
dependant phenomenon for womoi and women cant 'celebrate' in the way Detweiler envisions? 
This question finds a foundation from whidi to launch its suggestion in Heather Walton’s critique on 
Detweiler's modd. She notes.
The epiphany of darkness^^ is also the epiphany o f  woman’ and it is remarkable that this 
has not been more creatively acknowledged within religious reading^^
The body that is sevo-ed from notions of festival here finds its shrieking condusion in e?q)bring the 
second feature Detweiler uses to distinguish his 'readings': the event of celdDi ation.
3.1 What'Celebration' Means: the Journey Towai'ds Re-membering 'Celebration'
Detweiler's lack of concern for Bakhtin's excessive, g ar^ tu an , 'material body' points to a 
deeper lack the absence of women's bodies completely from the reading community he envisions. 
This claim is based on my suggestion that women cannot 'celebrate' in the way in which Detweiler 
claims. I am aware that this is a loaded, as yet unsubstantiated claim, and ask the reader for patience 
as I continue to walk how does reading and writing become a celebratory act fo r  women? through 
various deconstructive conversations. 'Celebration' becomes a problematised feature for the reasons 
I have briefly mentioned as we consider its etymological roots. 'Célébrâtim' finds its roots in the 
Latin verb, celebrare. Celebrare initially meant to frequent aiad/or to go to a place in numbers. 
Therefore, it was used to denote gatherings, esp ecially feasts. Eventually, this verb began to be used
^^Detweiler,Breaking theFall: Religious Readings in Contemporary Fiction, p 39.
^^The epiphany ofdarkness involves a comnitted re-nEmbering o f the excluded, the dead and the silenced and is incredibly 
important to Detweiler’s notion of'religious reading'.
^^Walton, Unpublished manuscript,Intioduction.
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on secular occasions and its meaning began to denote 'to praise' and 'to honour'. As celebrare found 
its identity in secular arenas it also found its resting definition: 'to make known' and/or 'to 
prodaim'^^.
Celebration means to make one's prodamation. In the event of Detweiler's modd of a 
celebratory religious reading community this makes total sense; indeed, prodamation is a result of 
reading. It is at this point in Detweiler's model, the context in whidi 1 have placed my own question 
and hermenutica! strategy, that I leave his reading table to explore my own suspicions regarding what 
e&e'celebration' means. This inquiry's various exercises of reading and writing will e?qplore and 
establish that 'celebration' historical^/ and presently means somdhing very different from 
'proclamation' as it exists in the Detweiler modd (and all models that eng^e 'celebration' in the same 
spirit as Detweiler). My claim that 'celebration' means something very different for women 
historically and presently finds its locus in my own readings of varbus texts in which I have 
identified a tradition in which women's prodamations (the definition of 'celebration') are not 
believed. Accordin^y, if'celebrate' means to 'proclaim', when one's prodamations are not believed, 
notbns of'cebbration' must be radbally reviewed. Disbelief of prodamation is only one feature of 
what I will call a 'woman centred hermenuticd tradition'. This 'woman centred hermenuticd 
tradition' represents a logb based on womoi and their relationships with their bodies and how this 
conditions then* textual relationships. I believe that it is within this hermenutical tradition that the 
re-membering of what 'cebbratioi' means can be traced. In subsequent ch^ters o f this inquiry I will 
seek to trace this 'woman centred hermenutical tradition'by eng%ing my own hermenuticd strategy.
3.2 Ordination
Celdîration is the most important concept in the question: How does reading and writing 
become a celebratory act fo r women? In e?qp bring Detweiler's modd of 'religious reading! and the 
community that participates in the event of such a reading, I conduded that his model grossly lacked 
the sophistication required by the task of religious reading community because of an ineffectual
^^Bradshaw, P.T.'Celebration' pp 130-141 in Jasper, RC., ed. The Eucharist Today: Studies in Series Three. London: 
SPCK, 1974.
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notbn of what 'cebbration' means. I introduced, the as yet unsubstantiated claim, that 'cebbration', 
historically and presently, means something very different for women and that this was a definable 
feature of what I called a 'woman centred hermenutical tradition'. In this section I will briefly 
expbre the phenomenon of ordination and it is within the realm of an 'ordination conversatim' that 
'cebbration' as understood in Detweiler's modd, the same definition which I claimed was 
insufficient, settles into its crisis. This section wishes to trace this crisis. In the folbwing pages I 
will expbre traditional understanding of 'ordination', trace what I will call its 'frustrated nature', 
qualify this as an event of language, and discuss how this spedficalfy relates to women's bodbs and 
womai's textual relationships, thus addressing the re-membering of what 'cebbration' means.
3.3 Tradtional Understandings of'Ordination'
The eccbsiastbal definition of ordination in its broadest sense is the consecration of the Christian 
clergy in and to the church. Its meaning differs among Protestant and Catholic denominations; 
however, the Protestant tradition recognises three marks or qualificatbns for ordination. These 
'marks' include; an inward call, an outward call and affirmation by the congegatim, som^imes this 
affirmation includes gifts (in many cases, education)"^ .^ As these three 'marks' indicate, ordination is, 
on all accounts, about calling and ordering. The ritual of consecration that confirms one's ordination 
meludes: exhortation, prayers and a laying on of h a n d s T h e s e  consecrating acts are all 
manifestatbns of 'calling out'; they confound and confirm ordination's definition which is infected 
with 'calling and/or 'to call out'. The work for whidi the cler^ ar e ordained is a detailed list; broadly 
speaking however, these details include infecting the tradition with a stabilising force, preaching, 
administration of the sacraments, the assembling o f the church, leadership, teaching, and 
administering disdpline'^^. The tasks included in this list all, in some sense, refer back to the basb 
manifestatbn of ordination: they are types o f calling(s) out. 'Cebbration' means to prodaim and
""Musser, Donald W., and Price, Josqih C., eds./4 Handbook o f  Christian Theology. Cambridge: The Lutterworth Press, 
1992,
"Wusser and Price, eds./4 Handbook o f  Christian Theology.
''^Musser and Price, eds./4 Handbook o f  Christian Theology.
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'proclaim' means to call out; therefore, the clergy's work is centred in prodamation and ther ability 
to celebrate. Ordination's qualifying marks, the actions that consecrate it as an event, and the tasks 
of the then ordained individual, all p itch variations of 'to call out' deeply into its structure.
3.4 Concerning the O r din ation of Women
Debates concerning the ordination of womoi have infected church politics and changed the 
complexion of the church inalterably. At the very first world conference on faith and order (1927), 
in the minutes it is recorded that six womai issued the folbwing statement:'...that the right place of 
women in the church is one of grave moment and should be in the hearts and minds of all^ .^ This 
statement finds a moment of triumph when the general convention of the Episcopal church of the 
USA authorised, by a small majority, to ordain women in September of 197^"^. The ordination of 
women is a current heated political debate"^  ^ and at its heart is the issue of womai celebrating. 
Womai celebrating is a profoundly undecided matter and its 'unfixed' nature reads against the table 
Detweiler invites readers to in order to celebrate texts for themselves and for the group. The 
rhetoric of ordination debates regarding women and celdDrating exposes the lack of sensitivity 
displayed by Detweiler's modd of a celdjratory religious reading community.
This debate maintains, primarily, two points of view: those for the ordination of women and 
those against the ordination of women. Each community entertains numerous claims; however, 
particular claims are asserted so frequently that they can be understood as staHe complaints. The 
most popular claims that chanpion the ordination of women include: scrpture cancelling 
hierarchical relationshps between the sexes, womm's ordination as an issue of religious liberty and 
freedom to respond to God's call, women's ordination as a basic human r i ^ ,  feminine imagps for
^^Field-Bibb, Jacqueline. JFomm ToM'co'ds thePhesthood: M in isteria l Politics andFeminist P ran s. New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992.
‘'"'Mascaii, E.L. 'Some Basic Considerations' pp 9-26. Moore, Peter, ed.Mnn, Womai and the Priesthood. London: SPCK, 
1978.
"^ To con textu al is e the current heated political crisis surrounding the ordination of women, I would like to note that women 
and ordination hasbeenthesoletopicofseveral meetings oftheGeneral Synod oftheChurch ofEngland. In addition to this it 
is the subject ofnumerous anthologies, articles and ess^ s. Forfurther reading please consult this inquiry's bibliography.
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divinity in scripture, the role of women as deacons and ministers in the early church and as judgps in 
ancient Israel, the presence of qualified and gifted women claiming God's call, and finally, the need 
for women’s participation in the ordained ministry in order to model the full variety and diversity of 
the whole of God's people"^ .^ Those opposed to the ordination of women most frequently cite the 
folbwing claims to support their views: the Bibb as a sacred text and scripture that disputes women 
in roles of leadership, the iconistic priest or the literal gender of Christ as relevant and necessarily 
same as the ordained celd^ranfs gender, the male priesthood as headship and thus the proper 
exercise of authority, the unity of the church, the tradition of the church, and finally, 'decision 
making* concerning womm as celebrants when issues of unity/fragment at bn  exist between churches 
and the universal church"^ .^
3.5 The Frustrated Nature of Ordination
The two communities in dispute feel frustration regarding the issues of the ordmatim of 
women. Each community undoubtedly seeks to resolve the crisis; however, I would here suggpst 
that resolving the frustration conoerningthe ordination of women is a mute goal not because the two 
communities in question are incapable of resolution, but because it is the very nature of 'ordination' 
to be frustrated. This inho-ent frustration e?qprcsses itsdf in 'ordination' by simultaneously seeking 
limitation and freedom. Indeed, it is the eneigy o f frustration that is the necessary organic matrix 
that supports ordination'. To substantiate this claim, I offer the folbwing discussion.
What led me to identify the inherent frustration o f ordination which constitutes its binary 
natuie (it seeks limitation and freedom) was a meditation on the anti-ordinationalist communities' 
rhetoric. M y research identified a spedfic body rhetoric that this community empbys to express 
the phenomenon of the crisis as they under stand it. This rhetoric is a pattern and also the 'thing* 
itsdf. In other words, ^nder is unda*stood as a biobgical, spiritual genre and this genre never
'"’Musser and Price, edsM Handbook o f  Christian Theology.
"'^ General Synod oftheChuich ofEngland. The Ordination o f  Womai to the Priesthood: A Second Report by the House o f  
Bishops o f  theGeneral Synod o f  theChurch o f  England.London', publishes by theGeneral Synod oftheChuich ofEngland, 
1988.
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violates its own form Woman's body is why she cannot be ordained in both a positive and a 
negative sense as understood by this community Woman's body is what also becomes the bones 
of a vocabulary that ultimately fill out the feminine frame that is the chuich"^^ . Thus, woman is her 
body in a grossly available sense and her body is expanded to be the feminine body of the church: 
she is her own body and that other body. Taking these beliefs championed by the anti- 
ordinationalist community, I became aware of some subversive speaking details. It is from this 
understanding of the feminine body in relation to ordination, that ordination's binay characters 
emeige: the feminine body of the church is a very big body; it is the g a r^ tu an  body. This is a 
subversive detail speaking in the sense that it is by the feminine 'material' bodyihsL I will begin to 
trace articulations towards re-membering what 'celebration' means, thus this inquiry re-members the 
gar^ituan body sevaed from Detweiler's notbn of a celebratory religious reading community.
The feminine g a r^ tu an  body, that is the body of the church, a lw ^s threatens to be the 
grotesque body: the body that grows by its own fecund ability. The fecund growing is mesmerising 
and terrorising the expansive, growing regenerating body must weather the violence that largp scale 
growth inhaently requires in order to enjoy a kind of freedom. Positively, in this sense 'to grow 
(out)' finds its own meaning in 'to call out'. This is sensed most effectively in the continued 
projection of the importance of 'calling out' found in ordinations' qualifying marks, the actbns that 
consecrate the event of ordination, and the tasks of the ordained individual. These multiple possible 
variations on 'calling out' mirror the g a r^ tu a n  body's fecund expansive, growing and re^era ting  
nature. The bruises, cuts, broken bones and discarded skins that litter the g a r^ tu an  body's urge 
toward freedom weathers a whole other set of contradictbns, however. The g a r^ tu a n  body is
''^Herzel, Susannah.'TheBodyis theBook' pp 101-122. Moore, Woman andtheG m oia\ Synod oftheChuich ofEngland, 
1988.
"'^Herzel, Susannah.'TheBodyis theBook' pp 101-122. Moore, WomcAer,Qd. M anRriesthood. London: SPCK, 1978. An 
exanple ofthis belief can be traced in Herzel's following remark: 'It is woman's burden andheroffiring to be more fundamentally 
connected with time an dits detailed processes than man. Waiting for something or someone and being aware ofthehouis as 
they pass has been a vocational discipline for women. She is an houiglass in her shape...Women's bodies have taught them 
disdplinenatuially as havetheir accustomed spheres ofwork: the garden and the kitchen...and each month in her life there is a 
heaviness, dragging herdownto a slower paceand into a 'low key'...a woman can only wait', p 106.
^'^PopeJohnPauln,"ApostolicLetter,Mullieris,1988 V1Î:TheChurch-TIieBrideofChrist" in Leonard, Bishop Graham, ed. 
Man, Woman and the Priesthood. H er^rd shire: Gracewing Fowler Wright Books, 1989.
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stunted because the g a r^ tu an  body cannot go on and on. Christ is born and the response is the 
institution: the largp lady's feet stop at the altar and her head cannot fit out the front doors. Splitting 
heads and blood bruised heels sign this body's encounters with limitation. To be stunted in this 
context equates to saying 'some' not 'all' whidi is also a function of ordination's calling out: to ordain 
is to limit and orda\
The binaiy character of'ordination', its urge towards freedom and limitation simultaneously, 
reveals that frustration is inherent in its very fabric. 'Ordination' finds a metaphor in the Gaisha's 
foot. Bound, the bones rend and deform, but it is growth that ensures the deformation will seek new 
painful curvatures. To be sure a foot is there, held in a slipper. To be sure no foot at all is there, a 
tan^e of bones and blood clots held in a silk tent. Ordination is infested with the frustration of the 
urges that constitute it. Furthermore, the frustration that informs 'ordination' is a symptom of 
belonging to a much deeper and complex oppressed ritual of frustration: language. In other words, I 
am making the claim that ordination is a manfestation o f the very frustration o f language itself T o 
make available what I mean by this su ^ s tio n , I offa the following commentary.
3.6 Ordination as an Event that Belongs to the Realm of Language
Langiage is alwsys an attanpt at failure; such is the pained journey towards the sign. Edmmd 
Jabès writes, 'Writing is not man's projection, but it traces his devotion to the void. It becomes a 
record of his n e g a t i v i t y W r i t i n g  of Jabès writing, Derrida comments, 'Absence attempts to 
produce itsdf in the book and is lost in being pronounced; it knows itsdf as disappearing and lost, 
and to this ext ait it remains inaccessible and impenetrable. To gain access to it is to lose it; to see it 
is to hide it; to acknowledge it is to lie^ '^. The frustration that ordination maintains, the 
simultaneous urging toward freedom and limitation found a metaphor in the Gaisha's foot: a foot is 
there, afoot is not there. The tension generated from the simultaneous urgings toward freedom and 
limitation destabilises ordination as a 'fixed' phenomenon: in 'ordination' growth and death share a
°^Jabès, Edmond. TheBookof Questions: Tael, Elya, Aely. Connecticut: Wes lay an University Press, 1983.
'^Oerri da, Jacques. Writing and Difference. Chapter 3: 'Edmind Jabès and the Question o f  the Book". London: Routledge, 
1978.
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genetic space so that it remains profoundly 'unfixed' in the Derridian spirit that says: 'to gain access 
to it (language) is to lose it'. This claim finds its most available justification in the meaning of 
'ordination'; 'ordination' a lw ^s means some manifestation of 'to call out', recalls langiage's most 
basic attempts to trace the void; to move towards the sign and as such ordination is manifestation o f  
the very frustration o f langiage itself For the reasons I have discussed, ordination is an event that 
belongs to the realm of langiage and not an ecclesiastical invention.
3.7 Woman's Bodily Status
What, then, does it mean to ordain a woman? The answer to this concern might find its 
origns in another question: can you'call out'the already 'called out? This inquiry would maintain a 
women's pro-ordination stance from the point o f view that I think it is a necessary event in 
deconstructing institutional hierarchies; however, I here suggpst that women cannot be ordained 
reaUy because they are ordained already. In no way does this statement seek to devalue womai 
cleigy's experience or service; this inquiry honours the ecclesiastical ordination of such women and 
recognises that such women change and shape the political complexion of the church. However, in 
saying that 'ordination' which means in some form 'to call out' and furthermore naming ordination as 
an event that belong to the realm of langiage in so far that it is itsdf a manifestation of language's 
frustrated journey towards the sign, I am suggpsting that womai spedfically maintain a unique 
textual relationship because of their already ordained or 'called out' status. To initiate the meaning 
behind this claim I offer the following discussion.
Writing on women's bodies and the event of menstruation, Camille Paglia comments, 'evoy 
montli it is woman's fate to face the abyss of time and being, the abyss which is herself^^. Paglia's 
comment beautifully illustrates woman's constant confrontation with natural procreative law. 
Women's bodies are called out by procreative law, and these appointments are non-negotiable. 
Women's bodies are houses of amazing self-sufficiency ; these are the bodies deeply initiated into the 
violence of change (puberty, pregiancy, menopause); here are the inteiior spaces that swami with
aglia. Sexual Personae: ArtandDecadence from  Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson, p 11.
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spiralling rhythms and crackling signals: woman's body is a shore pounded by every rhythmic 
return. Wom&i's bodies are naturally ordained: they are called out by their self sufficiency and their 
non-negotiable appointment with procreative law and they call out with every interior unterine lining 
released.
If ordination is a manifestation of langiage's frustration to 'call out'or move towards the sign, 
then woman's naturally ordained status means she is inherently familiar with the frustration of 
langiage. Woman maintains a unique relationshp with langiage as conditioned by her bodily 
situation. Therefore, when a woman reads, writes or interprets, when a woman 'calls out' in any 
way, she is confounding upon her already 'called out' (naturally ordained) status. This renders 
woman's basic reading writing and interpreting logic as excessive and might e>q)lain why so many 
males deem women's writing as 'unreadable' or 'impenetrable'.
Womm's naturally ordained status conditions her relationshp to langiage. This feature is 
the foundation for what I have called a 'woman centred hermenutical tradition' in which feminine 
logic maintains its own rules of reading writing and into-preting. The first feature I will confi'ont 
within this tradition is the disbelief of women's prodamations (the definition o f celdjration). 
Disbelief o f women's prodamation is so ingrained within the western tradition that it can be 
undmstood as a permanent feature of a woman centred hermenutical tradition. Disbelief of womm's 
prodamations can be sensed in a multitude of historical experiences including: womm not being 
allowed to vote, own land, receive a hi^ier education, administer the sacraments, and the list goes on. 
These historical memories have a counterpart in our biblical tradition in whidi the feminine 
witnesses are continually disbelieved, most notdbly in Luke 24:8-12 when the womm witnesses to 
the resurrection are disbelievecf^. Disbelieving womm's prodamations is a serious offense to half of 
the logic that applies to textuality (the feminine half). To disbelieve woman's prodamations or her 
'callings out' is to invalidate woman's relationship to reading writing and interpreting and her body 
because it is by her body that she maintains a non-negotiable relationshp to textual events. For 
these reasons, disbelief of womm's prodamations results in an obliteration of womm's presence.
^Lulce 24:8-12 (RSV) reads, 'And they remembered his words, and returning from the ton* they told all this to the 
eleven and to all the rest N ow it was Mary Magdalene and Joanna and Mary the mother o f James and the other women with them 
who told this to theapostles; but these words seenred to them an idle talk, and they did not believe theni.
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The woman centred hermenutical tradition's response to this repeated disbelief was to develop a 
textual sub-culture in whidr women read, write and intei pret anyway: from beneath the obliterating 
forces, life finds a way. It is this space I wish to examine, seeking out a woman centred hermenutical 
tradition in its more subversive manifestations. 'Celebrating meaning 'to prodaim' demands radical 
review in li^it of womm's experience whidi maintains a history of disbelief of prodamation. It is 
within the subversive sub-culture, the response to being continually disbelieved, that 'celebrate' is re­
membered.
4.1 Condusion
In condusion, I would like to re-state this chapter's claims. This thesis is a meditation on the 
question: how does reading and writing become a celebratory act for women? I began by stating the 
hermenutical method I will engage to explore this question. In a sense this hermenutical method is a 
manifestation o f the question itsdf and it poses articulations towards addressing the crisis inherent 
within the question. By engaging plural metaphors and not 'minding the difference' between 
creative-metaphorical langiage and concept-critical langiage I am enabled to bredc down 
phallocentric reading principles and necessarily deconstruct traditional ways of reading 
Furthermore; my hei'menutical method generates inter-text(s) that claim an autonomy which 
rigorously confronts the issues at hand. These two events, the breaking down of phallocentric 
reading traditions and inta-text(s) that claim an autonomy within the inquiry itsdf make a langiage 
of re-membering a highly theological langiage, available to me.
By pladng the question: how does reading and writing become a celebratory act for women? 
in juxtaposition with Robert Detweiler's expbration of 'religious reading" and the community that 
participates in such an event, I examined the two guiding conditions that seal his model: the 
atmosphere of festival and the event of reading as a celdiratory act for individuals and for groips. 
The r esult of exp bring Detweiler's modd laid the foundation for my suspicion that 'cebbration' 
means something very different for women historically and presently. This research enabled me to 
make the claim that women cannot celd^rate according to its current understanding and therefore 
'cebbration' needed to be radbally revbwed.
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To begin to approach the subject of re-membering what 'celebration’ means I discussed the 
phenomenon of ordination. I conduded that ordination meaning in some manifestation 'to call out' is 
not an ecclesiastical convention, but an event that belongs to the realm o f langiage in whidi 
ordination is an express ion of the frustration of langiage's attempts 'to call out' or to move towards 
the sig i Women's bodies are naturally ordained. Because ordination is an event belonging to the 
realm of langiage, women's naturally ordained status ensures that they maintain a unique 
relationshp to langiage as conditioned by their bodies. This naturally ordained status is the 
foundation of a woman centred hermenutical tradition. A crudal feature of this tradition is disbelief 
of women's prodamations. Disbelief obliterates women's textual and bodily status, but women 
read write and interpret anyway thus creating a subversive textual sub-culture. It is within this 
space that we can trace the re-membering of what 'celebration' means.
In Chapter 2; 'Reading theJohannine Narrative'I begin the journey of tracing 'celebration' in 
some of its re-membered articulation(s).
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Chapter 2: Reading theJohannine Narrative
1.1 Encountering the Woman Centred Hermenutical Tradition
I have stated that the most important conœpt in the question: how does reading and writing become 
a celebratory act for women? is that of celebration. In the spirit of that importance, the goal of this 
inquiry is to trace the woman centred hermenutical tradition's re-membering of what 'celebration' 
means. In order to do this I bring my own hermenutical method to the Johannine narrative where I 
will 'read' various textual moments, engaging plural m et^hors, confusing the distinction between 
concept-critical langiage and creative-metaphorical langiage, and entertain throu^out varbus modes 
of discourse on several levels. By this method, moments of slippage will be revealed witliin the text 
allowing us access to the woman centred hermenutical tradition in some o f its more subversive 
manifestatbns. The objective of this chapter's exercise is not to end up with 'cebbration' in its re­
membered form, but rather to trace this woman centred hermenutical tradition, to identify its 
features, and to confront this woman centred hermenutical tradition in act bn. The task of re­
membering what 'cebbration' means and encountering re-membered manifestatbns of celdiration 
requires such a textual meditation. The subversive 'findings' o f this exploration not only substantiate 
the claims I have made thus far regarding womm, reading and writing they also contextually friel the 
straigth needed to pitch this inquiry into the space of actually encountering 'cebbratbn' in some of 
its re-membered manifestatbns (Chapter 3).
1.2 Why Here: Disruption and Gender
Why expose this woman centred hermenutical tradition in the Johannine text? The New 
Testament is a powerful textual body within the western tradition. Its presence is awesome and the 
history that has colbcted on its edges is incredible. The phallocentric tradition has invested a great
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deal of its eneigy into this fantastical text that reeks of the western canon. In a serbusly playful 
sense, how could I resist eng^ngm y creative (and profoundly 'unacademid according to traditional 
phallocentric standards) hermenutical method within this text's pages? However, I also entertain 
two other guiding reasons for choosing to trace a woman centred hermenutical tradition within the 
fourth gospel: it provokes dismption and it is a text infected with issues regarding reading and 
writing in a genckred sense.
Can scripture be 'fiction' and can fiction be 'scripture? Such a question indbates the reasons 
why I have chosen the fourth gospel as a place to expbre the features of a woman centred 
hermenutical tradition. Scripture and interpretation m i ^  maintain the most famous relationship in 
the west's history of textuality. To interpret is a lw ^s to dismpt narrative: reading is never an 
innocent aci^. Every intapretation, be it reading, painting, sculpture, or stain glassed windows, of a 
biblical event is a (necessary) dismption of the narrative. In the case of a work of art, the art piece 
creates a space from which a particular artbulation comes forth. This artbulation, a completed 
painting or just the gesture of a hand in a painting, rends the biblical text so that a space for its 
presence can be marked out. In this sense the biblical text is fragnented by an inter-text: the 
artbulation posited by the work of ait. In addition to this type of textual dismpture, and to 
continue with the example of a work of art, a painting establishes the space where conceptual image 
meets language (accordingly, the text is dismpted by the artist's 'reading! of it). As one image is 
produced by an artist, foreveiy viewing of that image 'ten thousand' more imags are provoked by 
the viewer. The initial dismption of the text is projected without end.
At the end of this chapter I will focus on Corregio's painting, St. Mary Magdalen. By 
focusing on this dismption of the narrative, I am paying attention to details that only Corregio's 
interpretation could have framed in thatway. These are details drawn out of the text and given space 
in which they m i ^  'speak' and allow function as an inta-text to the biblical narrative. Therefore, to 
return to the question: can scripture be 'fiction' and can fiction be 'scripture', I make the folbwing 
claim: eveiy act of interpret at bn  is a dismption o f the text. Furthermore this is a necessary and 
unavoidable event that saturates human e?qpaience (disruptions of texts being projected endtessly).
^"Paul Ricoeur especially develops this concept.
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will be no s h o r t o f  plural metaphors on my part. This enables my tasks (of breaking down
These dismpt ions, though not authoritative, are undoubtedly inter-texts and as such are also 
powerful bodies. Therefore, scripture can be read as fiction and fiction can be read as scripture 
because the presence of inter-texts permanently destab alls es, by its inherent associations with
'dismpture, any one text's claim to a dominant posture. : ■Because the biblical text maintains so many relationships with inter-texts, by choosing to 'Èhaunt the fourth gospel with my concerns and claims I am staying true to the spirit of my own
. J 'ù .hermenutical method which seeks to maintain various modes of discourse on several levds: in other ' i
words, the intei-texts provided by the painting I will 'read' (and further dismpt) ensure that there
phallocentric reading traditions and of directly confront ing the crisis of women as readers and writers 
as celebrants as my own inter-text(s) claim an autonomy within the largpr inquiry) to remain an !V,important focus as I seek to re-member what 'celebration' means and as I encounter some re- 
membered manifestations of celdjration. M ost importantly, and as this discussion unfolds it will 
become more recognisable, it is ultimately the dismpt ions provided by the inter-texts of painting
If..that land me in the actual sp ace of the crisis re-membering what 'célébrât ion' means.
The second reason that the fourth gospel proved to be an apt place in which I mi^it posit 
the claims I have made thus far regarding women, reading and writing expbre the features of these 
claims, is because it is my opinion that the Johannine text is a text that is infected with issues of 
reading and writing in a genckred sense. This finds its fullest expression when, in the event o f Jesus' 
birth, he is not bom of a woman but is the word who becomes flesh and is 'the only son from  the 
father^^'. This body, a word spelled, comes to us infected with textual issies. That he comes to us 
spedfically 'from the father' introduces an irreducible quality of gender into the narrative. Not only f
is he a body infected with textual issues, his body's introduction is a simultaneous statement y
regarding gender. To be bom 'of the father' is to be born, not of a fleshy, feminine birth canal, but of 
ether sky^ult particles that provoke raato'ialisaion^^. The claim that the absence of the maternal
Î---------------------------------------------
“ John 1:14 (RSV)
aglia, Camille. Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from N efertiti to Emily DicMnson. Sky-cult is a term Paglia coined 
in describing western cultures 'swerve' from femaleness. She writes, 'Both Apollonian and Judeo-Christian traditions are 
transcendental. Thatis,theyseekto surmount ortranscend nature...The OldTestament asserts thatafethergod madenature and 
thatdiflerentiation into objects and gender was after the feet o f his maleness. Judeo-Christianity, like the Gredc worship o f ' :29
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body is a comment on womm as readers and writers will subsequently substantiate as this inquiry 
unfolds.
In addition to the birth of Jesus, examining o tha spedfic mommts in the fourth gospel 
where womm's bodies are present, the Johannine narrative reveals more aiticulatims regarding 
reading writing and gender. The various narratives I have chosen to read reflect this gendered sense 
within the fourth gospel. Those narrative mommts include: John 20:1-18, the tomb scene where 
Mary Magdalen encounters the rism Christ, and inquiry into the birüi of Christ or the absmce of 
the maternal body (John 1:12-14, John 2:14, John 19:25-30), Jesus at Jacob's well (John 4:1-35 in 
addition to Old Testament well/betrothal narratives Genesis 24:11-15, Genesis 29, Exodus 2:15-21), 
Jesus writing before the woman takm in adultery (Jolm 8 : 1-11), and inquiry into Jesus and violence 
(Jolin 21:25), and finally a discussion regarding the tradition of Mary Magdalen as reader (John 
20:17-18, John 20:24-25, and a reference to Luke 24:8-12).
2.1 Reviewing, Reading and Re-membering John 20:1-18
Wliat foltows is a critical reading of John 20:1-18. We surface in the Johannine text at this 
site, because as far as John is a text about reading and writing in a gendered sense, this is the bloody 
moon that all other Johannine narratives are traced back to by blood threads. No matter the 
chronological placement of the particular narratives I will read, their type-set is stamped with the 
coded memory of John 20:1-18. Noli me tan^re^'^ is a site of continual return; it represents a 
refusal that contains all memories of disbelieved prodamations. John 20:17 marks the fust step 
takm on the journey to trace a woman centred hermenutical tradition.
Traditional reading of John 20:1-18 suggest the popular view that this narrative is a 
configuration of varbus texts brouÿit together. This reading posture has resulted in varbus 
theological ailbulations, but oflm at the expmse of the rich complexity of the text. Whib my own
Olympian gods, is sky-cult' p 8. 'Fromthebeginning oftimq womm seerred an uncanny being, Man honoured but feared her. 
Shewasthebladc mawthat had spat himforth and would devour him anew', p 9. Sky-cult was the most sophisticated step in a 
defence against this nature.
” john20:17
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reading will favour the position that John 20:1-18 is indeed a configuration o f textual stf^ands, I will 
attempt to read this narrative in an untraditional way. Instead of reading out the troublesome areas 
traditionally credited as a by-product of more than one text conjoining, I will targpt those exact 
textual moments in order to read the implications of this nai rative. Between the lines of two texts in 
their snu^y knit moments and their moments of ballooning uncatainty regarding claiity, some of 
the woman cenU ed hermenutical tradition's subversive articulations can be heard.
The events contained in verses 1-10 begins with, 'Now on the first day of the week Mary 
Magdalen came to the tomb early, while it was still dark, and saw that the stone had been taken 
away from the tomb' (v.l). Before the sun has risen she makes the discovery that the stone has 
been moved and the tomb is empty. Maiy then runs to Simon Peter and the otha* dis dp le - 'the one 
whom Jesus loved' - and tells them of her discovery. She is reported to have said: 'They have taken 
the Lord out of the tomb, and we do not know where they have laid him'. The two men run to the 
tomb, and the'other dis dp le' outruns Peter, reaches the tomb first, stoops down to look in, and sees 
the cloths in whidi the body has been wrapped, but does not go in. Peter, however, enters, sees the 
wrappings and the sudarium, and is thenfolbwed by 'the other dis dp le', who in the words of John, 
'saw and believed'. The disciples return to their homes, but Mary stays. Verse 11 begins with 
Mary weeping outside of the tomb of Jesus. She stoops down to look in the tomb and sees two 
angels in white sitting at either end of the place where Jesus' body has lain. They ask her why she 
weeps to which she responds: 'Because they have taken away my Lord, and I do not know where 
they have laid him' (v. 13). She does not see the grave clothes credited to the visbn of Peter and the 
'disciple whom Jesus loved'. The nairator moves from Mary's response in verse 13 to the abrupt, 
'Saying this, she turned round and saw Jesus standing, but she did not know that it was Jesus' (v. 
14). Jesus questions her, 'Woman why are you weeping? Whom do you seek?' The text tells us 
that Mary thinks that this man is the gardener to whom she responds, 'Sir, if you have carried him 
away, tell me where you have laid him, and I will take him away' (v. 15). Jesus says her name upon 
which M aiy turns around and says in Hebrew, 'Rabboni!', meaning 'teacher'. Jesus then says, 'Do 
not hold me, for I have not ascended to the Fatlier, but go to my brethren and say to them, I am 
ascending to my Father and your Father, to my God and your God' (v. 18). Verse 18 condudes 
with M ary going to the dis dp les and say ing, 'I have seen the Lord' and telling them his message.
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2.2 Five Crudal Moments
M y thesis is a meditation on the question: how does reading and writing become a 
celebratory act fo r  women? 'Celebratiai' is the most important conœpt of this question and 
attempting to locate 'celebration' in its re-membered context, I am searching throu^i what I have 
called a woman centred hermenutical tradition in some of its more subversive surfecings. In trading 
this tradition by engaging my own hermenutical method, my claim that this woman centred 
hermenutical tradition exists becomes substantiated. In reading moments of the Johannine nairative, 
my goal is to e?qrfore the features of this woman centred hermenutical tradition. In John 20:1-18 I 
have identified five crudal moments that begin to reveal this tradition's personality.
2.3 Excess
The first crudal moment I wish to disoiss is sensed as the text opens, bearing ambiguous beginnings 
with verse 1. In verse 2, we encounter Mary Magdalen's first verbal encounter with the two 
dis dp les: 'They have taken the Lord out of the tomb, andwc do not know wherc they have laid him' 
(my italics). This statement is in awkward juxtap os it bn  to verse 1 whidi reads, 'Maiy Magdalen 
came to the tomb early...'. Whercas the nairator sets up the post-crucifixion narrative in the singilar, 
after verse 2 we no longpr know if Mary went to the tomb alone. The 'we' in verse 2 is hei^tened in 
mystery because it is the only reference to plurality in connection with the chief character of Maiy 
Magdalen. Such a textual in-discrepancy would seem to point to the raised edges of two texts 
conjoining Two texts are being wovai together by an editor in which one strand is a more 
sympathetic reading of Mary Magdalen (and for this reason it is understood as the older of the 
nanative strands) and one strand seeks to invalidate such a reading by subjecting her character to 
textual conflision. The editing proœss then is a systematic act of violence towards the character of 
Mary Magdalen and such an editing actually invokes a very real physicality within the text so that 
the text itself is involved with committing physical acts of violation. This is an unusual violence, 
however. It only half delivers in its blood spill. Mary's identity is blurred by competing
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information and this intended conflision destabilises Mary Magdalen as our first credible witness to 
the resurrected Christ. This is an exanple of real textual violence to the character of Mary 
Magdalen; however it is an awkward violence because it does not expose what it seeks to expose: 
woman as excessive and therefore unreliable. Thus, a type of 'confounding! or proliférât bn occurs. 
That these two verses are indeed in juxtap os it bn is the first point to consider.
According to this editing process, what is to be made of this ambiguity regarding the 
singularity or plurality of Maiy Magdalen? As I have said, verse 2 casts Mary Magdalen in a role 
of possible plurality thus rendering her as an excessive character - she is more than she possibly 
appears to be. The suggestions by the placement of verse one next to the discrepant verse 2 
invalidates Mary as a confident leader who will guide us to our first sibling of the rism Lord. One 
imagnes a proliférât bn of Mary Magdalen imags all walking in different directions, all differing 
from their twin image as the light strikes different points on the body. Whidi to folfow regarding the 
shea- number to choose from, which to follow in their sheer difference - the smiling one, the one 
without a moutli at all? Or maybe her imposed ambiguous plurality takes the form of Maiy 
Magdalen and guests. This could be a horrific scenario to im a^e, and that 'they' are not named and 
are never mentioned agab invests in her guest's possible ^lostly features - ashen inaccessible or 
meated with white packed eyes, roving. The text or the event that occui's between two texts as they 
conjoin, is unoriginal in naming her as 'excessive'. She was excessive before the editor got there. In 
one pedantic sense she is excessive because shew more than she appears to be: Maiy Magdalen is a 
composite character of several feminine personalitbs within the biblical text (see Luke 7, Matthew 
26, Mark 14, and John 8,11,11:2, 12)^^ In another sense she was excessive before the editor got to 
her because she is a woman. She is already 'called out' by her body; by her self-sufficiency she is 
already excessive and ordained and her excessive bodily situation is confounded every time she 'calls 
out' in any way. Perhaps the editor's goal was to render her as excessive and therefore unfit as our 
leader: she will lead us to the first sighting of the rism Lord, but remember she can't be trusted too 
much (whbh one to trust?), but as I have established - she was already excessive.
So, what then can we make of the raised edge of two texts conjoining with competing
^^Haskins, Susan. M ary Magdalen: Myth andM etcphor .London: A th alone Press, 1993.
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information? Perhaps the editor then only confounds the situation as it exists. If this is so, he 'calls 
out' the already 'called out'. His 'calling out' is most likely a negative comment on women as 
leaders/readers thus the editor bypæses an inha ent logic of difference between women and men as 
readers and writers. What is crucial in this moment is that, from the start, Mary Magdalen's 
presence is associated with excessiveness. This association does not take into account woman's 
inhaent relationship with her body that renders her excessive in what migtit be a positive sense. 
Therefore, what I consider the first crudal moment that shapes this nai rative and draws out features 
of a woman centred hermenutical tradition whidi is represented by the figure of Mary Magdalen, is 
the acknowledgement that the woman centred hermenutici am tradng is fundamentally con&sed by 
underdeveloped or suppressed understanding of woman's relationship to excess.
2.4 The Presence of the Unnamed: The Further Presencing of Excess
The second crudal moment whidi reveals the personality of a woman centred hermenutical 
tradition is found in the rich tension between the characters who occupy verses 1-10. This tension 
is maintained throu^out the whole nairative as it develops its multi-dimensional features. The 
presence of the unnamed dis dp le is a counter-embodiment to both the characters of Pet o' and Mary 
Magdalen. Though this dis dp le is in relationship to both Peter and Maiy Magdalen, his purpose is 
to further presence the 'excess' that emerged in verses 1 and 2. In this way, excess is further 
misunderstood or conrtised as it relates to womm: the farther one goes into this text, the fiirther one 
gets away from what excess means regarding woman and her natural bodily ordained status and how 
this status conditions her textual relationships. In this way the presence of the unnamed dis dp le 
shadows the figure of Mary Magdalen, seeking by its dark ability to conceal, to make her way of 
reading/writing or the woman centred hermenutici am tradng unavailable.
The unnamed dis dp le is unnamed only in the sense that we do not know an infonnal, 
birthri^t name. The text actively names him twice, first in verse 2 when this individual is described 
as 'the one whom Jesus loved' and later in verse 8 when he alone is noted as the one who, 'saw and 
believed'. The presence of the unnamed dis dp le is heavy with personality. His unnamed status 
reeks of an unusual invisibility: he/she would seem not to be there because he/she is never formally
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intæducedby name, he/she does not speric and y et from the unseen breath of this curious person all 
kinds of details seem to emeige. And these emerging details are also not named formally by the text, 
but slinking around them, I am aware of a bowel-heavy lau^ter, distinct smells, organic structures 
crackling and jigging - to be sure a presence is here and it is a crucial presence.
Such a rite of naming by description posits this character in direct tension beginning with the 
character of Peter. This disciple outruns Peter and is the first of the two to see the discarded cloths. 
It would seem that the'other disciple' exceeds Peta* in every act bn Peta* participates in verses 1-10 
with the curbus exception of one activity - Peter's entrance into the tomb. Such a system of ranking 
the two disciples by this list of ordaed activities however, does not undo the emphasis that it is the 
'other disciple' who is awaided as the belbving disciple. This tension could be in connection with 
the beack scene in John21:1-15 where Jesus asks Peter three times if he loves him; that Jesus would 
even have to ask Peta- reflects back to this narrative that so fredy acknowledges the umrsmed 
disciple at the exp arse of Peter's textual presence. The unnamed presence here is embdlished in a 
way that Peter is not. In this sense, the presence of the unnamed disciple engenders his/lier 
counterpart, Pet a", with a bruise: there is someone always ahead o f you, there is someone who sees 
and believes more than you, there is someone who is named only 'beloved'. This other disciple 
exceeds Peter. 'Exceed' finds its root in 'excess'. T h o u ^  what this dis dp le brings to the text 
regarding hisAer relationship to Pet a  does not spedfically represent 'excess' to the character of 
Maiy Magdalen, Mary Magdalen is not only indbted by association, in her relationship to the 
unnamed dis dp le, excess finds deeper manifestatbns.
Mary Magdalen and the unnamed dis dp le maintain a relationship and this relationshp is 
infected with the unnamed disdple's constant re-memory of Mary Magdalen's excess: this excess is 
between them, occipying all the space between their bodies. To begin this discussion we must 
resurface in verse 16. In verse 16, Jesus says 'Maiy' upon whidi Mary Magdalen turns around and 
says in Hebrew, 'Rabboni!', meaning 'teacher'. Prior to verse 16 Mary does not know the identity of 
Jesus, it is only upon him saybg her name that recognition in the context of resurrection occurs. It 
is hearing one's name from the lip s of the beloved that induces this new context. The s u ^ s tio n  here 
is one of the intimate and it is wholly intaided. This intimate assoeiation with this textual momait 
takes a unique turn, however. Discussing the event of naming refas us back to the Genesis narrative
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and what naming means within this tradition: to name is to have power over. When Jesus says 
Mary’s name he exercises a sense of erotic control that includes recognitioa. This is confounded by 
the spatial dimensions in whidi the naming occurs: Mary is posited between two sets of strangers 
who both ask her a series of questions at the site of a grave with its lurking shadows of death who 
are spatially in front of her and behind her. The insinuation of this physical sunounding is one of 
rape^^. The grave/tomb is also the reflection o f the pink available womb. In othœ words, naming 
happens in a compromising space that reeks of fear and sexual violation. The presence of the 
unnamed disciple resaiates in this passage. Firstly, the unnamed status of the dis dp le recalls the 
unnamed 'we' in verse 2. Secondly, the unnamed dis dp le who is presented to us as 'special' is 
reminiscent o f Jesus who is also umiamed and in the sense that Mary does not recognise him and 
does not address him as named until verse 16.
In the spirit of the shadow that keeps excess close to Mary Magdalen, 1 recall the ambiguous 
'we' in verse 2. The unturned presence represents excessiveness in that he/she recalls the unnamed 
'we' - the proliférât bn  that acconp anies Mary Magdalen. The placement of the 'we' in verse 2 in 
conjunction with verse 1 which claims her singilarity, is woman's excess presented as 
misunderstood and as a counter move to invalidate woman's natural relationship to excess and thus 
textual issues. The suggestion in the unnamed status of the dis dp le is that he/she is a member of the 
'ghostly' party that accompanies Mary Magdalen as she travails through this narrative. In this sense 
the unnamed dis dp le represents excess as a real presence, givbg the excess in verses 1 and 2 a more 
pronounced presence.
The unnamed dis dp le also recalls the unnamed/umecognised Jesus and thus the unnamed 
disdples re-memory directly sur feces at themomait before and after naming occurs. Before naming 
there is thedangprously charged space where Mary is questioned by two sets o f strangers at the site 
o f a grave. When naming occurs, memory is brought forth. However, this naming is the excise of 
erotic control. The lips of the beloved bring forth (by pronouncing her name) recognition, but this 
recc^ition does not remove her from the brutal plane of a sexually dangprous place. Indeed, once
^^MiekeBal explores the spatial implications o f Mary Magdalen at the ton* in detdl in her text Reading 'Rembrandt': 
Beyond theWord-lmage Opposition; the Northrop Frye Lectures in Litet^ary Theay. Chicago: University o f  Chicago Press, 
1988.
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^^Thejoumey to the'end ofthestoiy that cannot be told' is a concept I w ill subsequently explore in moredetal,
^'Cheryl Exumcites Old Testament exanples oïihW m  Fragmented Women: Feminist (Sub)versions o f  B iblical Narratives.
recognition occurs the sexual volatile aura does not dissolve, on the contrary, it becomes a definitive 
statement. Mary stands at the site of thetomb, which also minors the womb. The tomb is the sign is
of death, it is an end-sign. Textually, the tomb as the end -sigi represents the end of narrative; this | |
is whete the story supposedly ends. Mary Magdalen's bodily presence at this site of the text, the 
presumable end of the text, is ve/7  significant iit revealing an important feature of the woman centred 
hermenuticwhidi she here represents. Presumably thestoiy ends at the end', however, her presence 
at the end as signed by the tomb is a sign that the stoiy continues (It is Mary that is the only 
constant character throuÿiout this narrative). Her presence at 'the end' as signed by the tomb is the |
first footprint that begins the journey to the 'end of the stoiy that cannot be told^ .^ The tomb, 
which here means the 'end', which really maiks the beginning of woman's narrative journey, also 
reflects the womb. The womb, in this context, is a sign of woman's inescapable bodily relationship 
to textuality: it is by her body, which is excessive and ordained, that she reads/writes and 
participates in a woman centred herriKnutical tradition. However, the unnamed disciple by 
sur&cing before and after verse 16 where naming occurs, is a reminder that womb in this context is 
sexually dangproiis or unable in someway. Woman as excessive (and when women eng%e in any 
activity of 'calling ouf - reading or writing she is confounding on her already 'called ouf) here begins |
to mean, as dictated by the text, that once sexAiality is introduced to the biblical text, it implies an 
element of destruction^\ This is the penultimate example of misunderstanding woman's 
relationshp to textuality by her excess. It is the old prescription that when it comes to womoi 
being in excess (which is actually a valuable characteristic of her person and defines her unicjue ■=iï-relationshp to texts), particularly womai reading and writing, become desecrators or whoies or 
rather become destroyed or raped). Womai act out negatively or are acted upon negatively.
The unnamed disciple is a shadow figure that carries the orignal dam^e of 'excess' as 
misunderstood and presented as a negative aspect when related to women to a new peak. It also
,T'reveals that inho*ent within the Johann ine p rescrip tim  of excesses, as it applies to woman, excess is 
----------------------------------
Journal fo r  theStiicfyof the O ld Testament Supplement Series /  6 J. England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993. Ch.6: 'Raped by 
thePen'. pp 170-201. |
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2.5 The Appropriate and the Inappropriate as the scene shifts
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rendered sexually unstable. This is clearly damaging to the nature of the woman centred 
herrrenutical tradition in which women's bodfes condition a tradition of reading and writing that 
represents a profound logic that belongs to the sphae of textuality. The womb as a sexual organ 
destabilised, shuts down women's ability to read by her natural bodily and textual status.
I*I
Between verse 10 ('The the disciples went back to their homes') and verse 11 ('But Mary 
stood weeping outside thetomb...') a chaise in tension occurs. In verses 11-18 a difference in tone 
is felt in various ways, most notdbly in the cast of characters. The third crudal mommt that 
illustrates the personality of the woman centred hermenutical tradition I am tradng, is found in this 
axis; as the scene shifts, Mary remains the constant. Her'constancy' is set off by the odd behaviour 
of Peter and the'other dis dp le' in verses 8 and 9, when in verse 8 the 'other dis dp le' is said to see 
and believe. Verse 9 offers a counter-response to verse 8 however, when it says that the dis dp les, 
'as yet' did not know the scrpture that explained Jesus must rise from the dead. What the 'other 
disdple' believed in verse 8 is called into question, if not invdidated by verse 9. Indeed, this 
possible site of two texts conjoining generates subversive speaking details. This suggests a lack of 
clarity regarding the state of the dis dp les' belief systems whidr finds an almost comical edge when 
we go on to review the next action of the dis dp les; to go home. Mary Magdalen weeps due to grief 
and confusion regarding the death of her friend and the possible grave robbing his remains have been
subject to. The disdples' actions of just 'going home' read against Mary Magdalen's textual posture
and e;?q)oses the inappropriate nature of their behaviour. It is the figure of Mary who behaves in a 
way that we expect and understand. But I would here s u ^ s t  that her 'constancy' is multi­
dimensional Appealing to our own ideas o f appropriate responses in the face o f this confiision and 
possible violation, her actions meet our oq)cotations. However, it is appropriate because her refusal 
to abandon the narrative at its'end as signed by thetomb, is a characteristic of the woman centred
herrrenutical tradition which she represents. This feature s u ^ s ts  a grudling endurance; to stay 
until the end, when the end is 'undefmable' as signed by the absence of the body, the body that 
should them. This woman centred hermenutic bears an unrelenting commitment to narrative. It
%I
challenges supposed 'endings', dismpting textual closure. It is a stance that exceeds structures of 
defined boundaries. This posture of commitment, despite whatever violences m i^ t accompany it, 
is woman's natural response: her body whidr is marked out by its self-suffidency and excessiveness 
ordains woman; therefore, whenever woman calls out in any way she is behaving in excess, 
confounding her already 'called ouf nature. Woman’s relationship with excess makes it not only 
possible, but natmal, to exceed imposed boundaries; woman cannot only stand at the site of the 
presumable end of narrative, she can go past that boundaiy. This textual posture is a natural 
response. Mary behaves the way we hope all good f  iends would behave, but she reads this way 
because of the hermenutical tradition whidi she represents where her relationship to excess, made 
possible by her ordained status, provokes her to read past normal boundaries. It is in this way that 
'telling the stoiy that cannot be told' and/or 'journey ingto the end of the stoiy that cannot be told is 
within woman's capacity. 'Telling the stoiy that cannot be told/journeying to the end of the story 
that cannot be told' is the way I will e/q3iess the narrative that exists past imposed boundaries. It is 
this narrative realm where 'celebration' can be re-membered and it is in this realm that we can 
encounter re-membered manifestatiais of celdiration. This is a stoiy that can and must be told as 
stressed by a language of re-membering in a post-Holocaust era. To coin these narratives as 'the 
stoiy (s) that cannot be told' is to employ langiage to exp mss the survival that colours the teller who 
has weathered the journey: it exp ms ses that one has been somewhere incmdible (in positive and/or 
negative senses). It also acknowledges that langrage will never adequately express the experience of 
the journey, but it seeks out language to attempt to speak it anyway, it is, despite the frustration, 
dedicated to testimony. These narratives are invaluable to theology in which a langrage of re­
membering is crudal to a post-Holocaust society.
2.6 Difference in Vision
With verse 11 the tension and scene shifts. M ost obvbusly this is seen in the change in 
characters; however, this is not the only feature that pitches the scene into a new and different 
context. In verse 12 when Mary looks in the tomb, she does not see discarded cloths, but angds. 
The fourth crudal moment that draws out a feature of the woman centred hermenutical tradition is
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represented by the difference in visbns between the two disdples and Mary Magdalen. Exp bring ;
the gap between the edges of two very different texts reaching towards the same event, that of the >
resuirection, we are immediately aware of the different agendas each of these textual strands 
represent and the episodes of different visbns truly reveals that two very different stories are 
happening here. However, this is not just a sign of two different narrative strands co-mingling it is 
also the pen-ultimate ejqnession of difference between two very different hermenutical traditions. 
Mary sees angels and this vis bn represents the claim of the woman centred hermenutical tradition I 
am tradng. The two disdples see discarded cloths and this visbn represents the dominant, western 
hermenutical tradition. Mary's visbn, the claim that represents the woman centred hermenutical 
tradition, is answered by the text. Whereas the disdples go home and their textual encounter ends, 
Mary's response to begin her narrative journey 'towards the end of the story which cannot be told' is 
met with unusual crudty. I
The text answers this feature of the woman centred hermeneutic initially with an attempt to 
isolate and further invalidate it. Beghning with the encounter between Mary Magdalen and the 
angels, the text spedfically notes that the angels are 'in white' (v. 12). The 'whiteness' of the angels 
is a significant detail. As a detail, it acts to cast them into their angdic roles - white implying purity 
and therefore a heavenly posture. However, this 'whiteness' is a subversive feature that exposes 
their eerb dispositions. Indeed, these angds are nothing like their synoptic counterparts of the 
post-crucifixion narrative. They do not offer hope and/or comfort, nor do they bear a message 
regarding Jesus. They interrogate Mary Magdalen instead. They are strangers to her, and ;furthermore, they make no attempt to be known by their characteristics. Her presence at the
presumable end o f the Story (the disdples go home...), thetomb, makfô her commitment to journey #T'to the end of the story that cannot be told'. The start of this journey is met with angds; however, 
they bring a heavy emotional violence as a response to woman's impending journey. This narrative 
joumey is not easy; one must weather the violence of 'life outside the boundaries'.
Because the tomb is a sign of the end of the text and also the marker for the begbning of the 
joumey for the woman centred hermenutical tradition, what is seen in it is valuable information 
regarding the two hermenutical traditions present within this narrative. The disdples see discarded 
clotlis: the corpse wrapping These cloths are a sign of the absent body. Jesus, as 'the word made
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flesh' in theJohannine narrative, is now the absent text. There is litaally notlring to read, or rather, 
they do not have the imagnation to read the cloths, the sign of the absent text. Mary, however, sees 
bodies, albeit angdic bodies. Whereas the body as text is absent for the other disdples, thus they 
have nothing to read, she has more than enou^ reading material before her. For Mary Magdalen 
there is no ending to the story in s i ^ .  The difference in vision in these textual moments further 
confounds the woman centred hermenutical feature of a commitment to textuality that disputes 
textual closure. Woman as reader and writer does not see absmt bodies, because of her unique 
relationship to textuality, her excess enables her to see p ast cloths and into sup ernatural bodies. Her 
vocabulary ext aids past the body as held in the tension of flesh and she can see other types of 
bodies. In what I hope is now more clear as I am 'walking throuÿi' this narrative, I say again, women 
inhaently maintain a different relationshp with langiage because of their bodies.
2.7 The Meaning of Recognition
The events that constitute the fifth crudal feature revolves around issues o f recognition: 
when Mary Magdalen encounters Jesus before she recognises him and after recognition occurs. 
When Mary Magdalen looks into the tomb, or the sign of 'the end of the story' she sees angdic 
bodies. I have s u ^ s te d  that this ability, this enduring stamina, is a result of her ordained, excessive 
nature and her relations hp  to textuality because she is a woman. Mary Magdalen's presence at the 
tomb bears witness to her commitment to narrative whidr is also a natural response to it. So, what 
happens next? We know what happens next. It is the moment when the resurrected Jesus makes 
his incredible mark on the text. Mary's encounter with Jesus, before and after she recognises him, 
comments on two features concerning the woman centred hermenutical tradition. As Mary comes 
to recognise Jesus, the heavy emotional violence that the angds greet the beginning of Mary's 
joumey 'towards the end of the stoiy whidr can't be told', is completed as it finds its fullest 
expression when she is named by Jesus and a raw sexuality is released. Affo* Mary has recognised 
Jesus, he chaiges her: 'Noli me tan^re^^'. Noli me tan^re: 'do not touch me', becomes a type of
^hohn20:17
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negative invocation regarding women's prodamations. To substantiate these features, I offer the 
folfowing commentary.
TheJohannine narrative indeed comments on woman's relationship to her body; however, as 
we have felt in otho" shadows witliin this text: when Mary is questioned by the angdic strangers, 
women's bodies have been devalued in instances of destabilising feminine sexuality. This negative 
de-stabilising force makes another appearance. After Mary Magdalen answers these strangers' 
questions, she turns and faces the unrecognised Jesus, another stranger who will also question her. 
We must again consider the metaphysical spadal dimensions of such a scene: because they do not 
serve usual an^lic functions the angds seem to serve only as a backdrop to Mary's first s i t i n g  of 
Jesus, as yet unrecognised. Jesus asks strikingly similar questions. The resonance that exists 
between the two sets of questions and the fact she is spatially in-between strangers, posits Mary in 
a highly chaiged space. This space is - at its least - intimidating and confusing. The unrecognised 
Jesus nevers offers any gesture acknowledging the angds. This textual lack serves as a detail to 
further reveal the isolation finds herself quickly becoming seeped in. In verse 16 Jesus says her 
name, 'Maiy', to whidi she replies, 'Rabboni!'. It is not until Jesus names her that recognition 
occurs. As discussed earlier in this inquiry, this is no small notation to the text. This type of 
recognition is startling; not only is memory renewed, but memory is brou^t forth into a whole new 
context - the context of resurrection. From the lips of the beloved this newly called context settles 
into the narrative and this is an erotic moment. Consider the important detail that this recc^ition is 
introduced by an act of speech, consider the mouth from which he calls forth. The mouth kisses, 
lips retouching themselves and the otha; mouths bite, rending the otho" and preserving the selÇ 
mouths refuse, pursed and thin - bloodless they can screech silence; mouths offer, a strange gift at 
their best and a salvic drowning at their worse; mouths remember, they mark out the spedking sel( 
mouths have lips and throughout the realm of texts, notdbly the text of Revdation, lips refer to 
woman's genitalia^^. When Jesus pronounces M ary's name out of the realm o f the unrecognisable he 
sharply brings knowing into a vague and threatening space. If this space was dangprous before, 
Mary being sandwiched at the site of a tomb/womb by male strangers, the dangpr may have been a
^^Pippin, Tina 'Eros and the End: Reading for Gender in the Apocalypse of John'. Semia: Ideological Criticism o f Biblical 
Texte. 59.1992. pp 193-210.
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Iby-product of the many present unknown features of the scene. When recognition occurs as Jesus 
exercises a sense of erotic control, the threatening'unknown' elements do not dissolve. The li^it (in 
other words what is now known) merely reveals the dangprous features better. The bodies are seen 
more - the text demands to be read Somewhat carnivorously it invokes raw sexuality. At the point fAt
where womai will go past the normal boundaries of the text as signed by her commitment to the 
tomb (whereas the disciples go home...), the text responds by oqrosing her textual posture to a raw 
sexual edge. For women, reading and writing is physically eng^ng; indeed, it is women's physical 
bodily status that conditions her relationshps to texts. I would s u ^ s t  that the raw sexuality 
unleashed by the biblical text in this instance is an acknowledgment of this phenomenon. The 
question becomes: is this a positive or negative acknowledgement? I maintain the opinion that it is a 
negative acknowledgement because of the implied sexual intimidation posed by no less than three
A::s
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important characters. Woman reads anyway, the physicality is encountered as woman steps past
scenes of intimidation on her joumey that begins afta  imposed narrative boundaries and towards ' 
the end o f the story that cannot be told'. This woman centred hermenutical tradition's textual 
commitment can go farther than a purely ether/intellectual, non-bodily reading position chanpioned 
by phallocentric traditional reading practices because of her body. Woman's body monthly 
dismembers and re-members. Her nature is that of continual re-constitution physically felt in her 
fertile years and remembered genetically and spiritually long after. The scars of dismemberment and 
re-membering become a map-like grid that are also the makings of an alphabet. This alphabet is a 
sign of the woman centred hermenutical tradition's commitment to testimony; this alphabet is an 
anthology of scars which testify to the violence of the joumey (here represented by the angd's and 
Jesus' replies); this alphabet forms the letters that will make testimony pronounceable without the 
naive belief that langiage can ever adequately tell the tale of the person who has gone past 
boundaries; this alphabet records the joumey in all of its curvatures, slopes, and hollows: this y
alphabet is a history Otho" hermenutical traditions which maintain relationships to langiage that are I
divorced from the body forfeit a very important kind of historical memory. Therefore, an impcrtant 
feature of the woman centred hermeneutic is that because of its acknowledgement of the actual
;
body, it engages history. This illustrates that the woman centred hermenutical tradition maintains a
3:"relevant and critical p oint of view. if
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Woman's textual posture is conditioned by her bodily - or naturally ordained - status. Earlier 
in this inquiry I have discussed a powerful feature of the woman centred hermenutical tradition: 
disbelief of prodamation (though woman reads, writes and interprets anyway). Verse 17 reads, 
'...Do not touch me...'. The text never reveals if Mary Magdalen makes a physical gesture towards 
Jesus to prompt such a statement; however, the narrative ultimately bars Mary Magdalen from 
touching with her body. In other words, 'touching! here represents dismption and it is dismption 
which makes reading, writing and interpretation possible. Mary Magdalen is refused the encounter 
that would enable interpretation. This refusal's implications cannot be over looked: Jesus is not 
only say ing 'do not intap ret' he is malting a comment about woman's textual relationships. Woman 
maintains a nonmegotiable relationshp with texts as conditioned by her body. Therefore, '...Do not 
touch me...' is a statement about that body which makes reading writing and interpreting possible 
for woman. '...Do not touch me...I have not yet ascoided to my father' is an admission of disdain for 
woman's way of reading writing and interpreting: it is an obliteraticxi of woman because woman 
cannot read outside of her body. No mistake about it, he is on his way to the sky-cult realm which 
birthed him where language is etha-like, intdlectual and sevaed from the body completely. In so 
far that Nolime tan^re  is the refusal of her ability to read, write or interpret, in other words, to 
procJaim, it becomes the sigi that her prodamations will not be believed and also the memory of her 
disbelieved prodamations. Nolime tang^re is an invocation that projects the feature of disbelief of 
women's prodamations within the Johann ine nairative as it also refers to historical memories in 
which women's prodamations have not been believed (as sensed in a multitude of experiences with 
examples including women being disallowed to vote to biblical narrative such as Luke 24:8-12). 
John20:l-I8 condudes: 'Maiy Magdalen went and said to the disdples, 'I have seen the Lord'; and 
she told them that he had said these things to her' (verse 18). I here introduce doubting Thomas who 
is invited by Jesus to fingpr his wound (John 20:24-27). Mary Magdalen prodaims, as she is 
charged to do, and prodamation is a lw ^s a result of reading but 'Do not touch me’ is the release of 
a type of strange guarantee: you will not be believed. Doubting Thomas would not have believed 
Mary, therefore her testimony becomes the ground for him to express his disbelief. By disbelieving 
her prodamation he is invited to touch/interpret. A curious event: woman is refused to 
touch/intepret; however, a male body is invited to probe the wounds of Christ. Male bodies can
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toudi/intepret o tha male bodies and, in the case of doubting Thomas and Jesus, it was the disbelief 
of a woman's prodamation that became the ground for inviting this toudiing/interpreting
2.8 John 20:1-18: Conclusion
I began this e ss^  with the notation that I would read this narrative in terms of the energy 
generated from the unruly collision of two different narrative strands. To return to the notion of 
two textual strands, one sympathetic to the figure of Mary Magdalen and one that writes against 
that strand, a very real physicality of the text is made available to the reader. This physicality 
minors the physicality demanded within the text as seen by the sexual dimension that is invoked. In 
the text of John 20:1-18, features within the woman centred hermenutical tradition are exposed. 
Mary Magdalen is this tradition's representative and the crudal events I have concentrated on within 
this narrative begin to reveal this woman centred hermeneutics' identity. In condusion, I offer this 
summary of the characteristics that have emeiged as a result of my reading
Mary Magdalen's possible plurality is the first event I explored. The text actively re-defmes 
excess as negative thus conœaling how excess truly exists in relationship between woman and her 
body (2.3).
As this re-defined notion of excess picks up speed with the unfolding of the narrative, 
excess points to woman's sexual instability which further conceals her true textual posture (2.4).
This woman centred hermenutical tradition which values excess as a positive, and in fact it is 
by this excess that women read, write and interpret (or call out in any way), is suppressed by the 
Johannine narrative; however, the raised edges inherent within the text allow us to reprieve excess as 
it exists in its positive manifestations regai'ding women and textuality. Furthermore, this womm 
centred hermenutical tradition begins to reveal a commitment and a natural response to narrative. 
Because of women's natural excessive status (bodily and therefore textually) she does not abandon 
narrative at the presumed 'end of thestoiy. In this sense her reading tradition disputes the closure 
of texts and seeks to 'tell the stoiy that cannot be told' (2.5).
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The difference in visions between Mary Magdalen and the two disdples is a further 
testimony to this woman centred hermenutical tradition of remaining committed to narrative, past 
the point of imposed boundaries. This is represented by Mary's vision of bodies, in l i ^  of the 
absent body observed by her counterparts, and is a sign of reading past boundaries in the spirit of 
'telling the story which cannot be told'. This commitment and the joumey it provokes is one in 
which certain violences must be weathered (2 .6).
Finally, this woman centred hermenutical tradition responsibly and continually confronts 
history as a result of the body's presence. This woman centred hermenutical. tradition is dep ardent 
on excess as it is scandalised by gross misappropriations of what I mean in relation to woman. This 
hermenutical tradition houses the natural response to joumey towards the 'end of the stoiy whidr 
caimot be told' and is a type of reading/writiirg which is not believed. Noli me tan^re  is the sign 
that woman's prodamations will be disbelieved as it is the memory of her disbelieved prodamations. 
Nolime tan^re  projects its invocation in the fourth gospel and it refers to a multitude of historical 
experiences in which women's prodamations have not been believed (2.7).
Having discussed Mary Magdalen hr the context of John 20-1-18,1 hope that the features of 
the womair centred hermenutical tradition have emerged. Mary Magdalen, the figure who has thus 
far" represented the woman centred hermenutical tradition, is a very important guide as we trace this 
tradition; however, I will s t r ^  from meditating chiefly on her character as a guide and explore other 
bodies within theJohannine narrative. Even by this abandonment, we slink ever closer to what the 
hermeneutic involves, however. All trails are the clotted lines that lead us back to the bloody moon 
inhaent within John 20:1-18 where Jesus makes the charge to the woman: do not touch me. Jesus' 
charge to Mary Magdalen is a statement regarding women as readers, writers and interpreters in 
which he invalidates woman's non-negotiable textual posture. This invalidation is devastating to 
woman. Therefore, the foltowing meditations on various bodies should be seen as a 'tracking' of 
footsteps. In examining the body of Jesus, specifically this body as reader and writer'"' ,^ and how 
this body relates to other feminine bodies, valuable subversive surlacings of the woman centred 
hermenutical tradition can be e/qposed. We can then rejoin Mary Magdalen and the hermeneutic she
""hesus as reader/writer is a devdoped concept in Stephen D. Mooie's ttyXM arkandLuke in Poststructie-alist Perspectives: 
Jesus Begins to Write. London: YaleUniversity Press, 1992.
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represents. It is at the site of this rejoining that the woman centred hermeneutic becomes more fully 
devdoped. However, I now begin a series of 'readings' in whidi I will focus on Jesus in the fourth 
gospel. Entertaining varbus conversations inspired by Johannine moments, and furthermore having 
details of these conversations work on sevrai levds, I again acknowledge the dangers of 
replacing/oonfusing^inter-fusiiTg concept-critical langiage with creative, metaphorical langiage. For 
the reasons I listed in my orignal apotogy regarding this metliod, I will continue to 'not mind the 
difference'.
3.1 Christ is Born: The Absence of the Mother
Andthe Word became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth' we have beheld this 
gloiy, gloiy as of the only Son from the Father.
John 1:14
The word was made flesh. The word did not arrive by the body o f a woman. In sharp 
counter-d ist inct bn, the text radiates an ether like quality. This birtli nairative is sky-cult, not earth- 
cult. It is the sky father who is included in the birth narrative, the birth/word becoming flesh is the 
only son from  the father. Lineage is marked by the cold obelisks, the phallic markers, in the sky. 
The body of the mother is the touched body. The mother's body whidi nourishes and sustains as 
we touch it. It is the warm flesh-carpeted realm of the sembtic - it is the sign of a deep rhythmic 
connection that once we move into the signed/realm of langia^ we trace by eveiy word It is the 
site always reverberated by the loss of t h e w o r f . This new body is a strange baby. A word made 
flesh, ribs curving around the loss of the arch o f the first letter. Skin encasing the mark. Dry, 
seedling dryness. The dryness of the whiteness of pages upon which words are written; birth 
matter unavailable to complicate the whiteness with its h u ^  semi-colon splashes and placental 
stripes for quotation marks. Jesus is the word under erasure. He is the word made flesh, but that 
word is continually unavailable. This is especially felt in Jesus' chaige to Mary Magdalen: 'Do not
tà.TheKristeva Reader. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986. Chapter 1: 'Linguistics, Semiotics,Textuality’.
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toudi me' - do not mark my text, I cannot be into'preted Jesus refuses inscription, he does not wish 
to be touched by Mary Magdalen; as he refuses the way in which woman reads, an event 
conditioned by her body that is nonnegotiable, he makes himself unavailable. It is in this spirit that 
he does not want to touch or be touched by the maternal body; however, danppr of what 'touch' 
means becomes more multi-dimensional in its meaning as we explore Jesus' body in relation to the 
body of the motlier. Not only does Jesus resist being 'sullied' by touching touching assumes a 
serious death connotation as seen by his relationship to his mother. This inquiry will trace these 
characteristics.
Jesus' move into the signed is overtly different from other babies. No rhythms are mourned 
by the sign of the mother's body as child becomes speaking man. There is no lingristic grief for this 
baby. Langiage exists in his belly like supplanted live cats. You have to realise what kind of person 
you are dealing with here.
3.2The Second Birth
A word is in orda about the event of baptism, or the second birth. In the lines preoeeding 
the very birth narrative of theJohannine Jesus, baptism as a concept presents itself. That baptism 
as an event is symbolicalb^ signed by water is a reflection to the sky-cult from which Jesus heralds. 
John 1:12-13 reads,
But to all who received him, who believed in his name, he gave power to become children of 
God; who were born, not of blood nor the will of the flesh nor the will of man, but of God.
This second bloodless birth is the birth of the spirit. All who took him in, who believed the name 
whidi his body spelled, who agreed to materialise from spiritual ether as opposed to squatting flesh, 
were his children. Reading John 1:12-13, clearly this is the birth that is preferred. Baptism as a 
'second birth' finds its success as it plays on actual birth and the differences between the two. 
Baptism as a second, spiritual birth is a spiritual graduation. All movanents towards this 
'graduating linerefa back to th é o r is a i marker: actual birth. Because the mother of Jesus is wholly
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absent from his own birth sequence, this is intensified the orignal marker's sign is the maternal 
body. The event of the body as a marker, a mile mai ker of sorts, conjures up interesting imagps of 
this body: expanded, swollen flesh, bloated flesh like a fishy-balloon marking the starting line. This 
is the maternal body as the deah rin^r. To be actually born from the maternal body is the proof 
that one has entered into sin, pain, and other griefs: types of symbolic death which only the secaid 
birth can re-qualify or re-write. Baptism as a second biitli re-qualifies all of the negative 
events/characteristics associated with actual biith by removing the individual as far away as possible 
from the thing that stalled all the grief, that thing being the maternal body. The distance of the 
bloodless biith promises to remove the maternal body association. Baptism re-writes one's story to 
validate/re-qualify one's expmence by forfeiting the history that inescapably comes with the actual 
body as represented by the maternal body, Womai's maternal bodies, toudiing bodies, are stinking 
in death and Jesus is the cure. It is that brutal of a situation. Accepting Jesus by the second birth of 
baptism is set up by its very play on the de-valued feminine body.
Being born again is to be redeemed from the little deaths, symbolically represented as pain, 
sin and numerous other griefs. But all of these little deaths were only made available by the canal 
that brou^it us to this land of choices, the original sign of death, the mile marker that reveals how 
near one is to 'spiritual graduation', the maternal, touching body. But somdhing happens when one 
has their 'second birth'. If a person's text is re-written by the act of baptism, the new birth rendering 
them'like a new child' invdces a forfeit. The baptised person re-writes their history, thus forfeiting 
the sembtic joumey towards the signed whidi the maternal body represents. In other words, the 
baptised person changes their relationshp with language and because Jesus is the word made flesh, 
how could it be otherwise? The maternal body is the realm of the sembtic, thus the body becomes 
a sign of a deep rhythmic connection, that once we move into the signed/realm of langiage we trace 
by eveiy word. Baptism therefore espouses a new relationshp with langiage that does not trace 
the loss of this sembtic - or our deep connection to the rhythmic. Baptism's birth is ether, pure 
intdlectual, ordered not rhythmic. Rhythm is not valued because it hollows its tones in the 
curvatures of the body, ripples our skin, eng%es in a type of weird cosmic musb; despite the fact 
that this ultimately leads to langiage its bodily association invalidates it according to the second 
birth of baptism. Therefore, to be born into langiage by way of ether, pure intdlect and order is to
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be involved with langiage; reading writing intap reting and celdirating in a new-bodily divorced 
mode. The problem is of course, that woman's body establishes her relationship to languie in a 
way that is non-negotisble. Her body which is excessive in its self-sufficiency ordains her or 'calls 
her ouf. Any 'calling ouf she engages in, reading and writing particularly confounds her 
excessiveness which is body dependent. To change this relationship with langia^ would be 
impossible. In this sense then we m i ^  read the absaice of the Virgn Mary in the birth nairative 
positively - her refusal to present her body is a refrisal to accqjt the conditions of a new relationshp 
with langiage. However, we don't know if she 'refused' to submit her body or if it was merely 
passed up. Instead of making suppositions about how to 'read Mary' in this context, I propose to 
look at wheie her body is in the narrative. Where her body is, so are subversive articulations issuing 
from the woman centred hermenutical tradition.
3.3 Body Sighting One: Cana
In an attempt to begin to establish the conditions of what kind of a writer and reader Jesus 
is, his birth is the ideal starting place. To fully devdop this weird birtli, which is a lw ^s a sign of 
the absence of the mother's body, I will look at where the mother is present within the Johannine 
text and read those moments in tension with Jesus' worldly birth. Our first introducticxi to her is by 
her absence - the birth sequence where her absence shrieks th rou^  the sky-cult particles. This is 
the Virgn Mary swelling with her own sense of abyss. Our next encounter with Mary is at a 
wedding The bowels of this narrative rumble in deep lau^ter - such lau^ter is a lw ^s the 
response to wedding and unions when the Johannine Jesus is present.
John 2:1-4, the first si^iting of the actual body of Mary, reads,
On the thind day there was a marriage at Cana in Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was 
there; Jesus was also invited to the marriage, with his disdples. When the wine failed, the 
mother of Jesus said to him, 'They have no wine.* And Jesus said to her, O woman, what 
have you to do with me? My hour has not yet come.'
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This passage has been regarded as the site up on whidi Jesus' career as 'miracle worker' begins. Jesus' 
response to Mary's request is notably problematic as seen by the many theories that seek to 
reconcile the tension inherent within this scene. I briefly mention them in the spirit of fully 
appreciating this unusual textual moment. Some thou^tfol readers have suggested that his motlier, 
aware of his gifts and talents, calls on him to make things 'ri^it' - her actions crudely unda developed 
considering his /rr/e mission. Or perliaps her request is a sign of her 'neediness' whidr manifests in 
that endearing quality so often attributed to mothers; n a ^ n g  Some readers have gone to great 
lenghs to point out that the term, 'woman', whidr may sound cold and impersonal to western ears, 
is in fact, a title of some res pect^^. In many ways, 'O woman, what have you to do with me? My 
hour has not yet come' takes us to the third and final si^rting of the body of Mary at the site of the 
cross. The question in this sense is almost prophetic; the 'O woman,...my time has not yet come' is 
almost like - what are y ou doing here? You dont come into the scene until chapter 19! O f course, 
the 'O woman,...' is more complex thair this somewhat humorous sug^stion indicates. In its 
prophetic mode, this statement becomes a death invocation, invoking the death of Jesus, that often 
mentioned 'hour'. But at the site of his own death, he seems to indicate that her presence fits, 
whereas at the wedding the site o f union, it does not. And y et repeatedly in the fourth gospel at the 
site of unim (notably the Cana wedding and the events that occur at Jacob's well in John 4; 1-32) 
when union does not in fact occur, but should, womar are present. Jesus isnt opposed, totally, to 
being touched as made evident when he invites Thomas to fingpr his wound (John 20;24-29). 
However, Jesus does not e n g ^  in 'touching with women, indeed, he detests it, continually urghrg 
baptism. Therefore, touching within the Johannine narrative means something specific regarding 
women. This inquiry concentrating on the Virgn Mary's bodily presence within theJohannine text 
wUl begin to examine this phenomenon by revealing that it exists and that it is a profound feature 
within the fourth gospel.
Mary's statement to Jesus, 'They have no wine', deserves special attention. The wine that 
she mentions finds its symbolic counterpart in blood, eucharistie blood. In this sense the
^^Warner, Marina. Alone o f  A ll Her Sex: theMyth andthe Cult o f  the Vir^n Mary. London: Weidenfeld andNicolson, 1976.
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inescapable cross scene finds its resonance in this narrative. 'They have no wine' is a dual comment 
however, th o u ^  in both of its manifestations, death is clearly the issue. In this statement's 
traditional sense, it can be understood in unison with the gospel's message regarding the maternal 
body as the death ringpr. In this context she is the body that only alw ^s leads to death (life before 
it is re-qualified 're-written by the event of baptism) and her body is also the heralder, the sign, of his 
death whidi is to come. This is the traditional hermeneutic expressing its own belief system while 
systematically (thus ensuring its purpose) sup pres sing woman as reader/writer, for indeed she reads 
by her body In a very different sense, however, her statement 'They have no wine' can be seen as a 
comment on the loss of the actual body (the actual body as represented by the toudiing maternal 
body). Woman's body which is forsaken for an ether styled relationship with langiage is b rou^t 
into the textual moment. This is how I choose to undastand her statement. It is a departure from 
its other meaning in which her body is part of the dark bramble that sets the stagp for the pen­
ultimate deatli - his death. In this context the body of the mother is representationally death-bound 
only, that is if it can be deciphered from beneath the w ei^ t of the death of the Son - the male death. 
By this tradition, the Cana siting of the mother is the text employing the body of the mother as a 
compass. Her presence is then a 'looking back at the orignal site of death and therefore a looking 
forward towards baptism. Eveiy statement she makes (she never asks Jesus to change the w ata  
into wine; she simply comments on it) receives death as the answer.
3.4 The Final Body Sighting: The Foot of the Cross
The last s it t in g  of the body of the mother has been at the very place we have been standing 
in many ways: the cross of the death of Jesus. John 19:25-30 reads.
So the soldiers did this. But standing by the cross of Jesus were his mother, and his 
mother's sister, Ma:^ the wife of Clopas, andMai*y Magdalen. When Jesus saw his mother, 
andthe disdple whom he loved, standing near, he said to his mother, 'Woman, behold, your 
son!' Then he said to the disdple. Behold, your mother!' And from that hour the disdple 
took her to his own home. After this Jesus, knowing that all was now finished, said (to
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fulfill the scripture),'I thiist.' A bowl full of vinegar stood there; so they put a sponge full of 
the vinegar on hyssop and held it to his mouth. When Jesus had received the vinegar, he 
said, ’It is finished’; and he bowed his headandgave up his spirit.
The Virgn Mary's appearance at the foot of the cross is another sign of the end of the text. Like 
Mary Magdalen, her presence here represents her commitment whidi is also a natural response to 
narrative to joumey to 'the end of the stoiy that cannot be told. Her presence as understood by the 
other hermeneutic at work here is to see her body as the death r in^r , par excellence. Thus, her 
presence at the site of death finally seeks its appropriate textual home.
When Jesus saw his mother, and the disdple whom he loved, standing near, he said to his 
mother, 'Woman, behold, your son I' Then he said to the disdple, 'Behold your mother I'
The last mortal act of business Jesus commits is to conduct this exchange. Note the 
sequence, the sequence that h ^p en s between the heavy and heai^ 'gaze': Jesus sees the two 
subjects of the upcoming commodity-switch: the disciple whom he loved and his mother. The 
sequence goes: Woman, behold your son. Disdple, behold your mother. She is to see her son and 
the disdple, the new 'beholder' is to see his new mother. As she looks/beholds she is passed by the 
gaze to her new subject/owner. This text cannot have her exist autonomously. She must be the 
'daik bramble' deatii representation of another male, unable to be loosened of the burden from under 
the shadows of other male deaths. In this context, women's reading and writing nevo" exists as 
autonomous acts, instead they are controlled events that sail between the economic borders of male 
ownership. The tradition this hermeneutic represents is continually committed to supressing 
women reading and writing
However, she reads anyway. After the 'exdiange' - 'I thirst' he says. This statement 
refdences itsdf back to the Cana wedding when he made an excess of wine and it also recalls his 
command in John 4:7 when he says, 'Give me a drink' at Jacob's well, the site of getting a bride. 
Both events recall the theme of union where in fact union does not happen between Jesus and his
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^desus engaging in union with his mother is not meant to provoke unnecessary thoughts about incest. It is to recdl the 
perception ofthevirgin Mary as the'bride ofChrist' in which sherepresentsthebody ofthechurch.
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motlier^^ or Jesus and the Samaritan woman, even thou^ , aceording to the setting(s) it should 
happen. However, 'I thiist' also recalls the Virgn Mary's statement in John 2:3, 'They have no wine' 
as a powerful invocation of the re-memory of the actual body that baptism obliterates. It is the 
presence of this invocation which is our assurance that despite the fact that she is suppressed by the 
text as a commodity passed between males in an attempt to eontrol her, she reads anyway. The 
p resence of her invocat ion is the p owaful mus de that turns the page so that she reads on.
3.5 Condusion I
By examining where the maternal body is in the fourth gospel, sevaal things have been 
established Jesus' worldly birth and the fourth gospel's urge towards baptism is a textual statement 
about womai's bodies and their textual status. In this context woman represents death. However, 
the other possibility as maintained by a woman centred hermeneutic expresses itself in Mary's 
statement, 'They have no wine', whidi is an invocation of the actual, matanal body. Thus a :
powaful re-memory is invoked that is the encouraging blood-line which enables women to read 
anyway, in spite of suppression (being passed by the gaze to another male). It is the women, 
spedfically discussed thus far by the figures of Mary Magdalen and the V ir^i Maiy, that are
disallowed to engage in touching (they are denied eneounter - the violation that makes interpretation, 
reading and writing p ossible).
That womai in the fourth gospel frequent union themes so noticeably, when touching, the fk
union of eneounter, does not happen, union as a concept becones a shining white background that
if-hi^ igh ts the event of 'no-union', inviting us to feel the confines of that imp otent sp ace. Discussing 
the maternal body in its absence and in its presence in the fourth gospel, I have put this as an event 
on the map, now my task is to continue meditating on why it is the body o f  woman that Jesus 
denies encounter. This seeking leads me to concentrate on Jesus as a writer and a reader. Such an 
examination will illuminate the issues at hand I
*
4.1 The Gaze: Introduction
To find Jesus reading and writing within the text of John, I re-surface at John 4:1-35 where 
Jesus sits down at Jacob's well As we have seen, the fourth gospel introduces the theme of union 
only to read against it by refusing union, or the encounter that makes it possible for women to read, 
write and interpret (thou^ they do so anyway). Since it is union in its most impotent manifestation 
that presents us with this dis allow al, going directly to the s i^ t  of betrothal is an apt place to begin 
our joumey. Leaving Jesus at the foot of the cross, I noted that his last act o f business was to 
conduct the commodity exchange of his mother. He conducts this exchange by the gaze (he sees his 
mother). Nailed to the cross, it would seem that his strongest mus des are not affected. It is here, at 
Jacob's well, where 'the gaze' finds its fullest expression. The way in whidr Jesus uses the gaze in 
John 4 is the precursor to an impŒtant moment when Jesus writes (Jolin 8:1-11 when Jesus writes 
before the woman taken in adultery). The gaze is an important part of Jesus' textual expaience, as 
we shall see. Therefore, this inquiry will now trace that gaze in order to see what kind of a textual 
tool it eventually proves to be in John 8:1-11.
4.2 The Gaze's Very Long History
John4:1-35 reads.
So he came to a city of Samaria, called Sychar, near the field that Jacob gave to his son 
Joseph. Jacob's well was there, and so Jesus, wearied as he was with his joumey, sat down 
beside the well. It was about the sixth hour.
The text locates Jesus for us in a unique way. It names the city and then gives the geog'aphical 
setting a very sharp edge: the city is near a field, in this field resides Jacob's well Arriving at Jacob's 
well, we meet a site passed between men; a thing given from father to son. Male ownership 
precedes the site of the well This owno-ship is only one comment on the chaiged history that 
radiates from the site of the well
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wife for my son Isaae...Abraham said to him, ’See to it that you do not take my son back 
there.'
evening, the time when women go out to draw water. And he said, 'O Lord God of my master 
Abraham, Behold, I am standing by the spring of water, andthe dau^ters of the men of the 
city are coming out to draw water. Let the maiden to whom I shall say, 'Pray let down your
I3:3;
Historically, wells aie where men get wives. The Old Testament has three men visit the site 
of the well in a betrothal context. I will briefly examine these narratives. Genesis 24 is the first 
betrothal-well narrative. In Genesis 24:1-6, Abrdiam chaiges his servant:
Put your hand under my thigh, and I will make you sweai by the Lord, the God of hea\en 
and of the earth, that you will not take a wife for my son from the dau^ters of the 
Canaanites, among whom I dwell, but will go to my countiy and to my kindied, and take a
:i;
The servant departs to seek the wife. She comes from a land where the son/bridegroom is exiled by
the father. Vers es 11-15 read.
■ 3;'|.And he made the camels kneel down outside the city by the well of water at the time of
I
.3:A;A-
‘ "4.
jar that I may drink,' and who shall say, 'Drink, and I will water your camels' -  let her be 
the one whom thou hast appointed for thy servant Isaac...Before he had done speaking, 
behold, Rebekah...came out with herwater jar upon her shoulder.
The tradition of getting a wife at the well began with this servant on his strange errand. Abraham 
does not tell him specifically to go to the well, but it is from the well that he chooses to scout the 
potaitial wife because he knows that womai gather there. 'P r^ , let me drink'. Verse 16 continues, ■A3'the maiden was very fair to look upon, a v i r ^ ,  whom no man had known' (my italics). This 
'looking upon' is the gaze introduced. Verse 21 tells us more about this gaze. 'The man gazed at her 
in silence to leam whether the Lord had prospered his joumey or not' (my italics). Gazing and 
silence are not isolated elements here, they work together to achieve a result: knowledge. This is a I
very spedfic invocation that seeks knowledge from 'otherness'. The gaze and silaice, as a force, |
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marks out a space we are excluded from One casts the gaze to partake in a privileged communal 
space with an 'other' intdligenoe. It is a mistake to understand the gaze as only a sensory act. As its 
multi-dimensional character as a textual tool emeiges, we here note that it is a tool for exclusive, 
psychological communion.
The gaze's character continues to develop as we move to Jacob's well in Genesis 29. Verses 
1-3 read,
Then Jacob went on his journey, and came to the land of the people of the east As he 
looked, he sawa well in the field, and lo, three flocks of sheep lying beside it; for out of that 
well the flocks were watered.
The text is not stingy. Jacob sees a well in a field 'and lo' three flocks of sheqp lying beside it. The 
text tells us by way of an excessive extra - for out o f that well the flocks were wataed. The opening 
is a statement about relationships. The narmtive proceeds with the detailed steps that made the 
wataing available to the flocks. Jacob ento's diabgue with the shepherds asking them, 'Do you 
know Laban the son of Nahor?' They said, 'We know him' (Genesis 29:5). N ah a  directly links us 
with the well of Genesis 24 where the well was located in the city of Nahor. Rachel is Nahor's 
dau^iter. This point of connection flashes in this narrative moment and then tucks itsdf away and 
is a sign of the gaze's multi-dimensional character. When Jacob sees Racliel and the sheq) she tended 
(Genesis 29:1 Ob-11),
Jacob went up and rolled the stone from the well's mouth, and watered the flodc of Laban, 
his mother's brother. Then Jacob kissed Rachel, and wept aloud.
The nai rative proceeds in a rich complexity ; however, I wül not strry from the well that blessed the 
following madness to come. The well is covered with a lar^  stone. The text does not tell us why 
Jacob removed the stone - politeness, excitedness regarding news of his kinsman, in an egotistical 
show of mus de to impress the woman. We do not know 'how the well works' so to speak. The 
text covas how it functions three times (veises 2-3, 8 , and 10). What is important about this
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meeting at the well is that the reader is required to know 'how the well works'. In verses 10 and 11, 
Jacob waters the flock and then he kisses Rachel. The resonance between w atting  the flock and 
kissing Rachel charge the site with the perhaps already grossly present symbolism of the well as a 
sexual symbol - the throat, the one that stretches to the womb, the one that stretches to the 
stomach. Jacob’s removal of the largp stone mi^rt be understood as the rending of the hymen which
speaks eagp*ly to the sexual/fertility symbolism that makes union possible. Jacob's rending also Y
'speaks to the necessary violation that makes interpretation and reading and writing possible. When l l
'1Jacob kisses Rachel, for whatever the reason - joy, relief at finding kinsman, attraction, rudoiess - an i
iinterest ing dynamic emerges. Jacob's kiss to Rachel is a pun on the event of watering the flocks; as he kisses Rachel, he watos himself. Three times we have approached the well with its procedures 
that conclude with the removal of the stone. Three times our attention feels the largeness of that
- '? vstone that must be moved/rent. When it comes to kissing Rachel, an event that mimics the wataing 
of the flocks, the excessive, instructive commentary dissolves in glaring counter-distinctbn: our 
attention is expressly directed towards the well the site o f  getting a bride, and away from the actual
union occurring. We are directed not to concentrate on the body of woman in union, but on the well I
ywhich houses the gaze. The well is where one secures a bride and the fact that three times we are 
made aware of the 'rending* of the well outlines the encounter between Jacob and Rachel with a 
lacerated charge. The gaze that 'gets a bride' now can be seen as a textual tool that works to direct 
the reader away from woman behaving in union.
The third well-betrothal scene is in Exodus 2:15-21 which is how Moses came by his wife 
Zipporah. 'But Moses fled from Pharaoh, and stayed in the land of M ididan; and he sat down by a 
weir (Exodus 2:15). Reud, the priest of Mididan, has seven dau^ters who went to draw water 
from this well Within this narrative the flash of the other two wells makes a quick and b ri^ t 
appearance sigjiing the multi-dimensional character of the gaze as a textual tool As it appears as its 
own collective refeences, it becomes an increasingly charged space. The arrangement Jacob made 
for Rachel was seven years of labour in exchange for her as wage. O f course, Jacob works seven 
years times two as it happen. The number seven here is the bruise and the shimmer of memory as 
the seven dau^ters approach. The shepherds, 'came and drove them away; but Moses stood up
and helped them and wataed their flock' (Exodus 2:17). Reud inquires of the seven dauÿrters,
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'Howis it that you have come so soon today? They say, 'An Egyptian delivered us out of the 
hands of the shepiierds, and even drew water for us and watered the flodr.' He said to his 
daughters,'Andwhere is he? Why have you left the man? Call him, that he may eat bread. 
And Moses was content to dwell with the man, and he gave Moses his daughter Zipporah.
It would seem that the dau^ters regularly faced harassment from the shepherds, so much so that 
they considered themselves 'delivered' from the hands o f the shepherds. Moses is the hero of this 
sparse narrative, but a strange one. It is the not the women that deem him worthy of bread and 
thanks for his deeds. It is the father who is not present. This odd strategy continues when we read 
that Moses was content to dwell with the man. Again the dau^iters are absmt. The well-betrothal 
scene is about male relationships andthin^ passed between the borders of men. The first thing 
being 'passed' an agreement that finds its solidity as bread. The second thing 'passed' - the bride- 
dau^iter. In the Exodus well narrative the sevoi dau^ters are never gazed upon, but passed by the 
gaze that infects the site where they met Moses. The gaze as a textual tool is not only about 
'seeing, but it actively conducts the passing of women's bodies between the borders of male bodies.
Based on these three well-betrothal narratives, what can be said for the site where we find 
Jesus 'resting! (John 4:1-35)? The well is the chaiged site of the gaze; all visitors to the well are 
unable to avoid the gaze which infects it. This gaze is a multi-dimensional textual tool It is an 
exclusive invocation of otherness to gain knowledge, it is a guide that directs the reader away from 
the actual bodies of women, and it passes feminine bodies between the borders of male ownership. 
This gaze is a complex entity that will be ultimately employed by Jesus as a textual tool as we shall 
see in John 8:1-11.
4.3 Jesus and the Gaze
Moving back into theJohannine narrative, we resurface at the site of the wearied Jesus who 
sits down beside the well - the place of the gaze we have been tradng John 4:7-8 reads,
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There came a woman of Samaria to draw water. Jesus saidto her,'Gi\e me a drink,’ For his 
disdples hadgone away into the eity to buy food
The langjage of Jesus' water seeking is not like the language of his well counter parts who either did 
not request a drink or did so preceded by a 'p r^  let down your jai'. This narrative must be read in 
tension to John4:1-3,
Now when the Lord knew that the Pharisees had heard that Jesus was making and baptising 
more disdples than John (alDiough Jesus himself did not baptise, but only his disdples), he 
left Judea and depar ted again to Galilee.
The text says that when the Lord knew Jesus was baptising more disdples than John - and then 
curiously interrupts itsd f In paioitheses the text corrects itsdf by informing the reader that 
actually Jesus himself did not baptise. This ambiguous textual amendment works against concerns 
for textual clarity, its task is to re-inform and the new information it provides is like a shaip line, a 
slash in the text. The event of baptising is an event that leads to Jesus leaving Judea for Galilee. We 
do not know, as we read it by the slash, that Jesus himself did not take part in the event that raised 
enou^ concern that leaving would condude the verse. He himself did not touch, he himself was not 
touched: the blood red moon of Noli me tan^re^^ is traced by smarting red threads. The baptising 
of the spirit was ritually demonstrated by water being poured onto the convert. In verse 7 a tension 
erupts, bringing the stressed amendment that Jesus himself did not baptise into the moment. He 
who gives water (but really only his disdples) now says, 'Give me wata'. His statement, 'Give me a 
drink’, is the invocation of absence. This absaice is signed by the gaze and its multi dimensional 
characteristics. The gaze recalls our absaice from exclusive conversations with 'otlierness', it recalls 
the absaice of seeing the actual body of woman behaving in union, and it recalls the absence of 
woman controlling her own body, instead she is a thing passed between the borders of male 
ownership. Jesus' statement, 'Give me a drink', is the invocation of absaice and the site of the well
‘^ ®John20:17
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shivers at the request and responds with an excited familiarity, glad to be awake again becaise the 
well and the gaze that infects it houses absence as an ecclesiastical nourisher to its seething, far 
reaching eye. Give water to the one who does not touch and is not touched throuÿi water. It is a 
request from the blinding, unmarked page (Jesus refuses to be touched/marked. The conditions for 
interpretation, reading and writing remain unavailable to women). Jesus in his blinding, unmarked 
page mode simultaneously consumes as he refuses. Verse 8 folbws, 'Give me wata-' witli, 'For his 
disciples had gone away into the city to buy food'. It is as if tliou^  the text intends for verse 8 to 
somdiow explain Jesus' demand; however, the disciples' absence here confounds an already present 
absence; the absence invoked by the gaze.
The Samaritan woman saidto him,'Howis it thatyou,a Jewask a drink of me, a woman of 
Samaiia?' For Jews have no dealings with Samaritans. Jesus answered her, 'If you knew 
th eg ifto f G od,andw hoitis that is saying to you, 'Give me a drink', you would have asked 
him, and he would have given you living water'.
John 4:9-10
The womai's question is wholly legitimate. It is an intelligent question to the 'foul 
bridegroom' and his demand she surely recognises. In this sense it is a challenge, and a politically 
sensitive one in which she raised the issue of ^nder and nationality in a way that respects her 
offence and is open to an intelligent response. The text reads, 'Jesus answered her', but clearly and 
to the delight of happy Christians eveiy where, Jesus' response is pitched into a whole other context, 
his answer is the non-answer of the trickster. This is a moment that must be examined - when the 
text moves into the sphae of what I will call fantastic diabgue where the conversation that occurs 
between two people beautifully illustrates a 'message' by way of two different dialectical strands. 
They share a vocabulary but are talking about very different things and the mixture produces a 
theological chapter in miniature. An unreadability is forced upon the woman. Jesus' response has 
biting edges - if you knew, you would have, he would have - Jesus' response as an answer is an 
obliteration of her text (the text of her question, the text of her voice). Jesus' response is a projection 
of possibilities, but no choice can be made because the projection exists in the past tense.
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We canæt enta- the fantastic dialogue, it is the gaze extending, invoking absence, our 
absaice. In this sense we are the object of gaze. As we read the fantastic dialogue's theology in 
miniature produced with two different rhetorical intentions using a shared vocabulary, we actually 
become, by our very act o f reading part of the harsh 'no-union' backdrop whidi seeks to invalidate a 
woman centred hermenutical tradition in whidi women read by their bodies in moments of 
encounter.
The woman said to h im ,’Sir, you have nothing to draw with, and the well is deep; where do 
you get that living water? Are you greater than our father Jacob, who gave us the well, and 
drank from it himself, and his sons, and his cattle?'
John 4:11-12
The woman's response, 'You have nothing to draw with and the well is deep', folbwed by 
'are you greater than our father Jacob...' is a comment that addresses an offence. When she 
previously asked why he demanded a drink he gives her a possibility projected into a past tense that 
does not answer her question but obliterates the text of her own voice. Her response in verse 11 
acknowledges Jesus' refusal to drink from the well where they are located. She is aware that the 
water he requests is not well-water and her 'who do you think you are' tone is not an unintelligmt 
rebuff or a playful indulgence in sexual rhetoric. She says the well is deep and 'you' have notliing to 
draw with She has removed herself as the 'water bearer' shifting this responsibility to its rightful 
owner. Her response is a statement of identity and boundaries. He who demanded a drink now 
offas the drink. The woman is introduced in orda to be excluded in this sense. It is only affe he 
makes the request o f her to give to him and obliterates the text of her voice (as the narrative moves 
into fantastic diabgue), making it unreadable to her by this response, that he is positioned to offer 
and this is a type o f consumption achieved at the gaze infected well That there is no union here is in 
line with the dis allowal of touch that Jesus demands of womm, and that this is a move to obliterate 
woman's textual connections is o f no consequence to him.
Jesus said to h er,’Everyone who drinks of this water will thirst again, but whoever drinks of
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the water tha t I shall give him will become in him a spring of water welling up to eternal 
life'.
John 4:13-14
Everyone who drinks o f this water will thirst again, but whoever drinks o f the water that I  shall give 
him will never thitst
The cycle of thirst - wetness folbwed by dryness - the continual condition - the poetry and 
tra^dy o f the body - is not the only choice. Jesus offas an other condition. The condition of 
'never thirsf. This is an extorsion of his baptismal urging, his continual comment against the actual 
body as signed by the mat anal body. The popular Christian suggestion is that this narrative intends 
alleviation from a very basic (metaphorically understood) condition of suffering such a notion is 
undeveloped The condition Jesus offas besides the available one means that 'never thirsf is silence. 
It is the reduced state. After the ashes of the burning away of the actual body there is only silence. 
This is the holocaust of the body as invoked by Jesus as a white, untouched page ('Do not toudi 
me': I will not make the conditions available that interpretation, reading and writing require). The 
blank page requires this ejqrensive silence to remain unmarked, undevastated by the line, to remain 
neva undone. Fear of fragnentatbn finds its metaphor in Jesus' tunic at the site of the cross 
which was 'without seam, woven from top to bottom, so they said to one another, 'Let us not tear 
it...'. 'Never thiisf is the choice that reduces one into silence because it is a removal from the body 
and it is the body which threatens to touch and is repeatedly disallowed to do so. 'This water' that 
Jesus offers 'will becane in him a spring of water welling up to eternal life' because one's siloice 
ensures the continual reconstitution o f the white page. In other words, Jesus goes on consuming
The woman said to him , 'Sir, give me this water, tha t I may not thirst, nor come here to
dra\f
John 4:15
^^Johnl9;23
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The woman requests this water. That which he has been describing to her, the water whidi 
he clearly prefers, is at last requested by the woman. Instead of e?qiounding further on this wata* 
Jesus abruptly changes the scene's tension:
" 'give me this water that, I may not thiist....
- 'Go, call your husband, and come here'
In this sense the woman is introduced in order to be excluded. Once the woman acc^ ts  the 
invitation for the w ata  Jesus offets, Jesus never mentions water again in this narrative. Her 
accq)tance becomes her absence, this is the Samaritan woman being delivered into silence ^ d  out of 
her actual body. From this point on the narrative moves from a 'water focus' to a worship focus'. 
Before further commenting on this shift in focus, I would like to again consider the 'other' 
possibility, that of'no thiist' or the extension of Jesus' baptismal urges. Jesus offers an alternative 
to the'bodily dilanma'. It is a dilemma to Jesus in the sense that it is the body of womai whidi he 
does not want to be marked by nor does he want to promote this body's hermenutical tradition. 
The m et^hor of alleviation of thiist operates on the paradigm of: thirst/fulfillment/thirst or 
dryness/wetness/dryness - the cycle I have called the t rage and poetic condition of the body. Jesus 
offers an other choice - the choice of blankness, of silence, the space of no-body. The very pattern 
Jesus is repulsed by, the very pattern he offers removal from, is a pattern that he 'bonows'. This 
'bonowing! is not unfamiliar - it is the same borrowing technique empbyed at the well where the 
bride-^tting gaze is borrowed for purposes of no-union and ensures his own ability to continue 
consuming. By verse 16 a clear pattern has emerged: refusal, offer (only to be refused), refusal. 
This pattern operates by repeated disallowal. This sequence is set into mot bn by Jesus' demand, 
'Give me wata':
Refusal - In verse 10 Jesus refuses the water he has requested, clearly marking a preference for some 
otho" water and in this way a refusal occurs. In another sense this is the site of refusal because he 
obliterates the text of the woman's voice/question by making it unreadable. He offers a possibility,
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but in fact it is not an offering at all because it is a space of 'no choice' because it is set in a past 
context and cannot be elected.
Offer - In verse 11 the womau inquires about the nature of this water and the nature of the man who 
speeks this water. It is an intelligent response to her obliteration. Jesus responds not by addressing 
her question but by further obliterating her text. It is in this moment that he offo's her an other- 
choice besides the known condition, the choice of'no thiist', the choice of silence which is ultimately 
a refusal.
Refusal - Wlien the woman requests this water, the woman is excluded, this finds its metaphor in the 
absence of the 'water' throu^iout the rest of the narmtive which signs her absmce as well
Refusal, offer (the offer is a lw ^s however to be excluded by silence), refusal. Thiist/fulfilment, 
dryness/wetness. In making available his 'living water' which is ultimately an absence of the bodily, 
thus obliterating woman's textual posture, Jesus laces his choice on the edges of the known pattern. 
He makes his possibility available by borrowing the pattern of that which he seeks to reduce to 
siloice, thus the holocaust of the body. This type of nairative presentation is another exarrple of 
the way Jesus relies on the objectification of known patterns to continue his consuming and 
reconstitution. As readers we read the unreadable, the unavailable word that Jesus is. We read these 
hungy teeth, we read this consuming, and as we read we also ensure that Jesus will be reconstituted 
as the white, unmarked page that he is because eveiy time we read the totality of the narrative, Jesus 
lives again because we read the word and he is the word made flesh. And yet we do not read the 
unreadable by reading because pages aren't available fo r  reading in the fourth gospel. John 21:25 
reminds us that the world cannot contain all of the books of Jesus - all of the pages whicii are his 
flesh. Pages are never meant to be read The world ending by way of books is not an internal 
combustion from too many words, words are never available. It is to die by way of paper cuts ~ the 
ten million edges of whiteness. It is this horrific scenario, the scenario of the paper-cut death, where 
we seethe fullest e?q)iession of what the etha--body relationshp demands. Wlien baptism occms, 
the forfeiting of the actual body as signed by the maternal body, one's relationship to langiage
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changes profoundly, so much that books, as espoused by this hermeneutic, are not meant to  be read
so much as they are capable of a foul death.
hisdisdples came. They marvelled that he was talking with a woman, but none said, 'What
The woman answered him, *I have no husband.' Jesus said to her, 'You are right in saying, 'I 
have no husband;' for you have had five husbands, and he whom you now have is not your 
husband; this you said truly.'
John 4:17-19
Is Jesus testing to see if the woman will lie? I believe this is a moment of s l ip p y  revealing i
Jesus' consumption. Jesus who has obliterated her text, who has offered her the choice of silence, 1
who has introduced her to exclude her, in otho* words, Jesus who has rendered her unable to 
interpret, read or to write, has confirmed his reconstitution by way of consuming In verse 17 he is 
reading her text (the text of her stoiy). Her silence makŒ her text completely accessible to him. His 
visionary blurb is a sign of his 'fullness'. ,
The text moves from 'water' to 'worship' in verses 20-25. Jesus tells the woman,
■i
'Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem  
will you worship the Father..,But the hour is coming, and now is, when the true worshipers
I:will worship the Father in spirit andtrudi, for such the Father seeks to worship him. God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth.'
' I■
Jesus' statement requires, not surprising^, that worship occur in the context of the spirit, the 
absence o f the body. This passage is a further reiteration of what Jesus offers. It is another context 
for the s ilence he urges.
Verses 25-28 read, I
■;ïr.
The woman saidto him ,'Iknowthat Messiah is coming (he who is called Christ); when he
: 'f  ■comes, he will show us all things.* Jesus saidto her, 'I who speak to you am he.' Just then
#
:
do you wish?* or, 'Why are you talking with her?'
The woman's knowledge ('I know that...') condudes with, 'he will show us all things'. This 
statement rests on a very significant moment. To her knowledge, Jesus reveals his identity, 
simultaneously, the disciples return and inherent in their return is silence. The momait of identity 
revdation does not read women; 'he will show us all things'...Jesus: 'that's r i^ t  and that is why I am 
showing you who I really am at this moment'. The identity revdation that this passage contains 
does not uncurl like a warm tongie, it is rather a type of collapse. His identity has hitherto 
remained available. The showing of'all things' coupled with 'I am he' bears the w ei^ t of pages blank 
with heaviness. What we are shown cannot be seen (in the spirit o f books that w ei^  down the 
world, but are not for reading). This revdation of identity is a simultaneous moment of the 
disciples' return. The dis dp les do not ask; they choose silence over disruption. True to their ether- 
body form, their choice confounds the invocation of absence that has been heralded by Jesus 
throu^out the narrative.
Verse 31 -32 will be the passage that will condude my reading (of that which cannot be read) 
of this well-narrative.
Meanwhile thedisdples besought him, saying, 'Rabbi, eat.' But he saidto them, *1 have food 
to eat of which you do not know.*
Jesus' words: 'I have food to eat of which you do not know' invites us into the fullest expression of 
violence of the surreal, airless space he has been establishing. Jesus' 'I have food to eat of whidi you 
do not know' is the final invoeation of absence. The disdples do not know of this food, their state 
of ignorance is signed by their absence in the sharing of the knowledge rega*ding this smarting, airless 
space that has signed the edges of where a womai's body used to be. We, however, know what he 
has eaten.
4.4 Conclusion
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In examining the history of the gaze I noted its characteristics: it is a multi-dimensional tool 
that finds its origns at the site of the well/union: a place steqped in notions of embodiment. It is an 
exclusive invocation of otherness to gain privileged knowledge; it is a guide that directs the reader 
away from the actual bodies of women and it passes feminine bodies between the borders of male 
owna ship. As Jesus engages this complex tool, the gaze that finds its orign in the very concept of 
embodiment (union) is now empbyed to champion the obliteration of woman's body (and thus her 
textual relationships), Jesus continually borrows known patterns that rely on the cycfes of the 
actual body to liquidate woman's body into a seething dry memory. This is Jesus consuming, all of 
his consumptions lead to the reconstitution of his own ether body.
In the next section of this inquiry we move from Jesus using the gaze as burning tool of 
obliteration of woman as reader, interpreter and writer to Jesus as writer. It is the ether-baptised 
body that gleans its whiteness from the devætatingobliteration of woman's actual body. How then 
does this ether-baptised body write? To expbre this question we move to John 8:1-11 where we 
find the actual body of woman in-between the gaze and the speaking voice.
5.1 The Stony of Two Texts: John 8:1-11
The stoiy of Jesus writing on the ground in a text of dust is a disputed passage and is 
therefore often excluded from the gospel of John. That womai are so oftai introduced only to be 
excluded within the Johnannine narrative, this often excluded passage smiles with irony as it entas 
this dialogue. This inquiry will read John 8:1-11 as found in the Revised Standard Version. The text 
of John 8:1-11 reads,
They went each to his house, but Jesus went to the Mount of Olives. Early in the morning 
he came again to the temjle; all the people came to him, and he sat down and ta u ^ t them. 
The scribes and the Pharisees brought a woman who had been caught in adultery, and 
placing herin the midst they said to him, 'Teacher, this woman has been caught in the act 
of adultery. Now in the law Moses commanded us to stone such. What do you say about 
her?* This they said to test him, that they might have some chaige to bring against him.
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Jesus bent down and wrote with his finger on the ground. And as they continued to ask him, 
he stood up and said to them, 'Let him who is without sin among you be the first to throw a 
stone at her.' And once more he bent down and wrote with his finger on the ground. But 
when they heard it, they went away, one by one, beginning with the eldest, and Jesus was 
left alone with the woman standing before him. Jesus looked up and said to her, 'Woman, 
where are they? Has no one condemned you?' She said, 'No one. Lord.' And Jesus said, 
Neither do I condemn you; go, and do not sin again.'
5.2 The Adulterous Woman: Body-Text
Behold, Jesus writes. This disputed passage is the only narrative in whidi Jesus writes 
anywhere in theNewTestanent. He who refuses women to write, writes in a text of dust. Jesus 
writes hefœe the actual body of the adulterous woman; therefore, I look first to this body.
The scribes and the Pharisees brought a woman who had been caught in adultery, and 
placing herin the midst they saidto him-.
John 8:3a
The dynamics of where this body is placed are very important. She is placed 'in the midst'; she is 
placed in-between the staring crowd and the speaking Jesus. Her arrival and placement occurs 
between gaze and voice: she is located in a position that bears the dynamics o f being the place o f the 
text Woman, who reads by her body, is now the body whidi is the text. How Jesus handles this is 
of the ut-most concern. What kind of text is she?
Immediately, she is a text crowded with dan^r. Those that accuse her seek her death in an 
obvious way - stoning; however, Jesus who we have seen obliterate the bodies of women via the 
gaze is also present. The crowd of people that have been gazing at Jesus as he speaks now enlarge 
their vision to take in the body of this woman; this expanded gaze is a menacing, dull edged reminder 
of the gaze that Jesus so often eng%es. It would seem that the textual situation of the body-text of 
the adulterous woman houses only violent possibilities: letters bursting like scadet sacs popped,
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unstitchiiig themselves by stony edges or the text's script being burned away by the seething dry 
shards that radiate from the ether body of Jesus.
This body-text, crowded with the stony obvious and more stealthy dangers alike, is the 
body of a womau who has been cau^t in adultery. This text is freshly picked from the space of 
body upon body. Her pages aie not dry with the seething whiteness associated with the unreadable 
book containing Jesus' deeds but sog^ with the moments before. She has traversed the space of 
total encounter: body touching body re-touching body straiglit to being the text that can be read, and, 
as we shall see, written before. She is both 'soggy' and 'charred' at once. Alive with the wetness 
from the inta-section of bodies and charred from the breathless removal (she was cau^t in the act of 
adultery) into the burning dryness where dust becomes text.
Indeed, there are two texts here: the body-text of the adulterous woman and the mysterious text 
of dust that is Jesus'. The questionable text of dust saturates this scene with a particular brand of 
instability; however, this instability is only confounded by the realisation that when a woman's 
sex/hality is introduced into the Johannine narrative it always introduces elements of instability 
(note John 20:1-180.
They said to him, Teacher, this woman has been caught in the act of adulte 1 7 . Now the law 
of Moses commanded us to stone such. What do you say about her?’ This they said to test 
him, that they might have some charge to bring against him. Jesus bent down and wrote 
with his finger on the ground.
John 8:4-6
The scribes and Pharisees want to know: 'should we kill this bad text?'. The narrative tells 
us that they empfoy the body-text in this way to test Jesus. Jesus responds to the test by 
producing a text. Again, the menempby the body-text of woman to test Jesus. He says to them, 
'Let him who is without sin among y ou be the first to throw a stone at her.' Again, Jesus responds 
to the test by producing a text. Jesus, who is the tested, employs the same body-text that seeks to
™ John 25:21
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'fail him'to test the testers. They fail the test (’But when they heard it, they went away...'). By all 
accounts, the body of woman which becomes the body-text as test, is not a text to be read; indeed, 
its only purpose is to furher the superior text o f Jesus. After visiting the well where Jesus obliterates 
the body of woman (and thus her non-negotiable textual situation) by the gaze, we cannot naively 
assume that because this woman's body is not stoned to death, she escapes violence. It is the body 
of woman which Jesus obliterates penultimatdy as he continually urges the ether baptised body. 
Likewise, the position of this body-text is another example of Jesus' consumption. She is not 
read/encountered, only used as a foundation so that he miÿÆ out-test the testers.
5.3 Jesus’ Text of Dust
Jesus does not only pass the test, he is revealed as the superior tester. This show of 
superiority is indebted to the text Jesus produces. John 8 verses 6 and 8 read,
...Jesus bent down and wrote with his finger on the ground. (John 8:6b)
And once more he bent down and wrote with his finger on the ground. (John 8:8)
Jesus writes with his fuigpr. Noli me tan^re^^  the words directed towards Mary Magdalen - 
darkens like a bloody moon pages away as this incident occurs. She who is chaiged not to touch 
with her body by which she maintains a nonmegotiable relationshp with textuality shrieks as Jesus 
writes by touching (he writes with his finger). We do not know what Jesus writes. His text is 
unavailable to us. However, it takes actual bodies for Jesus' ether body to be established and 
continually reconstituted: when Jesus dismisses the woman, he obliterates her body-text by not 
reading/encountering her text. We have seen this dismissal/obliteration in John 1:14, the birth 
narrative of Jesus as we have seen it in John 4:1-35, the well narrative where the woman is dismissed 
from the scene after finally accepting the preferred bodily condition Jesus champions. The
^bohn20:18
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unavailability of women’s bodies within the Johannine narrative establishes the foundation for the 
unavailability of Jesus' own text: as women's bodies are consumed/liquidated into ether qualities, 
Jesus maintains his ether-body distance/unavailability. The absence of Jesus' text that contains the 
memory o f the absence o f the many bodies of women is surdy felt in its full and silent violence in 
John 25:21 where we are introduced to the many books of Jesus' deeds that the world cannot 
contain; books we are not introduced to in order to read.
5.4 Conclusion
Examining John 8:1-11 is crucial to this inquiry's discussion which seeks to ful^ understand the role 
of women's bodies in order to engage the question: how does reading and writing become a 
celebratory act fo r  women?, as poigiantly as possible. From my reading of this Johannine narrative, 
I condude that women's bodies are introduced in order to be excluded (the adulterous woman is not 
read/encountered) in all textual situations: not only are women's bodily status' obliterated so that 
they cannot read, write and interpret, the bodies of women are unavailable for our own 
reading/encountering At the other end o f these textual situations is a lw ^s the silence of Jesus with 
superior unavailability.
6.1 M ary Magdalen Re-Msited
This section of Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Narrative, marks the path of this chapter's 
circular journey. I say 'circular'not to indicate an unfragmented narrative journey; indeed, 'circular' in 
this context serves to mark the round curvatures of a woman's stomach. In particular, the rounded 
stomach of Mary Magdalen as depicted in Corrcgio's St. Mary Magdalen  ^ (figire 1). I began 
Chapter 2 with the figure of Mary Magdalen as a guide to whom all red-blood threads o f othei- 
Johannine moments lead back to as she received the chaige: do not touch me^ .^ Folfowing those
’^Gould, Cecil. The Paintings ofCotregio. London: Faber, 1976, 
^Tohn20:18
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threads back to their source was necessary. The clotted web gave valuable insi^it into Jesus as a 
body (and reader/writer). In brief, by examining his body in relation to other feminine bodies within 
the Johannine narrative the woman centred hermenutical tradition in which women maintain unique, 
non-negotiable textual relationships because of their bodies was given an apt space in which to be 
exp bred. M y goal was to establish that, indeed, when women's proclamations are disbelieved or 
when women's bodies are obliterated, 'celebration' whidi means 'to prodaim' must be radically 
reviewed. Throughout this chapter I have said women read, write and interpret anyway. This 
section is a close examination of 'anywaÿ and marks the gateway from which we can expbre other 
ways women celebrate/proclaim which are entirely excluded from traditbnal understandings of 
célébrât iorfp roclamation
This 'gateway' is the strai^it and steady line that issues from Mary Magdalen's eyes in 
Corrcgio's 5/. Mary Magdalen (figire 1). Straight and steady though this line is, the journey towards 
this path is not. We arrive at this point of departure by reading many other curvatures and it is for 
this reason that I reiterate that the word 'circular' indbatingthis point within my discussion in no 
way lends itsdf to sug^stingan unfragmented journey. In order to arrive at St. Mary Magdalen 
(figire 1) I will read the curving lines of other paintings and it is in this way that curving circles break 
into other curving cirdes: to trace woman's stomach is to trace the fragnented edges of 'breaks' 
yielding into more 'breaks'. One must remember that a woman's stomach alw ^s points to 
fragnentatbn: as a flesh sheath covering of the internal organs its memory snu^y details the rent 
hymen that is invcjced every time intacourse occurs; as the balfoning birth arc deflates its surlhce 
maintains the dimpled holbws, swollen veins, and spidery stretch marks which replace smooth 
terrain with rich operience. And still there are the countless scars of sharp caesarean angles and the 
faded pink puncture spots of countless hysterectomies.
6.2 Reading Roundwards: Reading Towards Corregio's Y/i Mary Magdalen
And they remembered his words, and returning from the tomb they told all this to the 
eleven and to all the rest Now it was Mary Magdalen and Joanna and Mary the mother of 
James and the other women with them who told this to the apostles; but these words seemed
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to them an idle talk, and they did not believe them.
Luke 24:8-12
But she reads anyway. What folbws is a discussion of Mary Magdalen as a reader with the 
condusion resulting in a meditation on Conegio's St. Mary Magdalen (figire 1). Artistic 
interpretations are alwrys dismptions o f the narrative they seek to illuminate and it is these 
disrupting curvatures of women's bodies that I will attempt to read The goal of this inquiry is to 
seek out articulations of the question: what is Mary Magdalen do%  when she is reading?
I chose to surface in this conversation at the site of a wonderful painting (figire 2)^ '^ . The 
scene is as folbws: Jesus hang dead on the cross. A whole flurry of activity goes on around the 
corpse. To his left, the grieving mother comforted by friends, to his r i ^ ,  discussion taking place 
between the Romans who hold the tunb. Girding Jesus’ corpse, little man-angels, notbeably tw o -  
the one under his r i ^  arm who rends his heavenly garment, his little man-angel male chest a 
curbusly exposed tender mus de and the man-angel under his left arm, holding a bowl catching the 
fluid offspring of Jesus’ corpse, his head turned away in absolute gross ness. Both angd’s gowns 
viotently give way to the text upon whidi they rest where their painted garments tear into the 
surface medium, indbatingthe fragnentatbn of time, highli^ting their harsh expressions that stamp 
the retina with their r o u te s s :  the small shrimp coloured mannish gestures that scrape into the 
surfece that presents them Folbwing the way of the cross, the brilliant lapis scrapes downwards to 
the feet of the corpse. The feet unabne-M ary  Magdalen kneds. The lapis peels to its sides at this 
point and reveals the flurry of activity I have been describing To the riÿit and to the left and above, 
the flurry of activity attends to itsdf; Mary Magdalen is the only individual in the painting that 
directs herself to the crudfied corpse. As she kneds, she touches a foot. The feet rest on what 
begins to reveal itsdf as a podium, like the podiums of the classroom, likejhe podiums of the 
church. On the podium, a text rests. Jesus’ feet begin to reveal themselves as a text. Indeed, these 
“feet” look suspicious!^ like an open book. Where the feet meet, one sees the trace of the spine. 
Open, Mary attends closely to the text. She reads the text, and we know so by her hand that
I regret to say that the identity o f the painter or where this painting resides is unknown to me. I discovered this painting 
accidentally; it was part o f an old calendar hanging in a bed-sit that I rented. I have been unable to locate its identity, 
though the search continues. 74
toiidies it. The self-absorption that occurs simultaneously around her is mirrored in the expression 
she offers in counter-distinct bn. Her gaze is the reading gaze; she directs her attention pointedly to 
the text before her. The intensity with which she reads maintains a breathless quality: she will not 
overlook any details; on and on she reads, omitting nothing This painting is the happy coincidence 
the biblical text does not include readily: womai who reads and touches/woman who touches and 
reads. This painting is our sign woman reads anyway.
From this anor^mous representation, I resurface at the site of another set of feet: those of 
the corpse in Corregio’s Lamentations from  the Del Bono C hapef\ (figires 3 and 4). It is the 
moment o f gross return: he who issued out the womb, now remembers it through death. This is the 
otha* side of Corregio’s many Madonna with child paintings while at the same time a comment on 
those scenes as we shall see. The corpse reclines, held by the inside of the V ir^  Mary’s le^, his 
head buffing her womb. The Virgn reclines as she is reclined upon so that the picture itsdf invites 
reclining so that our bodies recline with our eye that traverses the lengh of the corpse. Alone, at the 
other end of the corpse and the womb who bore it: her back in the reclining position, in line with her 
counterparts. However, unlike her counterpart’s eyes, the Virgn’s whose eyes are closed in 
supreme grief and the corpse who sees not, Mary Magdalen’s eyes are wide open; her lids pierced
::§■
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with seeing caugit in the void of her half opened mouth (figire 5). There is no mistaking what she 
looks at; she looks upon the feet of the corpse. The strange text of feet: the dou^y text connected 
to sharp anklebone hin^s and there is only Mary Magdalen and the obvbus book. From the 
curvature o f the feet/text we break into other curvatures to get there.
It would seem that one of Corregio’s favourite compositional subjects is that of the woman 
with child in her lap. This motif countlessly confronts the viewer who looks at a catalogue of i
Corregio’s work Corregio’s work warrants the word “pornography” a goodrevbw. In his work one 
is confronted with the “wide openness” of figures’ le^, popularly seen from the rear (figires 6-8).
'His cup ids and fleshy love children, when standing a lw ^s end where the genitalia of adult figures 
begin. Their soft noses seek out the darkly painted recesses of the adult genitalia^^ (figire 9-12). In 
Corregio’s “sky” paintings, the fecundancy of legs squirm next to fat buttocks. The musdy detail;-----------------
Gould, The Paintings o f  Cotregio. Pp 81-88.
This “position” is also assumed by the adults in Corregio’s work where they seek out the genital recesses o f the 
children/cupid’s genital areas. See figures 11-12. 75
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coupled with its constant repetition con&ses the viewer as they folbw the fatty clouds (figires IS­
IS). C o n e ^ o ’s Christian representation is erotica. Like the cup id children who seek the genital 
realm, with approval, like the Madonna and Child with Saints Sebastian, Geminian and Roche^^ 
(figire 16) where a saint’s genitals -  his phallic projection -  is presented with the impossible; entry 
by another and very sharp phallic projection, one reads Corregio with an odd feeling
Therefore, how do we arrive at Corregio’s St. Mary Magdalen (figire 1)? Our first stop is 
the painting The Madonna o f the Baskei^ (figires 17-18). The buffed womb is recalled, but under 
quite different (I cannot say better) circumstances. The Christ child sits in his mother’s lap -  beirig a 
baby -  under his mother’s loving gaze., .except not quite. The infant’s legs are parted, making him 
brutally available to the viewer from the access point of his flesh bubbly genitalia. This is the central 
focus of the painting His unmanly genitalia rest in-between quivering blubber; his white, soft be% 
radiates a creamy skin tone. This “creaminess” is not hard or stable, nor is it dripping from the knees 
of the mother; it is like putty. The quality of this creamy skin is h i^ighted by the shadows of the 
infant’s legs, making the blubber tremble with its own moist whiteness. The Madonna’s head tilts in 
a gentle slope downwards, her chin drawn in, her ear l in in g  upwards. This is the moment where 
the mother gazes lovingly at her sweet child, except the child is not sweet, but threatening to the 
viewer’s sense o f the moral and the woman is not gazing: her eyes are closed. The child is in 
movement; this is indicated by the direction of his legs and hands and fingprs on those hands. 
However, the Madonna is cauÿit in stillness. She holds the smaller moving hands: movement versus 
stillness. Her smile pushes her eyes deeper into her skull under the shut lids. Par excellence, before 
us is the Madonna in ecstasy. The child sitting on her lap with his white ruffled shirt hiked up above 
his quivering blubbery be% is a secret: the colourless man in the background, no idea of the shivers 
that shake the leaves on the tree under which the woman sits. On our left, we see her basket holding 
its strange took. The tool in the forefront of the basket insinuates a sheathing fiinction. Its circular 
head along with its descent into an opening suggpst the anatomy of the interior o f woman’s genitalia. 
Its sharp scissor-like endings form a perfect triangle where an object m i ^  be placed and sharply rid 
o f excess. This tool signs castration’s strange connection to woman’s ecstasy. Its presence is
Gould. The Paintings o f  Corregio. Pp 101-102.
Gould. The Paintings o f  Corregio. P 97. 76
menacing metal component of the scene before us. Its presence is in conversation with the politics of 
the moment; its vocular black-smithed strains finding its own echoes in the noise of the painting 
This painting houses a familiar vocabulary of ima^ry, however. I have seen this before, but where? 
The extended neck of gentle slope with its offering o f the exposed ear, the white ruffling of the shirt 
hiked up ... The answer to this familiar imagery is Corregio’s Leda^ (figire 19).
In Leda (figire 19), Corregio offers the viewer a strange act of love. Bestiality is seen in other 
works as well, notably in Ganymede^^ and Viema^ (figires 20-23), which I would argue fall under 
this genre of painting motif. In Leda (figire 19), the woman’s lap is also resting home to the “white 
ruffled” thing which is “hiked up,” However, this time it is the white ruffles o f the visible swan and 
instead of the “white ruffles” being “hiked up” on the fatty belly quivering it is “hiked up” inside 
the body o f the woman. We see the same graceful neck gently sloping and the same facial gesture 
with eyes closed; the same wrestling moment between movement and stillness, this time between 
the stillness of the body of the woman and the movement of the white swan; again, we see woman 
in ecstasy. To our left of Leda other wingpd bein^ with their musical instruments and arrows. To 
our ri^Tt o f Leda, other women. One lady’s maid lifts off her gown. The look on the young woman’s 
face is one of eager arousal. She looks up towards a swan in fli^ t. Her body descending into the 
water blushes with anticipation. To her left a clothed woman, perhaps another maid servant smiles 
on the scene before her. To the r i^ t  of the woman, descending into the water, a naked woman, more 
bashful than her peeis, distances herself between the swan and her nudity, but there is a smile on her 
face (figire 19: detail). I read these bathers in counter-distinct bn to Leda whose body occipies the 
forefront o f the painting and whose body is largpr: more developed, more womanly, complete with 
the nipples that her counterparts lack Leda is not in ant bip at ion nor is she shy; she weais the 
countenance o f an intimate knowing It is from the lap of Leda that we find Conegio’s St. Mary 
Magdalen (figire 1).
The same stone upon which Leda sits is found 'm St. Mary Magdalen (figire 1), this time as 
the prop for the body of Mary Magdalen. The delbiously available and troubling calf of Leda is 
unavoidable to the eye. From the bending shoulder and fatty hands, one’s eyes led to it and to its
Gould. The Paintings o f  Corregio. pp 190-192.
Gould. The Paintings o f  Corregio. pp 130 and 185.
Gould. The Paintings o f  Corregio. pp 130 and 185. 77
foot contained in a still flexing posture that does not touch the water but instead choose its own 
tension. This same beautiful leg is present in St. Mary Magdalen (figire 1). Its whiteness shines. It 
peeks from beneath the robe in unbounded glory. It arches in counter-distinct bn to Mary 
Magdalen’s left arm, reminiscent of Shiva in her dance representation. Mary Magdalen’s robe does 
not banish her nudity; her plump breast restbg on the cusping fabric reveals her nudity. With her 
ri^Tt elbow secured on the book, her arms work together maintaining a dance-like quality. 
Artistically perched in-between her two hands -  the infamous ointment jar. The robe, the robe 
which does not banish her nudity, bulbous ly baltoons out from her. It is as if th o u ^  not only do her 
hands “dancingly fold” in the way they do to behold the ointment jar, they are also a sign; they trace 
the bulbous glow of the fabric.
6.3Leda’s Hidden Swan: Unexpected Celebratory Postures
Where have we seen the imagp o f the balfooning fabric before? The rounded glow o f Mary 
Magdalen’s robe houses the bulbous body o f  Leda's swan: this is woman engaging in 'impossible' 
union. Unlike Leda and her counterpart, the Madonna of the Basket, Mary Magdalen looks s tra i^ t 
ahead. With the book, a part of her posture, she looks at us. The bulbous swell houses the hidden 
swan in union with woman. Bestial sexual encounters do not yield pregiancies outside of 
mythology, and yet we cannot escape the direct gaze of Mary Magdalen; to confront her gaze is to 
admit to knowing about the hidden swan. Bestiality fragnents Christian notbns of union with its 
vei7  grossness. In this context, Mary Magdalen’s hidden union with the beast signs woman’s 
relationshp to the abyss or that whidi exceeds imposed boundaries. It is of no surprise that this 
connection to the abyss would find its symbolic home in woman’s sexual organs; woman reads, 
writes and interprets (calls out) by her non-negotidble relationship established by her bodily 
condition. The symbolic beast nesting beneath the curvatures of Mary Magdalen’s stomach is the 
union, the outside of mythology is considered gross, improbable and impossible, but tradition 
heaves outwards with its own subversive manifest at bns o f what “celebration” means. No longr is 
the text of Magdalen half-formed maintaining its connection to ankle hingps; it is clearly a text of its 
own. It is this devdoped text which supports her “pregnant” body. Text and hidden beast become
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one in this gesture and it is the marriage of beast/abyss to woman’s body that enable Mary 
Magdalen to look directly at us: she is not masked by inappropriate notbns of 
“celebraticn”/”proclamation.” To reinstate the initial question, what is happening when Mary 
Magdalen reads?, she looks ahead with her strange ^obe protruding, pausing to confront us with her 
celebratory posture.
7.1 Condusion
To condude Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Narrative, I would like to restate this chapter’s 
most basb claims. I began this inquiry by stating that the goal of this chapter was to trace the 
woman centred hermenutical tradition. I b rou^t my own hermenutical method to the Johannine 
narrative where I “read” varbus textual moments. The objective of this goal was not to end up with 
“celebration” in its re-membered form, but rather to trace this woman-centred hermenutical tradition, 
to identify its features and to confront this woman-centred hermenutical in act bn  so that my 
subversive “findings” of this exploration not only substantiated the claims I have made thus far 
regarding women, reading and writing they would also enable my inquiry to be pitched into a space 
of actually encountering “celebration” in some of its re-membered manifestatbns (LI).
The Johannine narrative was an apt place to stagp such an exp foration because of its strong 
western cannon association, the fourth gospel’s inclination towards disruption and the narrative as a 
text infected with issues regarding reading and writing in a gendered sense (1.2).
I began my “reading’ of the fourth gospel with John 20:1-18. I targeted textual moments 
associated with two textual strands conjoining and read into their tension (2.1). I identified five 
crucial moments within this narrative which began to reveal the woman-centied hermenutical 
tradition’s personality. These “personality traits” include excess as a positive aspect of woman’s 
“calling(s) out,” a commitment to narrative to exceed imposed boundaries and to journey to “the end 
of the story that cannot be told,” and a continual and responsible confrontingof history (2.2-2.9).
My inquiry then so u ^ t to explore Jesus as a body in relation to other feminine bodfes. 
Beginning with the body of the V ir ^  Mary in which I conduded that Jesus’ worldly birth and the 
fourth gospel’s urge towards baptism is a textual statement about women’s bodies and their textual
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status; in this context woman represents death. However, the other possibility as maintained by the 
woman-centred hermenutical tradition is that the V ir^  M ary’s statement, “They have no wine;” is 
an invocation of the actual, maternal body. Thus, a powerful re-memory is invoked that is the 
encouraging blood-line whidi enables women to read, write and interpret anyway (3.1-3,5).
Moving into feminine bodies subjected to “the gaze;” I examined the history of the gaze and 
its multi-dimensional features: the gaze as a tool that distracts focus on women’s actual bodies 
behaving in unim, and finally the gaze as a commodity conductor which passes the bodies of 
women between borders of male ownership. In John 4:1-35, Jesus sits at the site of the well, house 
of the gaze, not to invoke union, but to obliterate the body (thus woman’s textual posture) of 
womai (4.1-4.4),
The well narrative then goes on to establish the foundation from whidi to meditate on Jesus 
as writer. In John 8:1-11, we encounter the story of two texts: the body-text of the adulterous 
woman and Jesus’ text of dust. The body-text of woman is obliterated in the spirit of the ether- 
body that urges baptism (5.1-5.4).
M y “reading” of the Johannine narrative ends with the figure who was central to those 
readings: Mary Magdalen. By reading various paintings I arrive at Corregio’s St. Mary M agchlei/^ 
Mary Magdalen here houses the hidden swan which is a sign of woman’s intimate union/connection 
with the abyss or that which exists past imposed narrative boundaries. This strange picture 
confronts us with woman’s celebratory posture (6.1-6.3).
The journey provided by walking th ro u ^  the Johannine narrative makes it possible in 
Chapter 3 : Women’s Contemporary Fiction, to enter into the realm of the crisis o f “celebration” in 
some of its re-membered manifestations.
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Chapter 3: Women’s Contanporary Fiction 
h i  Introduction
Thus far, this inquiry has done two important things. It has established woman’s textual 
situation (Chapter I: The Phenomenon of Ordinalion^^) and it has begun to trace what I 
have called a woman centred hermenutical tradition (Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine 
Narrative^'^). To bring these claims into the sphere o f women’s contemporaiy fiction, I offer 
a brief review of the first two chapter’s most basic claims.
In Chapter 1: The Phenomenon of Ordination, I e?q3fored ordination’s intstitutional 
definition and concluded that ordination, meaning To call out’, is not an ecclesiastical 
invention, but an event that belongs to the realm of language. This is so To call out’ recalls 
langiage’s most basic attempts to trace the void and to move towards the signed^^; 
therefore, ordination is a manifestation of the very frustration of langiage itself. 
Furthermore, woman’s bodes are ‘called out already’; they are naturally ordained by their 
self sufficiency. When women read, write or interpret -  when women ‘call out’ in any way 
-  they are confoundingtheir already ‘called out’/ordained status ; therefore, women’s reading, 
writing and interpreting are inherently excessive. Woman’s bodily status conditions her 
relationship to langiage and this is a specific and unique basis for what will prove to be a 
woman centred hermenutical tradition*^.
In Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Narrative, I take the foundation that women 
maintain a unique relationship as conditioned by their bodily, naturally ordained status into 
the Johannine text where I begin to trace this woman centred hermenutical tradition. This 
woman centred hermenutical tradition is not bound to the fourth gospel, however I feel the 
Johannine narrative is an appropriate text infected with issues regarding reading and writing
83 See page 1
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in a gendered sense. ThehermenuticI enga^ to read various moments in the Johannine text
See Chapter 2: section 1.2, page 33
See Chapter 2: section 2.8, page 55
See Chapter 2; section 3.5, page 67
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maintains its own rules which are critical but not strictly academic. As a result, my creative 
reading became the instrument to expose mommts of slippage within the text. It is in these 
exposed moments that the woman centred hermenutical tradition is revealed^By ‘reading’ 
Jesus’ relationshp to women in the Johannine text and by ‘reading’ the body of Jesus (and 
focusing on Jesus as reader/writer), this woman centred hermenuticd tradition emeiged. The 
basic feature of the woman centred hermenutical tradition involves women as unique readers 
based on their bodily, ordained status whidi conditions their textual relations bps. When
women read, write, or interpret (when they ‘call out’ in any way) they are behaving in
'excess. My readings of varbus textual moments revealed that this excess responsibly and 
continually confronts history and disputes textual closure. This reading and writing posture 
posits woman in the unique position o f being able to ‘tell thestoiy that cannot be told’ or to 
‘journey towards the end of the stoiy that cannot be told’ ®^. However, the Johannine 
narrative seeks to subvert this textual position by destabalising this reading and writing 
posture and ultimately offers and urges another prescribed relationship to langiage^^. As a 
result, women’s prodamations are disbelieved In the biblical sense, disbelief of women is a 
feature of narrative^^; however, this disbelief of prodomation is not confined to biblical 
texts, but a phenomenon sensed in a multitude of historical experiences. Examples include 
women not being allowed to administer the sacraments, vote, own land, or seek hiÿier 
education. Therefore, the disbelief of women’s prodamatiais is a feature o f the woman 
centred hermenutical tradition that I have outlined. Prodamation means ‘to call out’ and this 
is also the definition of ‘celebration’, thus women célébrâting'proclaiming is seen in its fullest 
crisis.
In Chapter 3; Women’s Contemporary Fiction, I bring this structure o f a woman centred 
hermenutical tradition I have established and exp bred into the realm of women’s 
contemporaiy writing. Because this is contemporaiy fiction written by women, excess is
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supremely available for our consideration. This excess (the ‘called out’ calling out) offers 
modds of dealing with the crisis of women celebrating in its rawest manifestation: having 
established that a woman centred hermenutical tradition exists, exploring its structure and its 
features, I now look to this hermenutic in action. In other words, women’s actual writing 
aretheceld)ratory postures I will here trace. It is in this sphere that the redefining, or rather 
the re-membering of what ‘celebration’ means can be traced in some of its manifestations.
In Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Narrative, I took the concept o f a woman centred 
hermenutical tradition th ro u ^  the biblical text (while maintaining multiple dialogues on 
various levds) in order to establish and e?ptore its features. In conduding that chapter, I not 
only validated the woman centred hermenutical tradition as an actual hermenutical 
experience, I sighted a subversive celebratory posture that demonstrated other articulations 
regarding what ‘célébrât ion’/’proclamation’ means. This posture was maintained by Mary 
Magdalen in Corregio’s&. Mary Magdalen (figire I). Housed beneath her billowing robe is 
Leda’s swan. This hidden bestial union signs woman’s intimate union with the abyss or that 
whidi resides past imposed boundaries. No longer does the ‘impossible union’ o f beast 
(representing that which resides past normal boundaries) and woman exist only within the 
sphere of the mythological: it is the biblical character o f Mary Magdalen who maintains this 
posture. Here the text she reads is devdoped, no longer connected to the body of Christ.
With her gesture of leaning on the text, the text and her posture become one. She looks 
directly from the site of her bulbous fabric which indicates and protects her connection to 
that whidi exists past supposed boundaries. We first encountered Mary Magdalen as a 
figure to whom other narratives within the fourth gospel alw ^s read towards. As she 
directly confronts us with her subversive celebratory posture a gateway is opened throuÿi
■ i-'i :which to explore other subversive articulations regarding women, celdiration and 
prodamation: the subversive articulations regarding celebration and prodamatiai we 
suspected throu^iout the fourth gospel are fully realised within her posture. From her 
subversive celebratory posture, we may now take the established woman centred
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hemKnutical tradition into new territory. The beast which transverses the boundaries of 
mythology to biblical imagpry reaches to traverse a new boundary: women’s contemporaiy 
fiction. The fragmented stomach I traced in order to arrive at Mary Magdalen’s subversive 
celdiratory posture now breaks into other curvatures that lead to other stomachs. The 
contemporaiy text I will use to exp tore otha subversive posture is The Shawl by Cynthia 
Ozick^V
1.2 Focusing on Bodies
As discussed in Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Narrative, women’s bodily, 
ordained status conditions their relationshp to texts. This relationship to langiage is non- 
negotiable. Thus Jesus’ offering'uigings of another relationshp to langiage is understood as a 
devastatingobliteration to woman as a textual being^ .^ Staying true to that which establishes 
women’s relationshp to langiage, I begin with the body of a woman in the text that I have 
chosen, in particular I will focus on this woman’s stomach. This focus keeps the image of 
Mary Magdalen’s hidden Leda within the threads of the present narrative thus continually 
reconfirming that the woman centred hermenutical tradition exists and this tradition is 
responsible for uncratingorW  articulations regarding what ‘celebration’ means. In addition 
to this feature, by focusing on the stomach of a woman, I maintain a constant and continual 
nearness to the source of that whicii produces and maintains women’s subversive re­
memberings of what ‘celebration’ means: it is the rounded stomach that invokes the rounded 
shape of the beast/swan which signs woman’s unique textual relationshp to the abyss or 
that which exists beyond imposed boundaries.
In the text I have chosen, a multiplicity of bodies in relation to other bodies exist and are 
vitally important. Accordingly, I will explore these relationshps; however, I maintain a 
focus-body: in The Shawl I will focus on the body of Rosa Lublin. I have made the claim 
that women’s bodies condition their textual relationship to langiage; therefore, to focus on a
91 Ozick, Cynthia. The Shawl. New York: vintage International, 1980.
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however is not a sign o f motherhood as a bodily mode. Ratlier, the pregiant body in this
illustrates the woman centred hermenutical tradition as it confronts the crisis of 
célébrâtion/proclamation in the realm of contemporaiy fiction.
Focusing on stomachs is to read curves leading into and breaking into the curves o f other 
bodies: with eveiy ‘break’ or ‘curve’ into a new stomach/bo^-text the fragnented texture 
of the body-text is invited to generate its own articulations; no lon^r are ‘scraps of flesh’
92 See Chapter 2; section 3.5, page 67
See Chapter 2: section 3.1, page 58 109
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body in this context is to ‘read’ how womai make their prodamations.
The body maintains a important feature. The swollen, bulbous stomach. This is the 
impregnated body or the body that has been pregiant. The pregiant body in this context
i :context is the re-membering of the woman centred hermenuticd tradition’s structure and it 
powerfully recalls the crisis of celebration which means ‘to prodaim’. In this sense the 
pregiant body of the contemporary text I have chosen re-members the woman centred 
hermenuticd tradition’s structure I have traced in Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine 
Narrative. The pregiant body then is a cross-roads: it signs the biblical text that so aptly
%
'I
§discarded -  indeed, these areas are targted and valued for the creative and critical eneigy
"they generate. In this way not only is the body-text of one individual valued, the process of 
re-membering by which we arrive at that body-text is also valued.
As we move from the Johannine narrative into the actual space of subversive celdiratory 
postures (that is women’s actual writing) I would like briefly to forgp and re-member 
Johannine body-texts within the metaphor of the stomach. The baltooning mother-belfy re- 
members the V ir^  Mary in her own swollen absence in John I, the sky-cult birth narrative
93of Jesus, the only son from the fatlier . The bulbous sign re-members the women at the
.1'
well, the site of union recast by the Johannine Jesus as the site of ‘no-union’. The 
impregnated body here re-members those women that were chosen from the site o f the well
;g
to continue the blood lines in its child-packed w ei^ t as it also re-members the obliteration of 
the text of the Samaritan woman’s voice as Jesus urged the un-bodily condition of ‘no-thirst’
_________________________________________________________________________________________
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or an alternative to the vei*y thing that establishes woman textually -  her body^ *^  and here 
the impregnated body heaves with the air-packed wei^it of exclusion. The maternal 
distended belly re-members the woman taken in adultery, the body that smelled of thick ash 
from the chan-ing transition from the sexually charged space of moisture absorbing and 
seeping into the dry seething space of the untliirsty Jesus with his text of dust This is 
woman put in a textual situation: between the gaze and the fingpr/pen, she who has not been 
allowed to toudi/read, write or interpret^^ is now the text who remains unread. The stomach 
re-members her because pregiancy is the most available sign o f women’s naturally ordained 
status -  her body’s amazing ability for self-sufficiency -  therefore, the round belfy re­
members what Jesus refused to read The fat, t i^ t  mother-stomach finally re-members 
Mary Magdalen as a reader in Corregio’s St. Mary Magdalen (figire 1). Mary Magdalen, 
elbow on text, looks at us. Her blue robe does not conceal her nakedness; she is bodily 
available as signed by her visible breæts. Instead, her robe is house a bulbous glow, Leda’s 
hidden swan, and this is the most powerful sign that b rir^  this journey of re-rœmbering 
into the present moment. Here, Mary Magdalen’s distended stomach’s w ei^ t is suspended 
in tension as she leans on the text to support her body. The langiage of the text upon which 
she rests is signed by her swollen stomach -  body and langiage here find their shared image; 
it is the image of the woman reader/writer par excdlence. She looks at us. In her directness, 
all lines of discussion within this inquiry intersect. To look away, to break the stare, is to 
disregard the legitimacy of women as readers/writers maintaining their own articulations 
regarding what ‘celebration’ means. To continue to look, is to agree to withstand the 
possibilities of what is under her swollen gown; it is to be witness to the rawest response to 
the crisis of women celhrat ing^ p roclaiming^^.
Mary Magdalen’s pregrant posture directly links us with the swellmg stomach I will 
read in Ozick. Her gaze not only looks at us, it looks into the countless other rounded 
stomachs. The Pregiant body is two fold in task it is a sign of what it represents, the
94 See Chapter 2: section 4.3, page 74 
Noli me tangere as and invocation of disallowal; See Chapter 2: section 2.8, page 55 
^ See Chapter 2; section 6.3, p 97
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î1::;woman centred hermenutical tradition, and thus it re-members bodies and it is an actual 
model that infects the present moment, re-membering bodies of the here and now. In the text 
I will read, the focus body’s ability distend is a modd of redefining or re-membering what 
‘celebration’ means; it is the live possession o f the crisis of celebration and the confronting 
of it. I the case of this text, excess is a model that the woman centred hermenutical tradition :ll
l;>
prescribes for itsdf thus making important claims about how this tradition works and what 
happens when y ou get to ‘the end of the stoiy that can’t be told’. With Corregio’s St Mary 
Magdalen, we follow the dark hem o f Mary Magdalen’s robe as the inviting line curves into 
its own folds. To follow this line is to meet other modds of pregiancy’s live act bn, kicking 
and squirmii^ in the smarting air: the crisis of women celd)ratin^p roclaiming in act bn.
Again, I acknowledge the untraditional nature that my own hermenutical metliod invokes by 
‘not minding the difference’ between academic concept-critical rhetoric and creative, 
metaphorical rhetoric and in the spirit o f women’s subversive articulations regarding 
celebration/proclamation, I continue.
1.3 Types of Pregnancy: the Pregnant Corpse , îÏ
I have said that the body I will focus on in the text I will read is a pregiant body/body
that has been pregiant. The pregiant body is a sign of a modd of live excess actually
'confronting the crisis of prodamation and celdiratioa In The Shawl by Ozick, the focus 
body is what I will call a pregiant corpse. Because this event is so unusual and will prove to
bear most interesting claims regarding women celdirating'proclaiming I would like to 
comment on this phenomenon before moving directly into the text itsdf. In this section, I 
wish only to establish and qualify the unique position of the ‘p r i a n t  corpse’; therefore, I 
would request patience from my reader if he or she feels that particular concepts are 
unexplored. The phenomenon of the pregiant corpse will be discussed in great detail in the 
individual sections dealing specifically with the text.
The first important point of agenda regarding the event of the ‘p r i a n t  corpse’ is to
1 1 1
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identify the conditions that establish a body as a pregiant corpse. The first condition 
necessary to render a body a pregiant corpse is that the bodies in question must be assigned 
to the realm of death, yet not belong to that realm exclusively. Naturally, the most basic 
proof of this condition comes from actual text description
In Ozick’s The Shawl, we meet the focus-body of Rosa Lublin. P a ^  2 reads,
Rosa did not feel hunger; she felt light, not like someone walking but like someone 
in a faint, in trance, arrested in a fir, someone who is already a floating angel, alert 
and seeing eveitything, but in the air, not there, not touching the road
Without complaining, Magda relinquished Rosa’s teats, first the left, then the right; 
both were cracked, nota sniff of milk. The duct-crevice extinct, a dead volcano, blind 
eye, chill hole, so Magda took the corner of the shaW andmilked it instead^ .
97 Ozick. The Shawl, p 4
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Rosa no longpr feels the conditions that establish the body in the cycles of life. She has gone 
bey Old the known grid in which the normal body lives. Her physical flesh is replaced by a 
combination of both dead and live flesh. Indeed, the text actively names her as ‘someone 
who is already a floating angel’. Rosa is the angd o f death in so far that she wears deathly 
qualities; however, her flesh still han^ onto her bei%, thouÿi it may be ‘dead’ flesh because 
it no longer functions. Her unique flesh status prevents a total death qualification for her 
body. Pages 4 and 5 read,
and
Rosa did not menstruate^^.
The imagery used to describe Rosa’s breasts conjures up the word ‘abandoned’. In this
f:I
5.
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context, it is the normal feminine bodily functions that have been abandoned, yet the flesh as 
a relic remains. That Rosa no longer menstruates is a further sign of the abandoned feminine 
bodily functions. The ‘nonnal’ functions of the feminine body that have been abandoned are 
replaced by a new condition: the bodily functbn of the pregiant corpse.
I have made the claim that women’s relationshp to langaage is conditioned by her natural, 
bodily status. Furthermore, I have said that the pregiant body or the body that has been 
pregiant is not only a sign of the woman centred herrrenutical tradition, thus re-membering 
bodies, it is also a modd of how women deal with the crisis of celdiration/proclamation In 
the case of the pregiant corpse, we encounter a body whose unusual status, not qualified as 
wholly live or wholly dead, disputes life and death boundaries and expands notbns of 
embodiment. This body makes strong abysmal connections whidi ultimately colours its
98
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artbulations/responses towards the issue of woman celdiratingfproclaiming Rosa’s 
abandoned sexual organs are our first subversive offerings of the re-membered understandbg 
of what ‘celebration’ means.
The second, and perhaps obvbus condition that renders a body a pregiant corpse, is this: 
a body that is a s s ie d  to this realm, but does not exclusively belong to this realm must also 
be a pregiant body or a body that has been pregiant.
In The Shawl, we are presented with the corpse/body that has been pregiant. Rosa is the 
mother, the walking cradle^ ,^ of Magda. Reading The Shawl is to read Rosa’s body, the body 
of the pregiant corpse, as it contorts around and traverses the lengh of Magda. In this 
sense, it is a painful stoiy of curvatures.
Having established the two conditions o f what qualifies a body as a pregiant corpse, I 
hop e l have begun to reveal the interesting and complex nature of the model of the pregiant 
body or body that has been pregiant as a model of confronting the crisis of re-membering 
what ‘celebration’ means. In subsequent sections the issues I have raised here will be more 
fully exp bred.
■
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.4 The Unique Status of the Pregnant Corpse: A Demand for the Realisation of the 
Complex Nature of Issues regarding Women and Celebration
Before moving on, I am immediately aware of this unique bodily situation’s refusal to 
locate itsdf in known embodiment theories. To demonstrate this refusal and to ultimately 
decide what this refusal means, I will place the concept of the pregiant corpse in competing 
understandings of embodiment. To ful^ realise the problematic nature of the issue at hand, I 
have chosen embodiment understandings as voiced by Luce Ir i^ a y  and Camille Paglia, two 
very different and opposing understandings -  to say the least. Not only have both scholars 
influenced me greatly, I feel that the rang between the two theories gives space to draw out 
the problematic nature of the pregiant corpse. Fully realising this problematic nature is the 
most appropriate place to begin individual and detailed examinations of each focus-body in 
question.
B othlripry and Paglia offer volumes o f commentary on gender issues. For the purposes 
of this inquiry, I will briefly examine three characteristics that shape their understanding of 
gender and then attempt to locate the ‘p r i a n t  corpse’ between these understandings. The 
three characteristics I will focus on include: a basic and brief review of their gender theories, a 
basic and brief review of their understanding o f motlierhood, and finally I will briefly 
examine their understandings of the relationship between gender and writing (calling out).
By way of offering a basic and brief review of Luce Irigray’s understanding of gender, I 
offer her constitutional style commentary on human dignity for women^^^. Human dignity 
for women means a) stopping the commercial use of women’s bodies and images, b) valid 
representation of women in actions, words, and images in all public places, and c) stopping 
the exploitation of motlierhood, a functional part of women, by religious and civil powers 
alike. In all of I r i^ a y ’s points of action, the body is implicated. Human dignity for I r i^ a y  
is a state in which women’s bodies are honoured. She is seeking to pitch the de-valued 
feminine body into a new realm of relation. Irigray celdirates difference and cites an
Ozick. The Shawl, p 2
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inherent difference between male and female logic which she argues underlies western 
th o u ^ t and has been sup ressed by phallocentric principles^^\
Regarding motlierhood, as I r i^ a y ’s commentary on human dignity for women indicated, 
she reads religious and civil powers as institutions of exploitation regarding the maternal 
body. Her own understanding of motherhood locates the pregiant body as the site for a new 
ethic of responsibility. In this modd the relationshp between womai and placenta becones 
a new map or code for a type of relating to the other (the placenta negotiates and reveals the 
other). Motherhood to Irigiry then envisions the exciting possibility of a realm wheie 
people relate to the other in a whole new c o n te x t I r i ^ r y  and others, notably Helene 
Cixous^^^, champ ion a spedfic type of feminine writing This type o f writing is grounded in 
the body and the celebrated difference of this body. One writes out of their body towards 
life. In this context writing y ourselfrstory equates to one’s body ‘being heard’
On the opposite end of the spectrum, Camille Paglia would rather not choke on the 
afterbirth, so to speak. In Paglia’s text, Sexual Personae, she reclaims phallocentric 
stereotypes of gender and boldly reinstates them as working truths. On page 9 she writes,
Woman was an idol of belly-magic. She seemed to swell and give birth by her own 
law. From the beginning of time, woman has seemed an nncanny being. Man 
honoured but feared her. She was the back maw that has spat him fortli and would 
devour him anew. Men, bonding together, invented culture as a defence against 
female nature. Sky-cult was the most sophisticated step in this process, for its switch 
of the creative locus from earth to sky is a shift from belly-magic to head-magic. And 
from this defensive head-magic has come the spectacular glory of male civilisation, 
whidi has lifted woman with it. The very language and logic modern woman uses to 
assail patriarchal culture were the invention of men.
Moi, Toril, ed. French Feminist Thought: a Reader. Oxford; Basil Blackwell, 1987.
Irigary, Luce. An Ethics o f Sexual Difference. London: Athlone Press, 1993,
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For Paglia, the body of woman is a chthonian realm: a swanpy, unstable arena that bursts 
with its own fatty-slimed tissues from which no matrix can become any tiling more than a 
blood-jellied clot.
Regarding motherhood, Paglia writes:
Woman does not dream of transcendental or historical escape form natural cycle, 
since she/5 that cycle. Her sexual maturity means marriage to the moon, waxing and 
waning in lunar phases...She knom there is no free will, since she is not free. She 
has no choice but acceptance. Whether she desires motherhood or not, nature yokes 
her into the brute inflexible rhythm of procreative
Motlierhood is not a choice, but a condition to be endured for better or worse. In this 
context, menstrual blood is the ‘birthmark of orignal sin,thefiltli that transcendental reli^on 
must wash from man’ that is remembered each month as woman’s will is defeated again until 
she becomes pregiant which in the best case scenario is a ‘happy sacrifice’ and in the worse 
case scenario, ‘(the) foetus is a b e n ^  tumour, a vampire who steals in order to live. The so- 
called mirade of birth is nature getting her own way According to this prescription of 
motherhood, mothers and children, spedficalty sons of mothers, maintain a specific 
relationship in which mothers are fatal. T h o i^  mothers give life, their connection to the 
chthonian realm reeks death. Culture, a male invert ion, is a defence, a safe-hold from the 
unstable, organic body that devours and dissolves. To be cau^t in the realm of the mother is 
to suffer the sticky swanp that constitutes woman’s body: jellied fragnents, fatty tissue, 
placental jelfy-fish, aborted membranes and it is in this way par excdlence that the mother 
blocks freedom from her son, drowning him in his worst niÿitmare^^^.
Like I r i^ a y ’s commentary on gender, writing makes an important appearance in the work
105 Paglia, Sexual Personae, p 10.
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■of Paglia. Paglia understands men as sexual conceptualisers and projectors who ‘rule a it’ 
because art is his response toward and away from the body of woman^® .^ This status
involves writing.
Male sex is repitition-compulsion: whatever a man writes in the commentary of his 
phallic projections must be rewritten again andagain^T
108
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Writing, ‘calling out’, is a male invention. It is the line drawn against motlier nature’s 
dangerous curves. Woman could not have invented writing because the line, the mark, the 
word, is a lw ^s written against her. Furthermore, this writing beats the feature of ‘rep it it ion |
;compulsion’. Man must continually re-inscribe his phallic projectionAvord because he must
continually separate himself from his slimy orign which is represented by the body of
110 * woman .
I r i^ a y  and Paglia sit on opposite ends of the embodiment spectrum and by eng%ing 
these extremes, I would now like to posit the ‘pregnant corpse’ in-between these competing 
theories to illustrate the rich complexity of the crisis of re-membering what ‘celebration’ 
means.
To begin with I r i^ a y , I will restate her understanding of writing and gender. She argues 
for a feminine writing that is grounded in the body. In this context, woman writes from the 
site of her body towards life. This mot bn equates story and body so that making one’s 
story heard is to make one’s body heard. My inquiry agrees with I r i^ a y  that a fundamental 
difference between male and female logb exists and that this difference has been supiessed 
by historical phallocentric principles. M y own understanding of the woman centred 
hermenutical tradition I have traced, seeks to ‘celebrate’ this difference as well Like I r i^ a y ,
I toobelbve woman’s body and writing are inherently linked. However, Iripray writes from 
the site of her body towards life. The pregiant corpse, a definite textual event that signs
    --------------
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woman’s own prescriptions for dealing with the crisis o f ‘celebration’ as it offers counter- 
articulations towards actual working modds of excess for women, disputes this motion 
Iri^ry champions. The pregiant corpse disputes boundaries concerning life and deatli. This 
ability to ‘go beym d’ the normal grid of experience resonates back to the woman centred 
hermenutical tradition that it represents in which features of this tradition included disputing 
‘supposed ends’ and going beyond narrative boundaries. The pregiant corpse houses the 
tension and violence o f both life and death realms. Indeed she will write from the site of her 
body, but not only towards life. Rather, her unique embodiment gives her the exp aided 
vocabulary to address the abyss, the realm that spans life and death. Accordingly, this 
dismption by the pregiant corpse into I r i^ a y ’s understanding of woman’s body and 
writing calls into question her understandings of woman’s body and motherhood by 
revealing the complex nature of issues surrounding celebrating'proclaiming
Unlike Iripray who understands women writing towards life, Paglia understands writing 
as a male invention that writes against his own deatli that ultimately must be re-inscribed 
repeatedly. In this context the body of woman, whidi is the thing written against, is 
repeatedly re-inscribed. To demonstrate the problematic features of Paglia’s understanding I 
offer the pregiant corpse body of Rosa, the focus-body I will ‘read’ in The Shawl. The text 
strongly indicates that Rosa becomes pregiant as a result of being raped by SS officers in a 
concentration camp‘d\ As I stated earlier, Rosa’s body is assigned to the realm of death but 
does not exclusively belong to this realm and it is this type o f body that is raped. T o entertain 
Paglia’s theory, we m i^ t understand these men inscribing their phallic projection unto a 
death text, the body of Rosa Death text in this context equates to a type of pulp fiction: the 
text meant to stay on the flooi' of the brothel, the vermin text, the text never meant to be 
read That Rosa becomes a pregiant corpse is not something these phallic projections 
counted on. In this sense, she becomes the page that got away. In other words, the pregiant 
corpse becomes the page that reads against P a p a ’s understanding of woman’s body and 
writing because for Paÿia, it is woman’s body, an unstable watery realm that is written
Ozick. The Shawl, p 5. 118
against because of male fear of death; however, the pregiant corpse writes against the nature
2.1 TheShawli Introduction
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boundaries Paglia establishes. In the case of Rosa, woman’s body is not so simply confined
to ‘earth cult’. The body traverses the arenas o f life and death. To only write against woman 
because she represents ehthonian nature, literally the bowels of the earth^* ,^ is to miss half 
o f her territorial spaa Accordingly, as the pregiant corpse disrupts Paglia's understanding of 
the body and writing, the dynanics of her understandings of woman's body and motherhood 
are called into question by the demand to review and re-member what ‘celebration’ means 
for women.
Having posited the condition of the pregiant corpse in-between two embodiment 
theories, I have hoped to expose the pregiant body or body that has been pregiant as a rich 
and complex modd that signs other articulations towards modds of excess for women as it 
actively feels and re-members the crisis of what ‘celebration’ means. If the pregiant corpse 
as a sign of the woman centred hermenutical tradition and a modd presently engaged in 
dealing with the crisis of célébrâtion/preclamation does not mean these thin^, two theories
I
that represent a range of embodiment theories, what then does it mean? To begin to answer 
this question I will now move on to examine the focus-bodies in question in a more thorough 
exp brat ion.
1  
■ f
I:
I began this chapter’s discussion with focusing on the pregiant body or body that has 
been pregiant. This bodily status is not a sign of woman’s biobgical function but rather a 
sign that for^s a link to the woman centred hermenutical tradition I traced in biblical 
narrative to women’s contemporary fiction. In this sense, the pregiant body or the body 
that has been pregiant re-members the woman centred hermenutical tradition it represents as 
it sigis a modd prescribed by this tradition in whidi subversive art bulat ions regarding 
women and celdiration emerge.
-----------------------------------------
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There are two guiding features that establish the conditions that qualify a body as a 
pregiant corpse. The fist feature is that the body in question must be assgned to the realm 
of death but not belong to this realm exclusively. The second feature that begins to colour 
this unique bodily status emerges when this ty p eo f body is pregnant or this type of body 
has been pregiant. This unique condition demands a radical review and/or re-membering of 
what ‘celebration’ means as demonstrated by attanpting to place this bodily condition in 
known embodiment theories.
The focus body of Rosa in The Shawl brings the condition of the pregiant corpse into 
this narrative from the point of view that Rosa moves from the live, normal feminine bodily 
functions into the realm of death where she becomes pregiant and bears a child, Magda. My 
goal in the following p ^  is to ‘read’ Rosa’s bodily condition. To do is to examine a 
subversive posture of woman celebrating This posture is signed by the fact that the story of 
Rosa is by a woman writing Rosa is the manifestation of a woman’s ‘calling(s) out’. In 
addition to this, the specific attention that will be paid to the condition o f Rosa is attention 
paid to her stomach, the stomach signing the woman centred hermenutical tradition and the 
actual crisis of women celdiratingfp roclaiming
As I have just said, I will ‘read’ various moments within The Shawl This ‘reading’ is in 
the same spirit of Chapter 2: Reading the Johannine Narrative, in which I engage my own 
hermenutical formula for exp bring texts and making particular claims. The hermenutical tool 
I empfoy to accomplish this are my own reading of varbus narrative moments. This 
hermenutical method is critical, however it does not require specific academic rules to 
monitor its movement.
Cynthia Ozick’s The Shawl contains two separate texts that brutally intersect to form a 
concentrated and powerful narrative. To begin the folbwing discussion, I offer this brief 
summary of the narrative. The first part of The Shawl is a short stoiy, ‘The ShawT (pages 
3-12). The second text which forms the second half of the narrative is a novdla, ‘Rosa’. The 
diptych texts area Holocaustic tale. ‘The Shawl’ takes place in a concentratbn camp. A 
woman, Rosa, houses her child, Magda, in a shawl whife Rosa’s niece, Stella, a ravenous girl
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fenœ. This horrible scenario is completed by Rosa taking the shawl and swallowing it, and
2 .2The Shawl Emeiges
1
of fourteen, looks onto this maternal scene with sadness and envy. The shawl conceals 
Magda from being found out by the camp guards who would certainly kill her as it also 
sustains her by providing a type of super-natural form of nourishment that Rosa’s own
#
body cannot provide. As the shawl sustains and protects Magda it proves to be a brutal 
form of security that maintains a devestating set of conditions that shape life for Magda.
Rosa cannot give the shawl with its hidden bundle away because the reciever may reject it 
by dropping it thus killing Magda In addition to this, as long as Magda stays witliin the 
realm of the shawl she remains mute. During a camp roll-call Rosa leaves Magda on a bed in 
the bunker quietly nesting under her shawl. Stella removes the shawl claiming that she was 
cold thus exposing Magda to the open air. Magda toddles on her ulcerated bones into the 
sunli^t where she is found by camp guards who murder her by throwing her into a wire
iÎdrinking it ‘until it dried’.
In ‘Rosa’ (pages 13-70) the same woman, Rosa Lublin, appears thirty years later in a 
Miami hotel. The Miami hotel is her home after having to leave New York where she 
destroyed her business, a brie and brae shop, with her own hands. She is waiting for Stella, 
her niece living in New York, to return the sacred vestige of Magda’s babyhood to her, the 
shawl. White waiting for the return of the shawl she meets ‘Persky ’ at a laundry-mat. By a 
mis-adventure, Rosa loses a pair of her underwear, an event she views with shame. In 
seeking her lost underwear, she has a series of adventures that pitch her relationship to the 
shawl into its most painful context, thus raising edges of her ‘story’ that constitute a 
powerful testimony of e^erience. ‘Rosa’ ends with the return of the shawl and Rosa’s 
‘calling out’ to Magda, her dau^ter, with whom she maintains an unusual relationshp.
‘The Shawl’ is where we first meet Rosa, the pregiant corpse. The pregiant corpse's body 
buzzes with a tension that heralds the emergence of the shawl. ‘The Shawl’ begins,
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Stella, cold, cold, the coldhess of hell. How they walked on the roads together, Rosa 
with Magda curled up between sore breasts, Magda wound up in the shawl. 
Sometimes Stella carried Magda. But she was jealous of Magda. A thin girl of 
fourteen, too small, with thin breast of her own, Stella wanted to be wrapped in the 
shawl, hidden away, asleep, rocked by the mardi, a baby, a round infant in arms. 
Magda took Rosa’s nipple, and Rosa never stopped walking, a walking cradle. There
Upon meeting these bodies walking, immediately the conditions of their breæts come to our 
attention: Rosa’s sore breasts and Stella with ‘thin breasts of her own’. Between these sets 
o f breasts atrocity has caused a horrible collapse. In Karl Plank’s work. Mother o f  the Wire
Fence: Inside and Outside the Holocaust^ , he discusses this type of ‘maternity infected by 
atrocity’: ‘Such acts violate our expectation of motlierhood, but leave us no ground from
113
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was not enough milk; sometimes Magda sucked air; then she screamed. Stella was 
ravenous. Her knees tumours on sticks, herelbows chicken bones'".
/ II
1
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which to understand, let alone ju d ^ ’*^ .^ Indeed, it is this type of maternity that conditions 
the scene we now face. Stella is fourteen, she is just becoming a woman; however, the 
atrocity of the Holocaust has frozen her in a passage of physical muteness: she cannot go 
on to assume her womanly body, nor can she reassume her childhood body. Rosa’s body is 
the impotent stalk that hovers between the competing wants of those with whom she 
‘walked on the roads together’. The body of the pregiant corpse cannot provide 
nourishment for the two dependants, Magda and Stella. The atrocity of the Holocaust has 
collapsed a motlier’s ability to nurture and sustain: the body that had passed puberty into 
the realm of the cyclic and the self sufficient now seetlies in its own still and holbw dryness.
The anxiety that hovŒs on the dry edges o f the four abandoned breasts and the infant finds 
its most devestating art bulat ion in the lack of nourishment. There is no nourishment from
  -----
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the site where we expect it, the maternal body; however, something else arises: a super­
natural form of nourishment from the shawl which sustains as it simultaneously establishes 
brutal conditions for existence.
The shawl becomes the other: the wound o f our violated expectations of motherhood. 
The shawl maintains three functions as it enters the abandoned habitat of what was a normal 
womanly body: it sustains, it is the invocation of a deathly silence, and it is the ‘choiceless 
choice’.
2.3 The Shawl: the Sustainer, the Invocation, the Choiceless Choice
The shawl answers the void of the abandoned crevices of Rosa’s flesh left behind as she 
passed into the condition of the pregiant corpse. The shawl’s first response to this dry and 
brittle landscape is to be the sustainer. In this context, it sustains by protecting Magda and 
nourishing her. The text reads.
The duct-crevice extinct, a dead volcano, blind eye, chill hole, so Magda took the 
corner of the shawl instead. She sucked and sucked, flooding the threads with 
wetness. The shawl’s good flavour, milk of linen. It was a magic shawl, it could 
nourish an infant for three days and three nights. Magda did not die, she stayed 
alive, although veryquiet*^^
And
Rosa knew Magda was going to die very soon; she should have been dead already, but 
she had been buried away deep inside the magic shawl, mistaken there for the 
shivering mound of Rosa’s breasts^^ .^
Ozick. The Shawl, pp 4-5.
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Sustain ing Magda by nourishing her and protectingher, the shawl proves to be the ‘foul’ 
nourisher. Indeed, the second function of the shawl is to be an invocation of a deadly silence. 
This invocation of silence is deadly in two senses: it silences Magda, freezing her in the 
deatlily realm of the non-verbal and when the shawl is taken away from Magda this silent 
ban is released and she ‘speaks’ and accordingly is killed. Not to speak is to be exiled from 
normalcy; it is to be a half-formed being symbolic deatli:
Ever since the drying up of Rosa’s nipples, ever since Magda’s last scream on the 
road, Magda had been devoid of any syllable; Magda was a mute. Rosa believed that 
something had gone wrong with her vocal cords, with her windpipe, with the cave of 
her larynx; Magda was defective, without a voice; perhaps she was deaf; there might 
be something amiss with her intelligence; Magda was dumb‘d*.
To speak is also death: once the shawl has been removed from Magda,
But now Magda’s mouth was spilling a long vicious rope of clamour. ‘Maaaa’ It was 
the first noise Magda had ever sent from her throat since the drying up of Rosa’s 
nipples...She saw that Magda was grieving for the loss of her shawl, she saw that 
Magda was going to die. A tide of commands hammered in Rosa’s nipples: Fetch, get, 
bring! but she did not know which to go after first, Magda or the shawl. If she jumped 
out into the arena to snatch Magda up, the howling would not stop^  because Magda 
would still not have the shawl; butif she ran back into the barracks to find the shawl, 
andif she found it, and if  she came after Magda holding it and shaking it, then she 
would get Magda back, Magda would put the shawl in her mouth and turn dumb 
again^ ^^
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The shawl, no matter its location, is a lw ^s the invocation of deadly silence.
Thethiid function of the shawl is that it is the ‘choiceless choice’. The ‘choiceless choice’ 
is a dilemma that reveals ‘maternity infected by atrocity ’ in its most horrific context. The 
‘choiceless choice’ describes the vacuum space of the Holocaust where eveiy choice is only 
a lw ^s death. In the words of Plank, ‘Is this choice between two honors any choice at 
^j?i2o, as an invocation o f a deadly silence most certainly reeks o f the honor of
the ‘choiceless choice’: the shawl prevents ‘calling out’. If Magda were to put the shawl in 
her mouth, she would ‘turn dumb again’ and would not ‘speak’. That which replaces the 
normal function of the maternal breasts, the shawl, alters Magda’s relationshp to language; 
therefore, the shawl pitches Magda outside the realm of her body: in order to speak, she 
must die.
The dilemma of the ‘choiceless choice’ is also felt as Rosa meditates on possibilities for 
saving Magda:
Rosa, floating, dreamed of giving Magda away in one of the villages. She could leave 
the line fora minute and push Magda into the hands of any woman on the side of the 
road. B u tif she moved out of line they might shoot. And even if  she fled the line for 
half a second and pushed the shavd-bundle at a stranger, would the woman take it? 
She might be surprised, or afraid; she might drop the shawl, and Magda would fall 
out and strike her headanddie^^*.
To keep Magda means choosing death (death by SS guards or death by the ‘foul’ 
nourishment of the shawl), to give Magda away means choosing death (Magia and/or her 
own). The only choice is death: not hierarchical motbns arrange questions; all questions 
become the sin^e answer -  death.
2.4 Tasting the Supernatural Depths of the Shawl: the Abysmal Connection
120 Plank. Mother o f the Wire Fence: Inside and Outside the Holocaust, p 27.
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Rosa has left the normal feminine functions of her body; as she passed into the condition 
of the pregiant corpse, a shadow marking and unretumability to her previous condition as a 
normal live-flesh body makes a permanent appearance on the scene. The pregiant corpse 
condition of Rosa cannot undo what atrocity has collapsed: the ability to nourish in a normal 
live-fleshed way. In the spirit o f not being able to function in a live-flesh manner, Rosa does 
something quite extraordinary that no live-flesh body could ever do: she consumes the 
shawl, tasting its supernatural depths.
The text reads.
She (Rosa) only stood, because if  she ran they would shoot, and if  she let the wolfs 
screech ascending now through the ladder of her skeleton break out, they would 
shoot; so she took Magda’s shavd and filled her own mouth with it, stuffed it in and 
stuffed it in, until she was swallowing up the w olfs screech and tasting the 
cinnamon and almond depth of Magda’s saliva; and Rosa drank Magda’s shawl until 
it dried^ ^^ .
Rosa’s fantastic swallowing is the response to the death of Magda whose ‘feathered round 
head and herpendl legs andbalfonish belfy and zigzag arms splashed against the fence..
The significance of Rosa’s gesture begins to be sensed in Plank’s own commentaiy regarding 
motherhood within concentration camps:
The very fact of the fence’s two sides had, in one sense, already effected her release 
of the child and set her at a distance. It does not seem, however, to have overcome a 
manifest will to accompany. Although the mother cannot finally surpass the barrier, 
she acts to establish a presence that joins to the forbidden edge. As noted in other
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instances, it is possible for her to despair or to turn away. She does not. She speaks. 
She gestures. In these acts she freights the moment with a tangence that touches the
other side^^t
Rosa’s stuffing of the shawl into her mouth is the gesture that ‘touches the other side’. It is 
the pregiant corpse that can weather the violence of such a fantastic ‘stuffing’, and it is the 
pregiant corpse which maintains the extra-sensory ability to taste the ‘cinnamon and 
almond depth of Magda’s saliva’. The pregiant corpse can do these things because its 
condition erases boundaries between life and death; the condition of the pregiant corpse is to 
span the abyss -  to inhabit freely (though not painlessly) the realm that exists past imposed 
boundaries. It is in this sense that the ‘pregnant’ feature of the pregiant corpse recalls the 
stomach which signs the woman centred hermenutical tradition. What is the result of this 
ability to span the abyss? The result is a subversive celdiratory posture.
2.5 Two Lost Things: the Shawl and the Underpants
We leave the site of the fantastic swallowing to re-visit the character o f Rosa Lublin thirty 
years later, ‘a madwoman and a scavenger’, living in a residential motel in Florida^^^.Again, 
we re-meet those who ‘walked on the roads together’. Then, the dry crevices of breasts 
collapsed by atrocity screeched throu^i the text. Returning to those same breasts thirty 
years later, the screeching remains, cauÿt in the hell-hot air of a roasting Florida. Rosa is 
waiting for Stella to return the sacred vestige of Magda’s b a b y h o o d - the shawl. 
Immediately, within ‘Rosa’ two things are lost: the shawl and Rosa’s underpants^^^. In 
order to arrive at the subversive celdiratory posture inherent within this tale, we must first 
chart the mis-adventure of the lost underwear until the underwear intersects with the other 
lost thing the shawl.
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2 ,6The Underwear Pilgrimage
Rosa makes the scorching joumey to the laundry-mat where she meets Persky, a Polish- 
Ametican. In extreme counter-distinction to the character of Rosa, Persky is the essence of 
friendliness and flirtation. Rosa rebuffs Persky’s advances. This serbs of rebuffs; however, 
in no way deletes Persky’s presence within the narrative; not only does she learn his story, 
he learns parts of hers. After returning from Persky’s company, Rosa discovers that a pair 
of her underpants are missing, ‘An old woman who couldn’t even hang on to her own 
underwear Rosabelbves Persky, ‘a sex maniac;, had them in his possession; however, 
she begins a pilgimage of seeking the lost underwear as the tension of Persky’s perversion 
prevades her quest.
Rosa begins her pilgimagcof finding the lost underwear in the residential motd where she 
lives.
To retrieve, to reprieve. Nothing in the elevator; in the lobby, nothing. She kept her 
head down. Nothing white glimmered up^^ ^
She moves on to search the road.
The whole day’s burning struck upward like a moving weight from the sidewalk. 
Rosa’s nostrils and lungs were cautious: burning molasses air. Her underpants were 
notin the road‘s®.
Her p ilgimage lead her to trash cans,
Ozick. The Shawl, p 33.
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Dented garbage barrels, empty near the curb Pants already smouldering in ash 
heap, among blackened tomato cans, kitchen scrapings, conflagarations of old
131magazines .
not finding them, she remembers the laundry-mat, $
- I
Or: a simple omission, an accident, never transferred, never removed. Overlooked.
Her pilgimage then leads her to a newspaper store.
Rosa’s p ilgimage now takes a poigiant turn,
If someone wanted to hide -  to hide, not destroy -  a pair of underpants, where would 
he put them? under the sand. Rolled up and buried. She thought what a weight of 
sand would feel like in the crotch of her pants, wet and heavy sand, still hot from the 
day. In her room it was hot, hot all night. No air«.She came to a gate; a mottled beach
130
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Persky unblemished The Laundry-mat was locked up for the night, with a metal
132accordian gate stretched across the door and windows .
Persky might have bought his paper there. Suppose later in the day he had come 
down for an afternoon paper, her pants in his pocket, and dropped them?^^ .^ I
spread behind it. It belonged to one of the big hotels. The latch opened...ln the dark, 
in silhouette, the towered hotel roofe held up their merciless teeth. Impossible that
any architect pleasurably dreamed these teeth...The sand was littered with
bodies...Her pants were under the sand; or else packed hard with sand, like a piece of
     ------------------
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torso, a broken statue, the human groin detached, the whole soul gone, only the loins 
left for kicking by strangers.-When she came back to the gate, the latch would not 
budge. A cunning design, it trapped the trespasser. She gazed up, and thought about 
climbing; but there was barbed wire on top^^ ^
Rosa’s pilgimage does not lead to the finding of the underwear. Her lost possession 
cannot be found where she lives, in the street, in the trash, in the laundry-mat, or in the news 
shop. Her underwear haunts none of these domains. Moving towards the hot sand, her 
p ilg im a^ scene invdces another familiar scene: life within a concentration camp: barbed 
wire, anonymous arcliitects of death, mounds of bodies, hot burning coals of incineration. It 
is thebeadi that recalls the concentration camp, the site of the loss of her dauÿiter, that the 
underpants intersect and powerfully meet the shawl in a moment of the utmost relevance. 
Her pants under the sand are like ‘the humæ groin detached, the whole soul gone’. The gross
and humourous imag of an old lady’s shapeless missing underwear is a powerful imag of 
the other lost thing the shawl.
!33
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2.7 The Lost Things Re member One Another
Rosa’s underwear are a sign of her genitalia, the most intimate part of a woman’s 
anatomy. It is her underwear, the sign of genitalia which re-msmbers woman’s non- 
negotiable relationship to langiage as manifested by her bodily status, whidi she has lost: 
she has lost access to that whidi maintains her relationshp to langiage. Rosa was able to 
swallow the shawl by her pregiant corpse condition which enaHed her to exceed normal 
boundaries. This fantastic gesture changed her relatioship to langiage: the shawl became part 
o f her body and it is the body that establishes how woman ‘calls out’ in any way. To be 
apart from the shawl is to be isolated from langiage. It is to be unable to testify because the 
subversive articulations of what ‘celebration’/’pioclamation’ means is rendered unavailable.
!s
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The lost underpants, then, intersect with the shawl; the two together become a powerful 
sign of her unique relationshp to langage. Rosa’s search for the underpants is a pilgim ag 
because she is seeking to re-member her abysmal connections by whidi she can speak.
2.8 The Upwards Motion of Woman’s Celebratory Posture
After Rosa’s p ilgimage,
In the morning, washing her face -  it was swollen, nightmares like weeds, the bulb of 
her nose pale-R osa found, curled inside a towel, the missing underwear^^^
Witliin moments of this discovery, Rosa receives the shawl sent from Stella.
Rosa w rits to Magda. The text tells us that ‘the room was littered with these letters 
These letters however litter the room; they remain unsent, inactivated until the found 
underwear and shawl meet, re-member Rosa’s connection to the abysmal, and restore 
Magda’s presence. Recalling the image of Magda’s feathered head as the grainy voices of the 
barbed wire popped her balfooned bd\y, we know Magda is dead However, the letters to 
Magda present another picture; one in which Magda is a grown, successful woman or 
sometimes a shy pubescent young lady. In other places however, Rosa seeks to tell Persky 
that she a mother^^^. The point is not to qualify Magda as either living or dead, but to 
reiterate that Rosa’s bodily condition by which she cannot return to normal live-flesh 
functions allows her to span the abysmal distances between life and death, past normal 
imposed boundaries.
From the in-descrepancies regarding Magda’s status, however, a subversive celebratory 
posture emeiges; th ro u ^  these cracks we must begin to look upwards to take in what this 
posture looks like. Rosa’s stoiy that ‘can’t be told’, is signed by these in-discrepancies so
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that to tell Rosa’s story is to tell several stories at once. It is to tell the story of Magda’s 
simultaneous death and life. As I read Rosa’s story I cannot prodaim it under the 
vocabulary ceiling of what ‘celebration’ means traditionally. I require a subversive 
articulation that allows me to celd^rate/proclaim not from a grounded locus, but from several 
locuses at once; this is what is required by the body-text that spans life and death. 
Encountering Rosa’s story, not only am I encountering a subversive celdrratory posture, I 
am participating in the proliférât bns of these postures.
The shawl and underwear returned, Magda fills Rosa’s room with her presence (a lovely 
girlof sixteen^^^), all of Rosa’s letters activated, sent, delivered. The phone then ring,
‘ -  Mr. Persky: should he come up or would she come down?’
‘He’s used to crazy women, so let him come up,’
S hy, she (Magda) ran from Persky.
Magda was away*^ .^
To take in the full view of the subversive celebratory posture inherent within this body- 
text is to look/come up. To not do so is to say that this story is ‘unreadable’. Celdrration for 
women means that as we call out in any way we not only exceed imposed boundaries by 
prodaiming the one story, we tell multiple stories simultaneously.
3.1 Condusion: The End (The Beginning)
Throughout this inquiry I have maintained multiple discourses on several levds,
137 Ozick. The Shawl, p 59.
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occasionally acknowledging the dangprs in doing so. Woman, who is naturally ordained and 
therefore maintains a unique relationshp with ‘calling(s) out’, houses the natural response to 
go past imposed boundaries; therefore, the ‘danger’ in not honouring rhetorical convention 
was in the spirit of what proves to be the answer to the question: how does reading and 
writing become a celebratory act for women?
How does reading and writing become a celebratory act for women? Reading and writing 
became celdjratory acts for women when ‘celebration’ expands to traverse the distances that 
a woman’s body travels regularly. For women, celebration means proclaiming or calling out 
in any way to tell multiple stories at once -  in much the same way that this inquiry has 
maintained multiple dialogues on several levels, using multiple metaphors to carry across 
diafogues.
The severed feminine body witliin Detweiler’s notion of ‘religious reading’ and the 
feminine bodies of the fourth gospel read, write and interpret anyway. These subversive 
calling out find their fragment ed manifestation in the posture of St. Mary Magdalen. Under 
her bublbous robe, the profoundly untraditional (by phallocentric standards) beast squirms. 
The lengh that such a posture traverses -  what is known (traditional expectations of the 
figure of Mary Magdalen) to that which is past what is known (the hidden swan in union) 
can weather the fragmented references to the subversive subculture of women reading 
writing and interpretir^a^>nr<3y. Mary Magdalen, our central guide throughout this inquiry, 
leans and becomes one with text: the text is a part of her posture and it is her posture whidi 
presents to us her body. This text, signed by her posture, is not one story, but many; 
indeed, it is her posture whidi collects the fragmented texts of so many other feminine 
bodies. To look away from woman’s celebratory posture is to refuse to hear/see woman 
textually and p hy sically.
With Rosa we encounter the celdiratory posture that Mary Magdalen represents. Here is 
woman maintaining this posture. Reeding' Rosa is to take that which this inquiry had 
discussed and to see and hear it. Rosa leave us with the wisdom of this posture when she 
tells the operator, ‘He’s used to crazy women, so let him come up’. This statement is not a
133
comical statement -  indeed, in no way is it haphazard and to assume it as simple is to not 
hear and not see. Her statement is a host of stories; it represents a multitude o f testimonies, 
some conflicting and some not, that pitdb the moment into the desire and pain that living 
truly requires.
‘...so let him come up’ signs the upward spiraling motion that woman’s celdiratory 
posture maintains. It is at once a beautiful and powerful affirmation of woman’s textual and 
physical situation. Finally, it is an invitation to all who truly seek to read, write and 
interpret, to call out, indeed -  to celebrate to celebrate.
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